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In Memoriam
The world of cryogenic engineering and sm* cryocooler technology was saddened
by the death nn August 5, 1990, of Dr. Howard 0. McMahon, former President of Arthur
D. Little, Inc., and a member of the Board of Directors of Helix Technology Corporation.
He was 75 years old.
Dr. McMahon's pioneering efforts in the field of cryogenics made possible irnportam contributions to the advancement of sAence and technology. In the late 1941)'s and
1950's, Dr. MiMahon was responsible for developing and commercializing the CollinsADL Helium Cryostat. The fust commercial helium liquefier permitted universities 313
research laboratories ttuoughout the world to conduct experiments at low temperature$
and make important advances in the fields of chemistr)., physics. biology. metallurgy.
electronics and astrcmomy.
Ir was in the late 1950's ?t Arthur D. Little, Inc., that Dr. McMahon and William E.
Gifford iivented the Gifford-BZcMahon cryogenic refrigeraticn cycle-a unique method
of reliably providing closed-cgtle refrigeration at temperatures below 10 degrees kelvin.
Initially, Sifford-McMahon ~ryc~genic
refrigerators were used for a variety of applications including the coolilg of infrared detectors, hw-noise ground-based receivers for
satellite communication networks and experiments in low-temperature spectroscopy at
long wavelenths.
With the birth of the microelectronics industry came the need for processing silicon
wafers in clean, high-vacuum chambers. The ability to achieve ultra-clean conditions in
vacuum processing chambers using Gifford-McMahon cryopumps has had a significant
impact on the development of the complex high-speed. high-capacity integrated circuits
of today. Subsequently, the Gfiord-McMahon cryogenic refrigeration cycle became the
industq standard refrigeration cycle for cryopump applications in tile rapidly g:owing
semiconductor industry.
A native of Alberta, Canada, and a naturalized citizen of the United States.
Dr. McMalron received his B.A. and M.A. from the University of British Columbia in
1935 and 1937, and his Ph.D. in Physical Chemistq from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1941. In 1943 he joined Arthur D. Little, Inc. and in 1064 became President, continuing as a Director until 1978.
Dr. McMahon was the author of many technical papers and held 22 patents on a
wide vliliety of inventions. In 1979, Dr. h~lclulallonwas awarded the S.C. Collins A\i*ard
in recopnitiqn of his outstanding technical contributions and dedicated service ro the
ciyogenic ccmrnunity.
Dr. McMahon's hspiration and influence rexhed into m m j aspects of cyogenic
engu~eering,especizlly into the advancement of snlall clyogenic coolers for commercial
applications. In grateful 1-ecogrutio~i
of his contributions. the Proceeding of the Sixth
International Cryoco~!erConference is dedicated Dr. Howard 0 .McMahon.

FOREWORD
These two volumes contain the proceedings ~f the Sixth International Cryocooler
Conference (ICC), held in Plymouth, Massachusett$, on October 25-26, 1990. Peter J .
Kemey o i CTI-CRYOGENICS was the conference chairman; Geoffrey G r v n of the
U.S.Navy's David Taylor Research Center served as program committee chairman.
The first cryocooler conference, held in 1980, was designed to stimulate interest
and discussion in th: scientific and endineering community about the latest developments and advances in refrigeration for cryogenic sensors and electronic systems at temperatures below 20 kelvin. Since then the ICC has been held every second year, and the
topic has been expanded to include scientific and technological developments in small,
closed-cycle refrigerators and components operating at temperatures up to about 80 K.
This year, close to 260 participants gathered from all over the world. They represented numerous universities, private companies, and government and commercial laboratories, both foreign and domestic.
Fifty-four papers were presented. The speakers described advances in many a r e a of
cryocooler technolog).. The discussions included advanced regenerators, Gifford McMa
hon systems, pulse rube and soy:ion coolers, Stirling, Joule-Thornson, magnetic, and
hyhrid c ~ o l e r sa, i d a broad range of applications and component technologies
The development of a small, compact, reliable and efficient cryocooler continues to
be priority for cryogenics. We are pleased to present these proceedings, which we believe show further significant progress in the field.

The Sixth Lntemational Cryocooler Conference Board would like to thank the following corporations, whose generous support contributed to the success of the 1990 Conference:

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Creare Lnc.
Cryomech, h c .
CTI-CRYOGENICS, Division of Helix Technolog?t Cuporation
Janis Research Corporation
Lake Shore Ccotronics Inc.
Leyhold Vacuum Products lnc.
Magnavox Electro-Optical Systems

M M R Technologies h c .
Nichols Resev-h corporation
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TEST PROGRAM
'The test program consisted of load mapping and endurance testing. The load mapping was performed by mounting the cold head in a liquid nitrogen-shielded vacuum
vessel, and attaching a thermal shield to the first stage and a thermal station to the
second stage of the cold head (Fig. 3). Electrical resistance heaters were attached to
the thermal siield and to the second-stage thermal station, and calibrated carl)on glass
resistance temperature sensors were mounted on the cold head first and second stages
to measure temper ature. T'he load mapping was performed by applying heat to the
,iw a•,d second stigcs: 0 to 30 W on the first stage and 0 to 5 W on the second stage.
"Theheat load and termpcratures were monitored with a PC-based data acquisition systern that was also programmed to automatically set the heat loads on each stage,
based on a stealy-state temFperaturc criterion of less than 0.01 K over a 15-min interval. Fig. 4 depicts the test setup for the load mapping, and l ablc 1 lists the refrigerators that were tested along with their nominal ratings as given by the manufacturer.
Endurance testing has consisted of continuously running three refrigerators, two
mechanically driven and one pweurnati:allv driven, to aIccunmillatc (perating hours at a
fixed operating point. The refrigerators were run in a Sinulattcd MIRI environnient by
setting a thermal load on the first and secund stages, controlling the cooling water to
70 TF, and operating the cold head in the vicriity of a stray magnetic field similar to
that seen on a 0.5-T MRI system. lThe first- awl, second-stage tenqIperaturcs \ere sampled every 2 h and checked daily for deviations. When 0 failure did occur, the
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Fig. 3. Crvorefrigerator test setup.

g. 4. Cryorefrigerator test apparatus.

Table 1.Manufacturer's specifications for GM refrigerators tested

Unit
Balzers UC-I10

Capacity (W)
80 K
20 K

Input Power
(kW)

100

10

7.0

Bakzers (shield cooler)

70

7

4.0

CTI 1020C

40

12

5.0

Levbold
RGD580-GE/RW4000
RGD580/RW5000
Cryromech GBO4

65
100

6.0
6.3

5.0
6.5

60

7

4.5

compressor was disconnected from the cold head, the system was allowed to warm to
ambient temperature, gas samples were taken from both the cold head and compressor, and the unit was disassembled and inspected for damage and wear.
Temperature tracking consisted of averaging the bi-hourly data to determine the
short-term, daily temperature deviations and plotting weekly averages to determine
long-term temperature stability. It is projected that temperature stability will become
more important in future applications as tighter helium boiloff specifications and
longer maintenance intervals are sought. Planned specifications for future applications
are given in the following section.
Schematic representations for the mechanical and pneumatic drives are shown in
Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. The mechanical drives use a scotch yoke mechanism to provide a sinusoidal motion to the displacer, and mechanical valves that are timed to the
displacer motion provide the cyclic pressure changes. Poppet valves, driven from the
scotch yoke crank, are used in the first refrigerator tested, and a spool valve, driven by
an end-of-stroke mechanism, is used in the second refrigerator. In the pneumatic refrigerator, a rotating disc va've and a stem volume (chamber I in Fig. 6) provide a net
driving force to the displacer at precise times in the cycle to produce a square wave
d~splacement. The rotating disc valve in the pneumatic refrigerators also provides the
cyclic pressure changes over the cycle.
FUTURE GE-MRI CRYOREFRIGERATOR REQUIREMENTS
Future GE-MRI systems wijl strive for lower refrigerator temperatures and increased maintenance intervals to reduce operating and service expenses. In addition,
new software for improved image resolution will require significant reductions in
cryorefrigerator vibrations. Some of the more critical specifications that are contemplated are
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1. Capacity
2.5 W second stage
40.0 W first stage
2. Temperature Stability
Short term (<24.0-h period): 0.2 K second stage
2.0 K first stage
0.5 K second stage
5.0 K first stage

Long term (> 1-yr period):
3. Noise

The noise from the refrigerator, when installed in the cryostat, shall be less than
60 dBa at a distance of less than 3 in over the frequency range of 0 to 20 kHz.
4.

Vibration
A vibration specification has not been established. However, this requirement is
becoming more important because new software packages are improving the
image resolution and refrigerator disturbances are beginning to noticeably impact the image quality.

5.

Field Preventive Maintenance
Field preventive maintenance procedures shall not be required more often than
once every 2 yr. Field service shall not require more than one service representative and shall not require more than a 6-h period.

6. Depot Maintenance
Depot maintenance (for which the part must be removed from the site and
shipped to a central facility) shall be required for the cold head no more frequently than every 4 vr, -id for the compressor, no more frequently than every
5 vr.
TEST RESULTS
The load maps obtained for the six refrigerators tested are shown in Fig. 7. Each
load map represents several weeks of running to ensure that the refrigerator performance had stabilized and steady-state operation had been achieved. In addition, in all
cases the maps were repeated -ieveral times to ensure the consistency of the data.
Comparing performance based on our test points of 2.5 W on the second stage and
4( .Von the first stage, Table 2 shows that the Baizers UC-110 and Crvomech GBO4
achieved the lowest temperatures. The performance of the other refrigerators was
similar to the existing Balzers shield cooler; they provide no significant capacity increase for future applications.
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Table 2. Cryorefrigerator test data
Temperature (K)
First Stage
(at 40 W)

Second Stage
(at 2.5 W)

Balzers UC-I10

45.0

10.5

Balzers (shield cooler)

47.5

13.0

CTI 1020C

80.0

12.5

Leybold
RGD580-GE/RW4000
RGD580/RW5000

48.0
46.0

12.5
11.5

Crvomech GBO4

34.5

10.5

Unit

Three refrigerators were selected for endurance testing. Two employed mechanically driven '-cotch yoke mechanisms and the third employed a pneumatic drive. Each
refrigerator was set up in a simulated MRI environment with the first- and secondstage temperatures monitored every 2 h. Thc rcsults of the temperature tracking foi
each of these machines are shown in Fig. 8, 9, and 10. The endurance and failures exhibited by these refrigerators were as follows:
1. First Mechanical Drive Refrigerator
A total of 12,360 h was accumulated on the first mechanical drive refrigerator with two failures occurring. The first failure, after 3.5 months of operation,
was characterized by a severe temperature degradation on the first and second
stages, leading to a temperature rise of 8.0 K and 0.7 K on the first and second
stages, respectively. This degradation was considered sufficiently severe to terminate the test. The refrigerator was allowed to warm up, a gas sample was taken, and the cold head was disassembled and inspected for wear. No evidence of
wear was found; however, the gas sample revealed high levels of N2 ( >400 ppm)
and CO 2 ( >50 ppm), which were considered responsible for the temperature
degradations.
The refrigerator was returned to the manufacturer for servicing. Upon receipt of the repaired unit, endurance testing was continued. This second refrigerator test ram for 13.5 months, when the refrigerator again failed because of a
severe rise in first- and second-stage temperatures that exceeded required operating levels. During this test, the refrigerator ran uninterrupted for 11 months,
but 2.5 months prior to the termination of the test, it exhibited the strange
behavior of suddenly reaching much lower temperatures on the first and second
stages than had previously been measured. Since no physical parameters had
changed, and no substantiated explanation could be given for the sudden change
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in performance, it was decided to disconnect the cold head from the compressor, warm it to ambient, and take a gas sample from the cold head. After the
sample was taken, the cold head was pressurized and started. After reaching
temperatures of 10.7 K and 42 K the refrigerator ran fo, -,, additional 5 weeks
before rapid temperature rises on both the first and second stages caused the
termination of the testing. Disassembly and inspection of the cold head by the
manufacturer again failed to show any evidence of wear or damage to the cold
head, but the gas sample taken prior to the test termination revealed high levels
of CO 2 (> 1000 ppm). The gas sample taken before the start of the 13.5-month
run had shown no gas contamination levels greater than a few parts per million,
and therefore it was concluded that the failure was due to contamination.
Over the 13.5-month testing, the refrigerator exhibited the following shortand long-term maximum temperature changes:
Short term (<24.0 h):

AT (first stage) = 2.0 K
AT (second stage) = 0.1 K

Long term (1 i-month period):

AT (first stage) = 6.2 K
AT (second stage) = 0.48 K

2. Second Mechanical Drive Refrigerator
The second mechanical refrigerator has been running for 6,480 h and continues to accumulate hours at this time. Unlike the first mechanical drive unit,
several failures occurred very early in the testing, which prevented the start of
the endurance testing for nearly 6 months. The failures that occurred after short
operating intervals were
-

Rapid temperature rise. After running for 1.3 months, there was a noticeable loss in capacity and rise in temperatures. A gas sample showed high levels of H 2 0 ( > 1000 ppm ), and N2 ( >200 ppm). The refrigerator was returned to the manufacturer for contamination removal.

-

Loss of gas pressure. After an additional 1.7 months of operation the unit
lost pressure, forcing a shutdown. Inspection of the compressor revealed a
leak in the heat exchangei between the oil cooling passages and water side of
the heat exchanger. The compressor was repaired by the manufacturer aid
returned to GE for further testing.

-

Cold head seizure. After running for an additional 2.2 months the cold head
displacer seized, terminating the test. Gas samples taken this time showed
high levels of CO 2 (> 1000 ppm ), and 02 and N, (>200 ppm). The cold
head was returned to the manufacturer, where inspection revealed that the
scotch yoke crank had sheared from the seizure of the displacer. The cold
head was repaired and returned to GE for further testing.
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-

Loss of gas pressure. After another month the compressor again developed
a gas leak in the heat exchanger. This time the leak was between the helium
cooling passages and the water side of the heat exchanger.

In December 1989 the repaired refrigerator was received from the manufacturer and endurance testing begun. The unit has been running continuously since
then. The temperature tracking for this refriger, tor is shown in Fig. 9. The temperature stability exhibited to date by this refrigerator has been

3.

Short term:

AT (first stage) = 1.0 K
AT (second stage) = 0.20 K

Long term:

AT (first stage) = 1.5 K
AT (second stage) = 0.21 K

Pneumatic Drive Refrigerator
Endurance testing on the pneumatic refrigerator was started in February
1990, and with the exception of short periods when it was warmed to take a gas
sample, the refrigerator has been running continuously for the past 6 months. To
date, the refrigerator has accumulated 4,416 h of operating time with no failures.
The temperature tracking for this refrigerator is shown in Fig. 10. The temperature tracking on this refrigerator is being conducted with no thermal loads
on either the first or second stages. Availability of power supplies him-nited the
continuous operation under load. However, periodic measuremcats with 25 W
on the first stage and 2 W on the second stage have shown a temperature history
similar to the no-load tracking shown in Fig. 10.
The temperature tracking has shown that after initially achieving a no-load
temperature of 26.2 K on the first stage and 7.82 K on the second stage, the refrigerator has experienced a warming of the second stage and cooling of the first
stage and appears to be settling at temperatures of 25.5 K and 8.2 K. To evaluate this instability, the refrigerator was turned off after 1000 h of operation. then
allowed to warm up to ambient, and a gas sample was taken from the cold head.
After taking the gas sample, the cold head was recharged with helium and the
endurance testing continued. The results of the gas sample were that a large
amount of N, ( > 1000 ppm) and lesser amount,; of CO and CH 4 ( >50 ppm) had
accumulated in the cold head after only 1000 h of operation. Based on this initial
instability, the temperature changes over the past 6 months have been
Short term:

AT (first stage) = 0.1 K

AT (second stage) = 0.04 K
Long term:

AT (first stage) = 0.7 K
AT (second stage) = 0.48 K
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With 25 W on the first stage and 2 W on the second stage, the resulting temperature changes over the 6-month period have been
AT (first stage) = -0.6 K
AT (second stage) = + 0.5 K
CONCLUSIONS
Based on projected future GE-MRI applications, the following conclusions regarding cryogenic refrigeration requircments were drawn:
1. Greater first- and second- stage capacities will be required. Performance equal
to or better than the best performing refrigerators in Table 2 will be sought.
2.

Contamination was the major cause of failure in our endurance testing. Table 3
summarizes these failures and shows that the slow accumulation of contaminants, such as C0 2 , N2 , and hydrocarbons, limits long-term operation.

Table 3. Summary of contamination failures
Refrigerator

Failure Mode

Run Time
(h)

Concentrations
(ppm)

First mechanical

Temperature degradation

2,664

N2 >400

drive

over 3-month period

Second mechanical
drive

CO 2 >50

Rapid temperature rise

9,696

CO 2 > 1000

Rapid temperature rise

951

H2 0 > 1000
N- >200

Cold head seizure

1,610

C0

N2
Pneumatic drive

Temperature rise

1,000

10(

2 >

1000

>200

N2 > 1000
CO, > 50
CH4 >50
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COOLER CONFIGURATION
The flow diagram of the GMIJT cryocooler is shown in figure 1. The .T cuicuit is separated from the GM circuit, therefore, it is easy to clean the JT circuit and there is no possibility' of contamination while GM expander being serviced. The prototype attained 20,000
hours of operation without JT service and even after that test, contaminants were not detected
in the cryostat section of the JT circuit [1]. Until today, Several tens of units have been
operated in the field without a JT blockage problem. The basic model of the compressor and
refrigerator unit is shown in figure 2 and its specifications are summarized in table 1.
Table 1. Specifications of the basic model

Refrigeration capacity
Power Dissipation
Maintenance Interval
Size: Cryostat
Compressor Unit
Weight: Crostat
Compressor Unit

60 Hz
50 Hz
3.0 W
3.5 W
6.4 kW
5.1 kW
10000 hrs
#300 X740H mm
750W X>530DX IOO.H mm
55 kg
230 kg

Because the GM expander used here has a pneumatic driven mechanism [7], the valve
motor can be separated from the cryostat [8]. This is advantageous for SQUID magnetometer
applications.
The new fin tube is used in the JT heat exchanger, which has a fin cut in pitch to almost
half of the fin height (figure 3). As shown in figure 4, the heat transfer ratio (Colburn's j
factor) between fin and helium gas is about 40 to 60 % better than in the usual Collins type [9]
which has a straight fin. Figure 5 shows the friction factor of the low pressure path of the heat
exchanger. Although the friction factor seems to be rather large, only causes a pressure drop
less than one third of the total JT flow resistance in the cryostat.
VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS
Vibration characteristics at the 4 K cooling stage were measured by a laser Doppler
vibrometer and the results are shown in figure 6. The upper graph shows the displacement
amplitude of the basic model with twenty or thirty microns of vibration at 2 Hz (displacer
reciprocating frequency). The middle graph shows data for the low vibration cryostat in
which the cooling stage is vibratiorn-isolated from the expander cold station. This is done by
using coiled tube for the JT line and rigid supports mounted on a vacuum chamber as shown
in figure 7. The cryostat weighs 135 kg. The vibration amplitude was reduced to 0.1 micron
r.m.s. at 2 1lz. The lower graph shows the background level when the expander is stopped
(valve motor off). At the lower frequency, the vibration mnplitude is almost the same as in the
middle gTaph.
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TEMPERATURE HOMOGENEITY IN THE COOLING STAGE
In the optical cryostat, the radiative heat flux enters directly into the 4 K stage as shown in
figure 7. In this case, temperature homogeneity in the cooling stage was estimated by the
FEM (Finite Element Method) analysis of thermal conduction. The model dimensions are
shown in figure 8. Oxygen free copper was used both for the 4 K station and the cooling stage
and its thermal conductivity was measured at 13.5 W/cmK. The thermal resistance between
thz 4K station and the cooling stage V/as 2.0 cm 2 K/W, which was determined by anoti'er
experiment. Boundary conditions were as follows; lower edge temperature of the 4 K station
was 4.2 K, heat input through the 4 optical windows was 1.5 W, the remaining surface was
adiabatic, symmetry conditions were utilized to reduce computations. Calculated results are
shown in figure 9. The temperature differences in the cooling stage are within 20 mK.
Temperature fluctuations might be within the same level.
BIOMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS WITH A SQUID SYSTEM
By utilizing the above results, a SQUID system for biomagnetic measurements was consu-ucted and magnetocardiograms (MCG) were taken. The system consists of a second order
magnetic gradiometer, the DC-SQUID [10] developed at the Electrotechnical Laboratory, a
flux locked loop (FLL) controller and the GM/JT cryocooler. The diameter of the gradiometcr
is 24 mm and its base lic is 40 mm. Thc systcm was installed in a RF shicld room and thc
valve motor of the GM expander was set outside of the RF shield. Figure 10 shows the MCG
taken when the valve motor is off and figure 11 shows it when the valve motor on. Graphs on
the left side shows the real time signals with a 60 Hz notch and a 100 Hz low pass filters,
graphs on the right show averaged data in both figures. Vibration noise is obviously found
when the valve motor is on. The main frequency of the noise is about 20 Hz which is the
resonance frequency of the 4 K stage supporting system. This noise can be eliminated by
digital filtering and a new system with a modified support is now in const-.,cuion.
CONCLUSIONS
The GMNTV cryocooler was found to be as reliable as the GM cryocooler, i.e., the maintenance interval of the cryocooler is 10,000 hours, which is determined by the usual expander
service. For applications to cryogenic sensors, the vibration amplitude of the cooling stage
can be reduced to a submicron level, and temperature inhomogeneity can be within a few tens
of mK in the cryostat with several optical windows. Magnetocardiograms can be taken by the
SQUID sy:stem without liquid helium.
The authors are glad to acknowledge the kind discussions and technical guidance in biomagnetic measurements by Drs. H. Kad-, N. Kasai and S. Kiryu. They would also like to
thank Mrs. K. Nishiguchi and T. Ueda for their technical support in SQUID electronics.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF MINIATURE
STIRLING-CYCLE CRYOCOOLERS FOR SPACE APPLICATION
R.G. Ross, Jr., D.L. Johnson, R.S. Sugimura
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
The growing demand for long-life infrared and submillimeter imaging instruments for space observational applications, together with the emergence of the
multi-year-life Oxford University Stirling-cycle cooler, has led to a rapidly expanding near-term commitment to second-generation Stirling-cycle cryocoolers based on
the Oxford heritage. The precision space-science instruments in need of these
coolers have especially demanding requirements in the areas of lifetime and reliahility, where many require continuous operation over 5 to 10-year timeframes with
reliabilities of 0.95 to 0.99, and in the area of allowable generated vibration and
EMI. To support the success of these near-term applications, the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) has initiated an extensive cooler characterization test and analysis
program. This activity is focused at developing special sensitive performance
measurement techniques for quantification of vibration, EMI, and thermal performance, and to developing carefully instrumented accelerated reliability screening tests
to uncover long-time-constant degradation mechanisms.
In January of 1990, JPL took delivery of one of the first Oxford-heritage Stirling-cycle coolers manufactured by British Aerospace, and began the characterization activity with an initial emphasis on thermal and vibration performance. This
paper describes the research results to date including the design and construction of
JPL's special 6-degree-of-freedom force dynamometer, and special instrumentation
used to measure the force spectra and reliability attributes of emerging first- and
second-generation space Stirling-cycle cryocoolers.
INTRODUCTION
In recent vcars a growing number of space-instrument developers have proposed
using long wavelength infrared and submillimeter imaging detectors to perform
systematic mapping of earth and astrophysical subjects. The demand for low background noise requires that these detectors, and often portions of the electronics and
optical subsystems, be cooled to cryogcnic temperatures in the range of 60 to 150K.
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The expense of these instruments -- often over $100\M -- together with science
objectives of continuously monitoring subject changes over multi-year time spans,
demands cryogenic cooling systems with lives of 5 to 10 years with reliabilities
greater than 0.95. The emerging line of second-generation miniature Stirlingcycle cryocoolers, which are building on the successful Oxford University ISAMS
cooler,'2 , are ideally suited to these applications. However, to satisfy the demanding application requirements, these emerging Stirling cryocoolers must successfully
address not only the critical reliability requirement, but also a broad array of
complex interface requirements that critically affect successful integration to the
sensitive instrument detectors. Low vibration and EMI, and improved cooling
performance at lower temperatures (55 to 60K) are particularly important parameters. Many of the space instruments baselining the use of these second-generation coolers are associated with NASA's Earth Observing System (Eos) space
platforms and require that the advanced coolers be developed, qualified, and
delivered between now and the mid 1990's.
Because the time available for design, fabrication and qualification is significantly less than the required operational life, the design and qualification process
must rely on a thorough and accurate technical understanding of the cooler's
performance-determining parameters and on sophisticated testing techniques and
facilities. Examples include:
1) Accurate standardized thermal performance measurement techniques.
2) Sophisticated vibration/EMI characterization facilities and techniques.
3) Special non-destructive accelerated reliability screening tests for early
diagnosis of life limiting failure mechanisms and eventual flight hardware
acceptance testing. This task is made particularly difficult by the strong
sensitivity of Stirling-coolers to manufacturing parameters such as contamination, machining and assembly tolerances, and dimensional stability.
4) Carefully instrumented long-duration life tests to discover, quantify and
allow successful early resolution of long-time-constant failure and degradation mechanisms.
In January of 1990, JPL took delivery of one of the first Long-life 80K Stirling
crvocoolers manufactured by British Aerospace (BAe) 3 , and began an extensive
characterization activity designed to learn from and build upon the Oxford-heritage
in a program to assist industry in meeting the demands of NASA's near-term spacescience instruments. Research results to date are described in the areas of thermal
performance characterization, vibration characterization, and reliaoility characterization.
THERMAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION
Because of the demands of long-wavelength (up to 15jm) HgCdTe infrared
detectors, important NASA Eos instruments are requiring greater than I watt of
28

cooling at temperatures as low as 55K. This level of cooling places increased
emphasis on accurately understanding cooler thermal performance at the lowest
achievable temperatures, and on accurately estimating and minimizing the heat
load that the crocooler must accommodate. This heat load includes both active
power dissipation, from detectors for example, and the sum of all parasitic loads
-- both conduction down wires and supports, and radiation from surrounds.
Because the cryocooler cold finger becomes an integral part of the instrument
cryo-assembly, it is important that it be designed to minimize parasitic heat loads.
Conduction down the cold finger is especially critical if redundant coolers are to be
used without heat switches. Minimizing radiation transfer to the cold tip requires
the incorporation of low-emittance surfaces and radiation shields into the cold finger and its interface design.
Because parasitic loads are systematically included into the design of the instrument cryo-assembly, it is important that accurate estimates of cooler-generated
parsitics be available, and that cooler performance be measured and quoted for
carefully defined boundary conditions. JPL's preference is that cooler performance
be defined in teims of total external refrigeration load -- where external includes
external parasitic loads encountered in the performance measurement setup such as
radiation and instrumentation wiring; loads internal to the cryocooler, such as
conduction down the cold finger, are not counted as refrigeration load.
Initial characterization of the thermal performance of JPL's BAe 80K Stirling
cooler has highlighted the strong sensitivity of the measurements to thermal boundary conditions and instrumentation parasitics. Figure 1 illustrates the significant
performance increase achieved at the lowest temperatures by carefully incorporating low-conductivity (Constantan) instrumentation wiring to the cold finger and
thermal shields to minimize radiation parasitics transferred to the cold finger from
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the extended operating range from 50 to 160K.

its surroundings. The enhancement represents over a doubling in performance a!
60K -- and more accurately reflects the true cooling performance of the cooler.
Another factor complicating the comparison of competing cooler designs is the
strong dependency (shown in Fig. 2) between cooler input power and operating
temperature for a fixed compressor piston stroke. Although cooler input power is
the appropriate universal parameter for comparing competing coolers of different
designs, the physical limitations imposed by control of piston stroke greatly complicate taking data using input power as an independent parameter. Note that for a
fixed compressor stroke, the input power of this cooler drops from 31 watts to 19
watts as the maximum cold-end load increases from 0 watts at 50K to 2 watts at
160K. This reduced power required at higher temperatures can be an important
consideration for some instrument designs.
VIBRATION CHARACTERIZATION
In addition to a cooler's thermal performance, cooler-generated vibration is
another particularly important parameter for precision imaging instruments; it thus
has been targeted as a key area for improvement in the emerging second-generation space Stirling crvocoolers.
In characterizing cooler-generated vibration it is useful to speak in terms of the
peak vibrato-, force imparted by the cooler into its supports when rigidly mounted.
This force is the reaction force to moving masses within the cooler that undergo
peak accelerations during various phases of the cooler's operational cycle. The
accelerations can be from controlled motion such as the reciprocating motion of
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the Stirling compressor piston and displacer, or natural vibratory resonances of the
cooler's elastic St.uCtural. c' i ........
Problems occur when the vibrating interface forces excite elastic deflections and
resonances within the instrument structure and components that either adversely
affect optical alignment, or generate spurious electrical signals. The latter are
generated when electrical current-carrying or capacitively-coupled components
undergo relative motions. Although no formally agreed upon requirements exist
for acceptable vibratory force levels, a value on the order of 0.2 N (0.05 Ibs) has
gained acceptance as a reasonable design goal.
To help quantify and undersind the force levels generated by present cooler
designs, JPL has developed the 6-degree-of-freedom force dynanmiometer shown in
Figure 3. This dynamometer has a frequency range from 10 to 5(O) I L, and a force
sensitivity from 0.005 N (0.001 lb) to 445 N (100 lbs) full scale ". Dui ing operation
the forces and moments generated about each of the cooler's axes are avaiiah!r
sinultaneously for real time quantitative analysis.
Research to date has centered on characterizing and understanding the vii.;
tion attributes of first-generation Stirling cooler., of the Oxford type in support of
achieving significant reductions in second-generation units. The overall test sCtup) is

shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5 illustrates the typical time-dependent vibration force generated by a
single uncompensated BAe 80K Stirling compressor in each of three principal axes.
Note that although the largest force is in the piston stroLe direction (longitudinal
direction), as expected, considerable force also exists in the lateral direction, nornial to the piston aLis. and as a moment about the piston LxIs. The lateral force is
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Fig. 4. Vibration charactcrization of back-to-back BAc S0K coolcrs on JPL's forcc dynarnonictcr.

particularly important because it cannot be canceled by running tw.o coolers backto-back. Note also the high level of high frequency harmonics present in the generated forces. This high level of upper harmonics is particularly evident in the
spectral analysis shown in Fig. 6 and has important implications relative to exciting
possible cooler and instrument resonances far removed from the cooler's fundamental 40-Hz drive frequency.
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During the course of the research it became evident that the harmonic purity
and closed-loop control implementation within the compressor drive electronics
plays an important role in the generation of upper harmonics. As a result, a very
low distortion amplifier and high purity function generator were substituted for the
convIentional clo:,cG loop compressor drivc clcctronics.
ihe significani
..
ipovement achieved with the low elstortion open-loop drive is illustrated in Fig. 6. Even
greater reductions were achieved in the lateral direction.
With the help of a second cooler from BAe/TRW, a variety of tests have been
conducted with two coolers back-to-back to accfss the levels of vibration cancellation achievable, and the sensitivity of the nulling to various operational parameters.
In general, it was found that open-loop back-to-back nulling of the 40-Hz fundamental is relatively easy to achieve with the visibility provided by the force dynamometer; however, when this is done, the 80i-Hz harmonic is nulled to a lesser extent,
and little if any cancellation occurs in the upper harmonics (120 l1z and up). The
poor cancellation of the tipper harmonics makes the net vibration of a back-to-back
compressor pair quite sensitive to the harmonic purity of the drive electronics as
shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9.
With high )Lirity electronics (Fig. 9), significant (100X) reductions in vibralion
were achievable with back-to-back coolers. Lowering the levels further required
si rtultNZIteOus nulling at multiple frequencies using injected harmonics phase-locked
to the 40-11z drive oscillator. This complex open-loop nulling, shown in Fig. 10,
rcsuilted in most harmolics inear or below the 0.2-N (0.05 lb) goal.
Tests of the vibration force of the displacers revealed vibration spectra similar
in liarmnonic conllte t) those generated by the compressors, but with lower levels,
w., expected. Bccause the level of vibration cancellation achievable with hack-toback displacers was less dramatic than with the compressors, the residual forces
wece coiiiptualle. An overvcw of the forces for b,)th compressors and displacers is
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is presented in Table 1. Note that the harmonic purity of the compressor drive
electronics had a modest (2x) effect on the net vibration of back-to-back displacers.
Although the overall level of nulling of both compressors and displacers was
found to be ielatively insensitive to many parameters, such as the radial alignment
of the back-to-back units (up to 1.5 mm) 5, most operating parameters such as
piston stroke and operating temperature had significant effects. This implies that
some sort of active closed-loop nuliing will be required for flight coolers.
Table 1. Summary of RMS Vibration Forces and Moments for BAe Cooler
Longitudinal
Force

Lateral
Force

Moment about
Piston axis

lbs. (N)

lbs. (N)

in -lbs. (N-cm)

Single Compressor, Conventional Elect.
Dual Compressors, Low-distortion Elect.

9.6(0 (43)
(.09 (0.4)

1.00 (4.5)
0.12 (0.5)

1.20 (135)
0.20 (2.26)

Single Displaccr, Convcntional Elect.
Dual Displacers, Conventional Elect.
Dual Disp., Cony. Elcct. w/Low-dist. Comp.

0.40 (1.8)
0.18 (0.8)
0.(Y) (0.4)

0.80 (3.6)
0.05 (0.2)
0NY) ((0.4)

0.20 (2.26)
0.03 (0.34)
0.03 (0.34)

Configuration

RELIABILITY CIHARACTERIZATION
Although good efficiency and low-vibration are necessary conditions for successful space application, lifetime and reliability are probably the issues currently most
responsible for limiting the use of Stirling cryocoolers in space. There is sharp
contrast between the demonstrated reliability to date with Stirling coolers in space
and the requirement for 5 to 10-year life with 0.95 reliability.
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The historical lack of reliability in mechanical coo!ers stems directly from their
extreme sensitivity to both gaseous and particulate contamination. Any gaseous
contaminant such as water vapor or hydrocarbon gases is gettered to the cold end
of the cooler where it condenscs or freezes and inhibits the refrigerator function.
This places rigorous constraints on the purity of initial refrigerant gases, on the
degassing of internal cooler surfaces, on the use of any potential outgassing materials such as polymers, and on any degradation mechanisms that could lead to the
generation of contaminant gases.
Directly tied to the problem of contamination is the problem of wear, because
the lubricity or wear tolerance of most surfaces is strongly tied to the presence of
lubricants and surface plasticizers -- most of which outgas contaminant gases. The
result has been an unwritten rule that a long-life cryocooler must avoid rubbing
surfaces. The flexure bearings and piston clearance seals incorporated into the
Oxford Stirling-cooler design are examples of the application of this rule.
Unfortunately, in trade for the exclusion of rubbing surfaces, linear Stirling
coolers of the Oxford type must contend with a strong sensitivity to manufacturing
and assembly precision and to cooler dimensional stability. Both this assembly
sensitivity as well as the sensitivity to contamination and leakage raise the possibilitv of modest unit-to-unit variability in life and reliability.
A second challenge, closely related to the challenge of achieving high-reliability,
long-life refrigerators, is measuring their life. This is particularly difficult because
there are no accepted means to accelerate the degradation mechanisms in a quantitative way, and no obvious means of measuring a cooler's reliability other than
running it until failure occurs. This stresses the importance of developing means
for qualifying coolers for space application, and for running acceptance tests on
each flight unit. Dealing with expected unit-to-unit variability will require diligent
manufacturing controls to be developed in addition to the specialized qualification
tests and screening techniques for flight units.
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In support of these needs, one set of reliability investigations at JPL has centered on developing non-destructive screening tests for piston and displacer clearance. One trial technique, illustrated in Fig. 11, involves driving the cooler at
extremely low frequencies (0.001 to 1 Hz) and plotting the required drive current
-- which is proportional to drive force -- versus piston displacement. At these low
frequencies, gas pressure is extremely sensitive to piston clearance, and rubbing is
immediately apparent as stiction or discontinuity in the current-displacement plot.
As opposed to the standard "pluck test", which uses piston resonant decay to assess
clearance during construction, this test is useful under a wide variety of post-build
environmental conditions.
A second, related reliability issue is the possibility of dynamic piston contact
during operation; such contact could be caused by radial oscillation of the piston
excited through cross-coupling with one or more of the upper harmonics of the
40-Hz drive frequency. Unfortunately the degree of cross-coupling and the amplification level can be quite sensitive to the details of the cooler's structural mount.
Figure 12 illustratcs a high-level self-induced resonance in a test cooler as seen on
the force dynamometer. Such resonances could severely impact the reliability of
the cooler during operation and need to be attenuated to the maximum extent
possible.
SUMMARY
Meeting the performance goals of near-term space-science instruments places
demanding requirements on long-life space Stirling-cycle coolers. The most
stringent of the requirements is 1-watt cooling at 55K with minimum levels of
cooler-generated vibration and EMI; this must be achieved continuously over a 5 to
10-year timeframe with a reliability greater than 0.95. These requirements surpass
the demonstrated performance of existing Stirling-cycle coolers such as the ISAM's
Oxford cooler, and require that advanced second-generation coolers be developed
and qualified by the mid 1990's.
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An important element of the development of these advanced coolers is identifying and understanding the detailed user interface requirements of the intended
applications and building on the strengths and limitations of the evolving cooler
technologies. Active collaborative characterization and testing by the user com-

munity is an important step in this process.
This first phase of testing at JPL has highlighted the need for standardized
thermal measurement techniques, particularly with respect to controlling parasitic
heat loads on the cold finger, and has illuminated a number of issues relative to
achieving acceptably low levels of cooler generated vibration. Although just beginning, reliability testing, including the development of special non-destructive
accelerated reliability screening tests, is an important focus and critically needed to
allow the early diagnosis and resolution of potential life-limiting failure mechanisms. This area of activity is expected to be a major JPL focus in the future.
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THE USE OF CRYOCOOLER FOR COMPUTER COOLING
Hsien-sheng (Jason) Pei & Stephen Heng
Digital Equipment Corporation
Northborough, Massachussetts

ABSTRACT
This paper dicusses the requirements for developing a cryocooler for computer
cooling. For computer cooling applications, the cryocooler must perform more than
the basic cooling function in order to meet the needs of today's computer market.
There are more than 20 different factors that should be examined when the cryocooler is being considered, since it has a significant impact on the overall system
characteristics such as: (1) physical size, (2) reliability, (3) energy, (4) cost, (5) acoustic noise, (6) vibration, (7) customer service, (8) safety, and (9) EMI/RFI. This paper
provides discussions on some of these issues.

1. OVERVIEW
This paper discusses the general requirements (and challenges) that arise when
utilizing cryocoolers for the cooling of modern computers. It reviews four very critical issues concerning the cryocooler: reliability, maintainability, acoustic noise, and
vibration. It also emphasizes the importance of adequate specification, performance
monitoring, and reliability qualification as the three key technical elements for the
improvement of the cryocooler's continuous operability. Continuous operability is one
of the key challenges encountered when utilizing the cryocooler for computer cooling.
The definition of "failure" for the cryocooler is discussed with examples to demonstrate the need to establish limits on performance degradation. The failure modes of
some cryocoolers are identified. The performance degradation characteristics of cryocoolers used in computer cooling are reviewed. The technology and methods used
to monitor and correlate degradation and impending failures are discussed.
1.1

NEEDS

Recent CMOS advances have significant uinpact on the design of workstations.
The scaling and packaging improvement of basic CMOS devices, including the merging of integer and floating-point capabilities onto a single chip, will continue to drive
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the performance of computers in the 1990's. The concept of cryogenically chilled
CMOS is not new; the widely accepted performance gain that can result from the
application of cryogenic chilling, can benefit a wide range of commercial and technical applications. With proper process design using today's technology, the CMOS
devices are also expected to be so reliable at cryogenic temperatures that it will not
be factor in the overall system reliability calculation. In addition, the use of refrigeration for computer cooling also provides the opportunity to integrate the computer
cooling system with the building heating/cooling system, which increases the total
system availability, and reduces the total energy consumption and building system
cost associated with computer cooling. I
In recent years, the development of low-temperature refrigerators have been
spurred by the need for reliable cryocoolers for use with special sensors and for superconducting devices and systems. This need has provided tl.- impetus for the
development of new cryocoolers and the continued refinement of various components
associated with the device. Some of the these refrigerator develcpinents and component improvements are highlighted in references 2 and 3. As c•rcluded in reference
2, considerable strides have been made, but more have to be accomplished before the
desirable reliability is achieved. Since some of the requiremente for cryocoolers in
computer application are even more demanding when compared with those applications discussed in reference 2, there is a far more critical need for the development
of reliablc and cost effective cryocoolers for computer cooling applications.
1.2

IMPACTS

The purpose of the cryocooler is to service its intended end function. For computer
cooling, the intended end function is "chilling". However, the cryocooler must provide
more than just perform the basic equipment chilling function in order to meet the
needs of today's market. There are more than 20 different factors that should be
examined when the cryocooler is being considered. 4 As in most engineering design,
the optimum solution will result from a series of trade-offs. Any single factor may
alter the choice of the cryocooler. When the cryocooler is used for computer cooling, it
is a key element in the computer system, and has a significant impact on the overall
system characteristics.
Examples:
Physical

Cryocooler may occupy a significant portion of the system volume. The space
required for the cryocooler may be more than that required for the power system
and may exceed 50% of the system volume.

Reliujilitv

Cryocooler will be one of the key reliability elements of the cntre systcm and may

Cost

even be the dominant reliability elernent.
Cryocooler will have significant impact on tho energy usage of the computer
systems.
Cryocooler may exceed 10% of the system hardware cost.

Acoustics

Cryocooler may be the key source of acoustic noise.

Energy
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Vibration

Cryocooler may be the key source of self-induced vibration which will have great
impact on the integrity of system Interconnections.

Customer Service

Cryocooler may contribute substantially to the Service cost for maintaining computer systems in the field.
Cryocooler safety issues and agency approval may be the gating item on meeting
time-to-market of some computer systems.

Safety
EMURFI

Cryocooler will be one of the sources generating conducted and radiated noise.

2. RELIABILITY
For computers, reliability is the main thrust in designing for performance. This
section addresses several critical reliability related issues auch as degradation and
specification format. 4.6,6
2.1

DEGRADATION

Excessive performance degradations have been exhibited by some cryocoolers
in computer cooling applications. ' In order to specify the failure rate (or life)
of a cryocooler, the first item that must be defined is the term "FAILURE". For a
cryocooler, failure has to be defined as the degradation condition when it fails to meet
the minimum or exceeds the maximum limits of the specification. For example, the
cryocooler shaU be considered a "FAILURE", when:
"* its power consumption is increased by U%, which will have an impact on the
power supply,
"* its self induced vibration is increased by V%, which will have an impact on
the integrity of system interconnections (electric, hydraulic, pneumatic, and
mechanical),
" its acoustic noise level is increased by W%, which will violate the product
label value on noise.
Thus, for a cryocooler, the definition of "FAILURE" cannot be "TOTALLY DEAD". The
true useful life of a cryocooler is determined by the amount of degradations that can
be tolerated before the system ceases to properly perform its function. This useful life
has to be based on the quantitative effects of wear and on the limit set for performance
degradation. The extent of the change in performance due to degradation (such as U,
V, and W) cannot be generalized, since they all depend on the margins of the system
design (such as redundancy) and safety factors which are built into the cryocooler
specification.
To ensure system integrity and system quality, the useful life of a cryocooler
is based on the maximum allowable degradation in its performance requirements as
established in the specification for the cryocooler. Table 1 lists some of the parameters
that will impact the performance of the cryocooler.
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Table 1: Examples of Degradation In Performance.
1.
2.

Increase In acoustic noise
reduction in flow rate (or speed, etc.)

3.

increase In EMI

4.

reduction in energy outpux

5.

increase in EMP

6.
7.

change of start up torque
Increase in the requirement of start up voltage or current

a.

increase in RFI

9.

increase In electric noise

10.
11.
12.

increase in power consumption
increase in self induced vibration
leakage (air, water, electric, etc.)

13.
14.

change of temperature
change of pressure

Table 2 lists some of the common parts/causes contributing to one or more failure

modes identified in Table 1.

Table 2:

Some Common Parts/Causes for Cryocooler Failures.

a.

electronic parts

b.

control

c.

bearing

d.

bellow

e.

motor

f.
g.
h.
I.

lubricant
fastener
adhesive
vibration isolator

j.

seal

k.
I.
m.

12

13

3

x x

x x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

x x

x x

x x

x

x

x x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

4

11
5 6
7 8
9 10
(see Table 1 for description)

1 2

x

x x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

contamination

x x

x

acoustical material

x

valve

x x
x x

x

x

n.
o.

coupling
washer

x x
x x

x
x

x
x

p.

housing

q.

process

x x
x x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
xx

(such as outgassing)
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xx

x

x

14

x

x
x

x

x

x

The extent of the change in performance degradations cannot be generalized, since
they are dependent on system design redundancy and built-in safety factors. Table
3 lists examples of values that may be considered for the maximum allowable degradation
of performance criteria.
Table 3: Maximum Allowable Degradation In Performance Over Product Life Time.

2.2

Performance

Maximum Degradation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2 dB
15 %
15 %
20 %
15 %
15 %
5 dB

increase in acoustic noise
reduction in flow rate (or speed, etc.)
reduction in energy output
change in start up torque
increase in start up voltage or current
increase in power consumption
increase in self Induced vibration

CRYOCOOLER RELIABILITY

L-10 (the time during which 90% of the population can be expected to sur,ive, 10%
having failed) can be used to specify cryocooler life. The term "Rehiability" denotes
the probability that a specimen from a product population will continue in service at
some specified time. The concept is frequently expressed in terms of "MTBF", that is
the average service time accumulated by the product between successive failures of a
member. It is the reciprocal of "failure rate", which is the number of failures per unit
of operating time. The exact significance of this measure for the broader concept of
reliability is dependent on the way in which failures in the population are distributed
over time. That distribution also provides the relationship between reliability and
life. Unlike ICs which tend to have a decreasing failure distributions, cryocoolers
with BLDC motors can have components with every' type of failure.
*

increasing,

*
*

constant,
decreasing.

Thus, cryocoolers do not have constant rate of failure. For most ciyocoolers with BLDC motors, their life characteristics are represented by Weibull functions. There are indications that
for many cryocoolers, some components (such as the motor electronics or bellows, for example) might dominate failure mode for the short period (early in life), and mechanical failures
would dominate after the products are in service for a long period of time. Table 4 represents
an adequate format for describing or for specifying the life of cryocoolers. Only hypothetical
MTlF1B values are used in Table 4 to demonstrate the concept of the "format".
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Table 4:

Reliability Specification Format.

"Hypothetical"

MTBF
at 40 C

Steady State MTBF, in hrs

I st Year

2nd 'fear

3rd Year

4th Year

5th year

see note

1200K

1150K

850K

450K

ambient
Note: During the first year, motor electronics' or other component's infancy is the dominate failure factor.

3.

MONITORING

Predictive maintenance programs based on the periodic monitoring of critical
system parameters are well known and their success is well documented. It supplies the periodic data that is necessa -y for the preventi-n of catastrophic failurvns,
and also permits optimal scheduling of preventive maintenance. For monitoring the
performance of cryocoolers, analyses of the degradation trends provide the ultimate
prediction of an impending failure. This prediction process can be summarized as

follows:
*

monitor or detect degradation (level, in time or frequency domain),

*

identify/differentiate degraded components,

*

predict the remaining life by extrapolating the degradation trends to project
when unacceptable performance level wiWl be reached and therefore determine when the machine must be serviced.

3.1

AVAILABILITY

For the computer cooling function, the availability of certain machinery is so
critical to production and profitability that it is not sufficient to only have monthly
or even weekly monitoring. In such instances, it is essential to maintain continuous,
on-line monitoring. Furthermore, for computer cooling, it will not be economically
practical to implement frequent standard maintenance practices (which aro common
to other industries - such as warming up the refrigerator at least once a week for
decontamination of the vacuum cold trap) to reduce degradation. The following techniques are examples used in the control and monitoring of computers, in which the
intended goal is to attain higher availability: 8.9
*

component redundancy,

•

preventive maintenance,

•

predictive maintenance system.
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References 8 and 9 both describe examples of control and monitoring systems for
computers cooled with chilled water. The cooling systems include a spare pump and
chiller. Each of which operates automatically if any of the regular pumps or the
chiller fails. In these computers, module temperature, freon gas temperature, water
flow rate, water leakage, quantity of water and water temperature are monitored and
switches to the standby units if a serious malfunction occurs in the chiller or pumps.
The cooling system has two failure levels - the first level is the warning level and it
implies a non-fatal failure, that is failures of components with redundant parts, so
the cooling system can continue to operate. The second failure level is the shutdown
level, which requires the cooling system to stop immediately These information on
the failure levels are all diap!ayed on the maintenance panel and reported to the
service processor.
3.2

DATABASE

The prediction of machinery life is generally handled by establishing limits based
on previous experience. For predictive maintenan,' systems, a good data base for
decision making is as important (if not more) as the hardware for data collection and
signal processing (both in time and frequency domain). An example of the importance
of good data base is given by reference 10, which describes the technical base for
an EKG Multiphase Information System (EMPI) with a qualitative diagnostic rate
of 85 to 90% and a differential diagnostic rate of 70 to 90% (that can differentiate
8 common heart diseases). Two key reasons contribute to the success of EMPI over
the conventional EKG heart machine - one reason being its capability to utilize the
power spectrum, phase shift, coherence function, impulse response, cross correlation
and amplitude histogram to analyze the EKG wave forms, and the other reason
is that it has an enormous clinical data base (collected over the past 10 years) to
generate reliable indicators.
Although a cryocooler is not as complicated as the human heart, a good data
base is also a prerequisite for any successful cryocooler monitoring system Failures
of cryocoolers are often very difficult to generalize. The time taken Ior a cryocooler to
progress from fault initiation to catastrophic failure varies greatly with the type of
cryococolers, the type of applications, etc. Some cryocoolers degrade slowly over time
while others may seem to fail quickly without any advance warning. To minimize
the cost of crvocooler failures and to maximize the availability of critical equipment,
a good data base is esscntial for the identification of faults and degradations in a
cryocooler.
4. ACOUSTIC NOISE AND VIBRATION
For computer cooling, the cryocooler will be the major source of acoustic noise and
self-induced vibration. Recent developments in semiconductors and superconductors
have opened up the potential for extensive application of cryocoolers in the computer
industry. However, as in other applicationa, the inherent vibration and the acoustic
noise associated with some cryocoolers may preclude their use for computer cooling. 11
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1 For certain types of cryocoolers, the acoustic noise emitted by these devices may
be the limitation to tbeir potential cooling applications. 12 This section reviews the
acoustical requirements and the acoustic measurement methodology for cryocoolers
used in computer cooling in general.
4.1

REQUIREME1 ITS

Since the cryoc. -ler will often be the key source of acoustic noise, the EECdirective 89/392 of 14 June 1989 on the approximation of the laws of Member States
relating to machinery (so-called "machinery safety directive") is only the minimum
requirement for cryocoolers that will be sold in the huge EC 92 market. In addition
to aU the regulatory requirements, it has been increasingly evident that the acoustical quality of computers has become a very important element of decision making
which the consumer applies when purchasing equipment. Cryocoolers will have to
be designed for more stringent requiremeuts as established by the various computer
companies in order to meet their special market needs. The task of lowering the noise
generated by cryocoolers is assuming increasing importance, for both commercial and
regulatory needs. References 13 and 14 provide some insights oin the directions and
trends.
4.2

MEASUREMENT

The measurement of cryocooler acoustic noise requires extremely careful control of
a multiple of variables (including the cryocooler operating conditions and test system
configuration) in order to obtain useful results. During the past decade, the trade associations representing the U.S. and the European computer industries have reached
an agreement on the measurement methods for their products. These measurement methods
have been standardized nationally and internationally. Whenever possible, acoustical measurements should be integrated into the cryocooler general performance measurement pro cedures in order to produce the most useful data. American National Standard Institute standard S 12.10 (Method for Measurement and Designation of Noise Emitted by Computer and
Business Equipment) has been integrated into several refrigerator performance measurement and rating standards. Examples are ANSI/ASFIRAE 127P for Air Conditioner, and
ANSI/ASHRAE 128P for Spot Cooler. Reference 15 provides a summary of many useful
acoustical standards.
5. SPECIFICATION AND QUALIFICATION
The importance of an adequate specification and qualification plan cannot be
over-emphasized f.,r c;ybLoolers that will be used in mass produced products for the
consumer market. It is the link between:
*

performance requirements,

*

procurement for life cycle total cost,

*

acceptance test (proto-type, pre-production. production, etc.),
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"* vendor process control and ongoing quality conformance,
"* etc.
The structures of a complete apecification and a detailed qualification plan are
very comprehensive and are beyond the scope of this paper. However, this paper will
address four general topics: general specification, process requirement (which will
be an integral part of the specification requirement), performance qualification and
process qualification.
5.1

GENERAL SPECIFICATION

Specifications of cryocoolers shall include both "performance" requirements and
"process" requirements as follows:
i

ii

mechanical requirements such as:
"* material and finish,

"*
"•
"*
"•
"*
"*
"*
"*
"•
"•

cable and connector,

"

vibration isolation,

"

configuration and dimension.

fans,
seal,
bellow,
bearing,
O-ring,
filter,
refrigerator,
heat exchanger,
motor,

electrical requirements such as:
"* voltage range,
"* power requirement,
"* motor characteristics,
" motor protection,
"•
"•
"*
"•
"*

transient line voltage protection,
electro magnetic compatability,
low voltage start. up and start up current,
current ripple,
control.
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iii

iv

performance requirements such as:
*

thermodynamics,

*

life and reliability (wear out, steady state MTBF for motor electronics, shelf,
etc.),

*

acoustic noise,

*

self-induced vibration,

*

quality,

*

maintainability.

enviromental requirements such as:
"* temperature,

"* humidity,
"* shock and vibration,
"• altitude.
v

safety requirements such as:
"• agency approval,

"* material certification,
"* regulatory requirements (OSHA, EPA, etc.).
vi

manufacturing requirements such as:
"* material and construction,

"* process and capability,
"* special test and examination.
5.2

PROCESS REQUIREMENT

For the cryocooler, the goal is to incorporate product consistency requirements
in the purchase specifications. This implies that "target value", "real engineering
tolerance" and "process capability index ( Cpk)" are integral parts of the purchase
specification. The requirements imply process control centering around the target
value and continued improvement since Cpk (as defined in equation 1) shall grow over
time (see Table 5). The taiget value is an "optimal" or "ideal" value and specification
limits indicate "acceptable" tolerance. A capable process, maintained in a state of
statistical process control, will deliver on-target performance.

Cpk = 2 *(rnalIrI(USL
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X), (T

-

1_L)()

where,
X = mean of distribution,
USL = upper specification limit,
LSL = lower specification limit,
a = standard deviation.
Table 5:

Cpk Growth.
Time in Product Life

Cpk Required

Minimum Requirement For Qualification

1.00 or better

Initial Production

1.33 or better

Steady-state, Volume Production

1.50 or better

Mature Process

2.00, or better

For normal distribution, the relationship between Cpk values and the % defective
is given in Table 6.

Table 6:

5.3

C;.,k

and Defects.
Cpk Values

% Defective

1.00

0.27%

1.33

0.0064%

1.50

0.00068%

2.00

Hardly Any

PERFORMANCE QUALIFICATION

One important task of any cryocooler development program is to develop test
plas3 and methodology to provide meaningful assurance that performance targets of
ciyocoolers will be met. The structure of a proper qualification plan is comprehensive
and should be a subject in itself. It is beyond the scope of this paper. This paper
will only discuss the flow chart for performance qualification and the procedures of
process qualification.
For performance qualification, the greatest emphasis should be placed on
the cryocooler's parts teat/analysis in the early design stages (conception, proto-type
and pre-production). Figure 1 shows the minimum requirement for performance
qualification with degradation considerations incorporated.
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NOTE:
1.

PASS = meet specitication requirement,

2.

<- = flow before reliability test,

3.

<<- = flow after reliability test,

4.

before (and after) reliability test, the ordering (with the exception of environmental test) in the flow chart is arbitrary and it is often decided by the availability
and schedule of the laboratories for qualification test,

5.

for the reliability demonstration, MIL STD 781C is used to establish the sample
size and test time required for the qualification.

5.4

PROCESS QUALIFICATION

Before the part is qualified, the vendor processes' capability to consistently
manufacture parts that meet the purchase specification, have to be demonstrated
and qualified. This is to assure that the parts are capable of problem-free installations while minimizing inventory, in-house staging, testing and trouble shooting,
along with minimizing field assembly, test and repair. In order to be qualified, the
cryocooler manufacturer has to provide manufacturing plans for review and approval.
Az, minimum requirements, the manufacturing plans shall include:
a.

Manufacturing process flow documentation,

b.

Material acquisition and control which include,
*

Purchasir'g plans,

*

Receiving,

*

Incoming Inspection,

*

Material storage,

*

Supplier management,

*

Material certification,

c.

Process design/capability study,

d.

Process control and audit,

e.

In-process non-conforming material control,

f.

Test equipment, diagnostic plans, calibration and preventive maintenance,

g.

Product qualification, feedback, failure analysis, ECO and documentation control.
6. CONCLUSION

The objective of this article is to provide the cryocooler industry with some
requirements for developing cryocoolers for computer cooling. Specific issues on reliability, performance monitoring and acoustic noise were discussed. The importance
of the specification and qualification plan was emphasized.
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PERFORMANCE OF A PROTOTYPE, 5 YEAR LIFETIME,
STIRLING CYCLE
REFRIGERATOR FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS
C. Keung, P.J. Patt, M. Starr, and R. McFarlane
Philips Laboratories, North American Philips Corporation,
345 Scarborough Road, Briarcliff Manor, New York 10566

Abstract
A second-generation, linear, Stirling-cycle refrigerator for space applications, with cooling capacity of 5 Watts at 65"K, was recently completed. The refrigerator, designed for
3-5 year life, uses closed loop controlled moving magnet linear motors for the compressor and expander. The moving elements are contactless, being supported by active magnetic bearings with clearance seal of 20 microns. Fiber-optic sensors detect the radial
position of the shafts and provide a control signal for the magnetic bearings. The frequency, phase, stroke and offset of the compressor and expander are controlled by signals from the high bandwidth LVDTs. The vibration generated by compressor and expander is cancelled by an active counterbalance which also uses a moving magnet linear
motor and magnetic bearings. The driving signal for the counterbalance is derived from
the compressor and expander LVDTs which have wide bandwidth for suppression of
harmonic vibrations. The efficiency of the three active members is enhanced by a magnetic spring in the expander and gas springs in the compressor and counterbalance. The
magnetic bearing stiffness was significantly increased from the first generation refrigerator to accommodate shuttle launch vibrations.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

BACKGROUND

In 1982, Philips Laboratories completed the design and fabrication of a laboratorygrade, Stirling-cycle refrigerator (cooler) for NASA to prove the feasibility of long-life,
frictionless operation producing 5 Watts of cooling at 65K in a 20"C ambient. The
refrigerator, called the Engineering Model, extended the relatively short maintenancefree life of mechanical refrigeration systems by essentially eliminating wear. This was
accomplished by electromagnetically suspending the moving parts of the refrigerator,
thereby eliminating contact and the associated wear, and permitting the use of clearance
seals rather than contact seals. There were no lubricants and no outgassing materials in
the working volume of the refrigerator, thus no degradation in cooling performance due
to contamination of the working fluid. The Engineering Model also improved flexibility
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of operation by using direct electronically controlled linear drives for the moving elements, thereby allowing adjustment of amplitude and frequency. A life test of the Engineering Model was completed in 1989. The system operated for 5 years with no refrigerator failure and no change in performance over 500 start/stop cycles, and the electromagnetic suspension (magnetic bearings) operated successfully for 7 years. Feasibility
and life were thus demonstrated.
1.2

FLIGHT PROTOTYPE

In this paper we describe the performance of a flight-worthy prototype cooler designed
and constructed to provide 5 Watts of cooling at 65K and, in addition, to withstand
launch and operate in a zero G environment. The design of the prototype cooler has
been described in earlier papers [1,2]. However, some changes in the drive electronics
have subsequently been made. Most notably. "synchronous" switching amplifiers have been
replaced with commercial, highly efficient (90%) wide bandwidth switching amplifiers.
In Section 2 of this paper we will briefly described the overall system design and design
requirements. In Section 3, a summary of bearing analysis and performance will be
presented. In Section 4, the basic thermodynamic design specifications and performance
measurements are provided. Finally, in Section 5, the mechanical vibration and displacement measurements are given.
2. SYSTEM DESIGN AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
2.1

SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The Prototype Model is similar in design concept to the Engineering Model. Linear
moving-magnet motors drive a compressor and an expander, suspended by frictionless
magnetic bearings. However, much of the design and the components are different in
order that the system meet the requirements of launch survival and long unattended life.
The system is designed fnr rermte as well as lo"al operation, using a two-command
sequence. In the standby mode the active elements are suspended but motionless. In
the operate mode, the active elements are reciprocated and cold is produced. The major
design requirements were:
"* Cooling Capacity

5 Watts @ 65K initially with a 20'C rejection temperature.
and 5K degradation over system lifetime.

"• Life

3 years minimum, 5 year goal with 1,000 on/off cycles

*

20 ± 15'C

Ambient Temperature

"• Launch Load

3g at dc, 5.4 g at 7 Hz

"• Cold End Stability

Less than 10-5 inch lateral motion, less than 10-3 inch axial moton
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•

Power Consumption

250 Watts operating, 50 Watts standby

•

Weight

200 lbs, excluding electronic module.

In addition, the refrigerator must reach stable operation in less than 5 hours after startup, and the short-term temperature change of the cold end under stable operating conditions must be within 0.1K over a 24 hour period. The system must also be operable in
any orientation in an Earth environment, in zero G, and on any type of spacecraft without deterioration of performance.
3'7"
14"
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Figure 2-1. Philips/NASA Stirling Refrigerator.

2.2

DESIGN CONFIGURATION

The refrigerator is comprised of a compressor, a single stage expander, and a counterbalance (Figure 2-1). The expander section contains the displacer with a built-in regenerator and the cold and warm side heat exchangers. The compressor contains the compressor piston and piston linear motor. The counterbalance contains the countermass,
which is part of the motor armature, and the two gas springs designed to resonate the
countermass at the refrigerator reciprocating frequency. All the gas seals are clearance
type provided by the magnetic bearing construction. The piston (compressor) and the
countermass are reciprocated with a moving magnetic linear motor (no flexing leads).
The displacer is reciprocated with an integrated magnetic spring/motor 13]. A photograph of the completed cooler is given in Figure 2-2.
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3. BEARING ANALYSIS
Significant improvements in bearing system performance were needed to meet launch
requirements. The control system methodology was based on a classical single-inputsingle-output approach. Significant improvements in bearing stiffness were achieved
primarily through the use of an optical sensor that was flush with the internal bore thus
providing high position sensitivity, higher gas damping, and stiffer housings and shafts.
The general design of the linear magnetic bearing actuator is identical to the more
popular, conventional active radial magnetic bearing. There are, however, two areas of
notable difference. First, significant development was needed to hermetically seal the
bearings into the cooler housing. For the Prototype Cooler, this requiremenit led to the
use of "solid" bearings and precluded the use of laminated actuator structures. This
resulted in bearings that have eddy currents well within the bearing control loop. As a
result, a careful understanding of the frequency dependent behavior of the bearings is
essential to a proper modeling and design of the bearing system.
The other significant difference in the behavior of linear magnetic bearings comes from
mechanical system considerations. Because these bearings are also used as clearance
seals, there is a very narrow gap between the housing and the shafts. Gas damping
plays a significant role in shaft dynamics and hence magnetic bearing performance. The
gas damping provided by the cOearance .eals plays a larger role than mass (inertia) in
shaft dynamics in the launch and operating frequencies. This is the most important
difference between these magnetic bearings and those readily available for conventional
rotating systems.
A classical free-body analysis of the bearing system was performed. "Squeeze film" gas
damping relationship given by Hays 141 for the finite bearing case (D/L > 0.1) were
used to predict gas damping forces. Hays' data for the case of one-half of a journal
bearing were extended to full journal bearing. Results will be presented for two values
of gas damping that should bound the analysis. Simple half-pole eddy current relationships were used to model the frequency dependence of the bearings.
An experimenta! model was specially fabricated to br.•-aU*oard the control eiectronics
and test the fiber optic sensors and bearings. The rro,!el was designed to emulate the
displacer in the prototype cooler.
Even though the test displacer was operated in air, the gas damping is nearly exactly the
same as in the cooler. The shaft dynamics, however, were different. Also, the optical
sensors had better signal-to-noise ratio in the test displacer. Thus, the high frequency
behavior of the test shaft was not identical to that of the cooler. As such, a somewhat
different compensation circuit was used that could not be used in the coxoler - primarily
because of very low gain and phase margins. Nevertheless, the system on the test bench
was stable and produced a very high stiffness bearing. The pure lag compensator employed in the test fixture, while providing superb low frequency stiffness, added no
phase lead at high frequencies. This resulted in only a marginally stable system, and
thus could not be used in the cooler.
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Figure 3-1. Measured and predicted behavior of the open-loop transfer
function (OLTF) of displcer bearing in the cooler for two different values of
the gas damping factor, B.
Figures 3-1 and 3-2 compares the predicted total effective stiffness and the measured
stiffness data. As can be seen, the agreement is quite good. Note in particular the poor
"high frequency" stiffness of the loop. This is because the compensator is "rolling off'
along with the mass dynamics. Thus, high frequency (40 Hz) disturbances are not really
rejected by the bearing control loop and nearly all the stiffness at these high frequencies
comes from the gas damping and inertial terms.
An analysis of the piston and displacer bearings indicated that there was most likely a
node, a frequency at which the stiffness was a minimum, at about 50-60 Hz (Figure
3-3). We could not alter the low-frequency stiffness characteristics very much because
of the launch requirements and we were limited at high frequencies by eddy currents
and system dynamics.
Originally, a synchronous driver (2) was planned for the displacer and piston motors.
However, for the available voltage, duty cycle, and motor characteristics, a current spectrum resulted in which the third and fifth harmonics were nearly 15 dB higher than the
fundamental operating frequency. Also, we found that the relative magnitude of these
harmonics would change with varying duty cycle as the system cooled down.
Thus, the synchronous driver was replaced with a commercially available, conventional
high efficiency wide bandwidth drive (> 90%). The resultant piston motor current spectrum at full design conditions is given in Figure 3-4. The reduction in high frequency
currents were significant and we were able to bring the system to full desired dcsign
conditions with acceptable shaft displacements.
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Figure 3-3. Effective displacer bearing stiffness as a function of frequency for
two values of damping coefficient, B.
Table 3-1 summarizes the bearing characteristics at DC and at the 7 Hz (mount) launch
frequency. The bearings are indeed stiff enough to meet the launch requirements. The
data was based on measurements on the open-loop-transfer function as a function of
frequency. This was done because we had not facilities to shake the entire cooler and
measure displacements.
Table 3-1. Measured Open-Loop Transfer Function at
at Specific Frequencies and Calculated Bearing Stiffness.

Displacer (Rear)
Piston (Rear)
Counterbalance

Measured dc
OLTF Ke (N/u)
(dB)

Measured 7 Hz
OLTF
Ke(N/u)
(dB)

Required
KrcN (N/u)*

47
50

39
34
37

8
20
24

20
110

9
60
25-50

(* Based on a 50% radial displacement and a 8 G load applied at 7 liz.)
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RADIAL MOTION
Radial displacements of the shafts can be monitored at the buffered outputs of each of
the bearing circuits. The radial bearing circuits are calibrated for a ± 5 volt deviation
coi'responding to the mechanical limits of travel (in all cases: ± 19 micron clearance seal
annular gap), yielding an approximate resolution of 4 microns per volt.
Scope photographs of all 12 bearing displacements at the design operating point are
included in Figure 3-5. It is interesting to note that the peak bearing excursions vary
during cooldown, as the changes in gas temperature and thermodynamic loading affect
the harmonic current content of the motor drive currents. Once the system has attained
resonance at the operating point, the radial errors are reduced and stable.

4.

THERMODYNAMIC DESIGN SPECIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE

The Philips Stirling Computer Program was used to design the refrigerator for minimum
input pow,-r. The computer results included physical. dimensions of the expansion and
compression spaces, operating parameters such as charge pressure and speed, and regenerator size and material. Practical considerations of weight, reliability, and complexity
of fabrication were then applicd to pcrturb the theoretically optin-dzd design. Tl~iuughout the design process, practical consideration and themodynamic performance were iterated to achieve the optimal, physically-realizable refrigerator. The thermodynamic parameters are summarized in Table 4-1.
The cold production and thcrmodynamic input power were also calculated by the Philips
Stirling Computer Pioduction. The analysis is included: the effects of regenerator
losses, flow losses, heat leakage through the regenerator matrix and walls, imperfect
heat transfer between the gas and the heat exchanger wall, annulus losses, losses due to
shuttle heat transfer and seal leakage. All these effects are considered in characterization of the thermodynamic parameters. The result of the optimization is a design in
which the sum of these losses is minimized.
TABLE 4-1. Summary of Thermodynamic and Dynamic Design Parameters.
No. of expansion stages
Working gas
Displacer diameter
Piston diameter
Max. displacer amplitude
Max. piston amplitude
Regenerator
Type wire
Material
Wire diameter

helium
3.155 cm
4.445 cm
0.33 cm
0.9 cm
mesh
phosphor bconze
53 pnm

(3

Fill factor
Cross-sectional area
Length
Cold-end Heat Exchanger:
Type
No. of slits
Slit width
Slit depth
Slit length
Ambient Heat Exchanger:
Type
No. of slits
Slit width
Slit depth
Slit length
Clearance Seals

0.36
7.31 cm
6.0 cm

TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT

185 lbs.

slit
40
0.0305 cm
0.2 cm
2.0 cm
slit
20
0.07 cm
0.22 cm
7.0 cm
19 pm (0.00075 in) gap

(Excluding vacuum dewar and cooling jacket plus electronics.)

The total input power is the sum of the thermodynamic input power to the Stirling cycle
and the electromechanical inefficiency of the motors. Based on thermodynamric analyses, confirmed by measurement on refrigerators fabricated in the past, a small adjustment of the optimized operating parameters does not significantly affect the Stirling
efficiency, but would seriously compromise the motor efficiency. The refrigerator consists of three damped oscillatory spring-mass systems actuated by linear motors. The
conditions for minimum power input operation of these systems are a first-order function of the refrigerator operating parameters such as cycle speed, spring stiffness, and
mean pressure. Of these three systems, the piston input power is about 80% of the total
input power; thus, it is important that the piston be operated under minimum power
conditions.
After the Prototype Model was assembled, one could optimi-e the Stirling performance
by hunting for the minimum thermodynamic input power by perturbing the operating
parameters while maintaining 65K and a 5 watt load. The operating conditions were
optimized to achieve the minimum power operation of the piston; this resulted in better
than predicted efficiency.
Minimum power operation of the piston was accomplished by first setting the refrigerator to run under the design parameters until it reached 65K. Then, the phase between
the first harmonics of the piston motor current and the piston position waveform was
measured. Adjustments to the cycle speed and mean pressure were made to obtain a 90"
phase. This ensured the piston was operating under the minimum power condition. The
piston and displacer strokes were subsequently adjusted to obtain 5 watts of cooling. To
minimize excessive heat load above 5 watts due to ambient radiation heating of the cold
end, two radiation shields were installed inside the vacuum dewar. The shields were
made from multilavers of insulated mylar sheets with highly reflective metallization
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coatings. The outer shield lined the inside walls of the vacuum dewar and the inner
shield surrounded the cold end.
Table 4-2 shows the design operating parameters and final optimized values. The close
agreement between the two sets of values validates the accuracy of the engineering
analyses in this program. Also shown are the operating parameters of the refrigerator
under a reduced head load of 2 watts at 65K.
TABLE 4-2. Refrigerator Design and Optimized Operating Parameters.

Cold End Temperature
Heat Sink Temperature
Cooling Capacity
Speed
Mean Pressure
Displacer Amplitude
Piston Amplitude
Phase (disp!./piston)
Motor Input, Piston
Motor Input, Displacer
Motor Input, Counterbalance

K
K
W
Hz
psia
mm
mm
degrees
W
W
W

Design

Optimized

(prdicd)

(measurd)

2Wat

65
293
5
18.3
263
2.3
7.3
60
136
3
10

65
293
5
18.0
290
2.6
6.67
63.5
125
1.6
11.5

65
293
2
18.0
290
2.6
5.2
63.5
85
1.5
9

4.2 ELECTRICAL POWER
The total electrical power input requirements of the cooler in both the STANDBY and
RUN modes of operation were assessed; the power requirements of the support electronics were measured as well.
Axial motor power was uetermined by simultaneously acquiring (in one acquisition) the
real-time voltage and current wavefomis with the digital scope. A software routine
scaled and multiplied the stored waveform data (VI). The mean value (over I cycle) of
the resulting power waveform was then summed into a cumulative average power reading.
The STANDBY power for the bearini pole piece actuators (in a Ig environment) was
estimated using a nominal bias current of 100 mA per coil, with dissipation for each coil
based on resistance losses. The RUN power estimate for the pole piece actuators was
based on the difference of the measured 28V power input to the bearing driver circuits
when the system was running. This assumes that the current drivers are 100% efficient
and hence is a cor.servative estiniatc. Cooler instrumentation requires an insignificant
amount of power.
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The power input requirements of each of the electronic subsystems were measured in
both the STANDBY and RUN modes. They are presented in Tables 4-3 and 4-4. No
attempt was made to minimize the electronic power supply requirements.
TABLE 4-3. Electrical Power - System in STANDBY MODE.
"Breakdown of dc Power Requirements:
dc Subsystem

Power (W)

Bearing Rack
LVDT & Instrumentation
Computer Rack
Axial Drivers (3)
Piston Driver
Displacer Driver
C'balance Driver

47.2
13.0
13.5
1.05
2.2
2.5
7.8

Total

87.5W

" Power Delivered to Cooler:
Radial Sensors
Displacer Radial
Piston Radial
C'balance Radial
Displacer Axial
Piston Axial
C'balante Axial

11.5
2.5
0.84
0.21
0.35
0.02
0.1

Total Power Delivered

15.5 W

TABLE 4-4. Electrical Power - System in RUN MODE.
Breakdown of dc Power Requirements:
dc Subsystem

Power (W)

Bearing Rack
LVDT & Instrumentation
Computer Rack
Axial Drivers (3)
Piston Driver
Displacer Driver
C'balance Driver

57.8
21.75
19.3
1.35
151.2
3.92
24.9
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280.3 W

Total
Power Delivered to Cooler:

4.3

All bearings
Radial Sensors
Displacer Axial
Piston Axial
C'balance Axial

10.8
11.5
1.6
25.0
11.5

Total Power Delivered

i60.4 W

COOLDOWN CHARACTERISTICS

The remote control computer was used to log the cold end temperature at one minute
intervals during cooldown from room temperature. Two tests were performed, using the
design stroke and an increased stroke (Fig. 4-1). No heat load was applied at the cold
finger. These cooldown curves may be utilized as a beachmark to gauge any deterioration in cooler performance. With the design opetating strokes, the refrigerator reached
65K in 30 i-inutes.
4.4

ADDrI'IONAL TESTING

Cooling performance at various heat loads was investigated. For these tests, the heater
power was varied while all other parameters remained unchanged. Final temperature
and cooler input power was measured once steady operation was established (Fig. 4-2).
Note that this test was performed without the inner radiation shield around the cold end,
thus reflects performance with the additional radiation heat load above the heater power.
5. VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS
Axial accelerations of the cooler housing were measured at the ends of the housing, and
radial accelerations were measured at three points along the length of the housing with
the accelerometer. Power spectra of this data are shown in Figures 5-1 to 5-3.
Axial and radial displacement measurements were made at the extreme edges of the cold
finger insulating dewar, where we would expect to find worst-case excursions. To minimize extraneous vibrations, the instrument was securely anchored to the same rigid surface as was the mounting cradle of the cooler. Photographs of the displacemcnt wavefonris appear in the performance data. A power spectrum of the axial displacement is
included for correlation with the axial acceleration data. The results are shown in Figures 5-1 to 5-3.
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a) Cold end axial displacement.
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b) Axial acceleration spectrum.
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Figure 5-1. Displacenincat and acceler, ion at cold enid. (Cont'd.)
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c) Cold end radial displacement.
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d) Radial acceleration spectrum.
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Figure 5-1. Displacement and acceleration at cold end.
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6. FUTURE WORK
The Prototype Model refrigerator is a free piston and free displacer Stirling machine
with the flexibility in varying the operating parameters built into the control electronics.
Parameters such as frequency, amplitude and relative phase angle of the piston and
displacer motions can be changed while the cooler is running. With these features,
detail parametric testing of the performance of the Prototype Model can be easily carried
out. Further parametric testings will be performed at NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center. The long-life cryocooler technology developed under this program has been transferred to the Cryogenic Products group at Magnavox Electro-Optical Systems, a corporate affiliate. Recent development [5] programs include multi-stage linear magnetic
cryocoolers for cooling of electronics such as high-temperature superconductors and
central processing units of high-speed computers.
7. SUMMARY
Technology developed for a long-life cryocooler has been demonstrated. A magnetically suspended, linearly driven Stirling refrigerator was successfully tested for 5-year
continuous operation with no mechanical wear and failures and no degradation in cooling performance.
The system performance results of the Piototype Model refrigerator met or exceeded the
specified goals of the program. Table 7-1 summarizes the major specifications and the
actual performance of the Prototype Model refrigerator.
TABLE 7-1. Prototype Model Refrigerator.
Specified Goal and Actual Performance.

Cold end temperature - 5 Watt load
Operating Power (R, fiigerator only)
Standby Power (Refrigerator only)
Time to Reach Stable Operation
Radial Movement of cold end (Operating) - Inches
Axial Movement of cold end (Operating) - Inches
Weight (Refrigerator only)

65K
< 250 W
, 50 W
5 hours
1010.
200 lb

65K
160 W
16 W
< 30 min
1.u4 x m10 p-p
1.3 x
p-P
t0
185 lb
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ABSTRACT
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Instead of assuming an isentropic process, Rauh 3 assumed a polytropic
process in the BPT refrigerator and carried out a similar thermodynamic
analysis. Shnide4 further employed thermodynamic analysis in conjunction with
the solutions obtained from a system of gas dynamic differential equations to
predict the cold-end temperature achievable at zero heat pumping condition. The
previous thermodynamic analysis' -4 will yield large errors because the
regenerator performance was assumed to be perfect and the actual process in
BPT refrigerators is neither isentropic nor polytropic.
From a heat transfer viewpoint, the transient performance of a BPT
refrigerator can be determined by solving a set of governing equations based on
conservations of mass, momentum, and energy for the regenerator and pulse
tube. However, the solution procedures are so complicated that a numerical
technique could be a problem. A mainframe or super computer may be required
in the analysis. A detailed heat transfer model that is capable of prcdictinig
instantaneous performance of a MPT refrigerator is thus not presently available.
Storch and Radebaugh 5 developed an enthalpy flow analysis using timeaveraged properties over one cycle for valveless orifice pulse tube refrigerators.
A valveless orifice pulse tube (OPT) refrigcrator is quite different from a valved
pulse tube refrigerator ,ithout receiver (BI3T) not only in design but alao in
working principle. 6 For OPT refrigerators, the refrigeration effect is produced
mainly by the adiabatic .xpansion of gas in the pulse tube due to flow throtwgh
the orifice, in additioi o the surface heat pumping effect, which is the
controlling mechanism in the performance of MPT refrigerators. The cithalpy
flow model developed by Storch and Radebaugh 5 6 is not only subject to large
error (3 to 5 times greater than experimental values') in the performance
prediction of 01T refrigerators, but is also not applicable to the analysis of
B131 rcfrigerators due to different working principles.
Longsworth 7 assumed that conductive heat tranosfer between ,as and pulsetube wall during the quiescent periods is the controllint, mechanism, and htc
derived ar eleimcnit-by-clcetwict gýas heail conductioti model to analiyc thcliheat
tic wall tcnpcriaturc. T"IC dtlisagtccncLit bct wccn
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in gas. Therefore, unless the quiescent period is much longer than the flowing
period, the convective heat transfer rate may in turn be a controlling process in
the performance of BPT refrigerators.
Rea'° and Colangelo et al."1 developed a simplified heat transfer mode! for
the performance analysis of BPT refrigerators. Their model basically assumed
that the convective heat transfer between the gas and the pulse-tube wall or
regenerator matrix during flowing periods is a controlling mechanism. Their
analysis started with the derivation of mass and energy equations of the gas and
the pulse tube wall or regenerator matrix. Since the numerical solutions of the
governing equations are quite complicated, Colangelo et al."1 divided the pulse
tube process into charging (pressurization) and discharging (depressurization)
periods and then defined half-cycle mean properties of each period. By
iieglecting the pressure drop across the regenerator and assuming a sawtooth
pressure-time wave form, the governing equations were then simplified a great
deal and became solvable by using numerical techniques. Through half-cycle
averaging, a system of ordinary differential equations finally resulted and the
numerical analysis could be carried out. Rea and Colangelo et al. showed that
the analytical result agrees very well with the experimental data.
The analytical model of BPT lefrigerators developed by Colangelo e al./
tkes inlto account the lcat and mass transfer- procCsses in t1-11C
l[e)efelaol ,,IuI
i
the pulse tube and, thus, is closer to the practical situation. However, the
pressure drop due to gas flow through the regenerator was ignored in the
modeling. This implics that the modeling was incomplecte due to the lack oi a
momentum equation. It is a fact that the pressurc-timc wavc form remains
unknown in Colangelos et al. model." And, the system of equations carl be
solved only after this pressure wave form has been determined experimentally.
The analysis is thus semi-emnpirical and cannot be used to predict the
performance of Bl3W" refrigerators theoretically.
Our study ba,,ically follows Colanpelos' approach but considers the prcssu:c
drop due to gas flow th;ough the regenerator. A system ainaly.,is proceduc
re is
theii established, and the sysiemn performance is theoretically predicted.
Furthermore, the cnpirical correlation of convective heat transfer in the pulkc
tube, whi';h covers laminar and turbulenit flow regions, is used inl oil study.
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1. Pressure drop due to gas flow through the regenerator is considered.
Empirical correlations are used to account for the relation between mass flow
rate and pressure drop.
2. The pressure-time curve is of a trapezoidal form with IdP 0 /dtI =r (constant)
at the pulse tube side and of a square wave form at the valve side. (See
Fig. 2.)
3. The flow in the pulse tube can be laminar or turbulent depending on the
operating conditions.
4. The convective heat transfer coefficient in the pulse tube is constant.
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REGENERATOR
Following the approach of Rea and Colangelos et al., l and ignoring gas
conduction heat transfer during quiescent periods, the governing equations of
regenerator for matrix temperature e and gas mass flowrate m are, in
dimensionless form,
dm
dw

d

R- y

dw
where e = /7"o; m = ,•/_

CR

0

(

/YM

(2)

m2 -n

; w= (VRrpilorR)(x/LR);

2m' 0r

R)

(

1

e

C
'gcCi

-ge-

ge )]R

constant,

(3)

where ICis a constant defined in the convective heat aiansfer coefficient
correlation; fi=Kmn, where n=0.59 for packed regenerator," which is t',4ken
from the correlation obtained by Rea and Smith;12 Nu=O.7lPrI/3 Re0° 5 9, where
the Reynolds number Re is based on the hydraulic diameter. The symbol tilde
denotes the averaged property taken within the time period At =t), i.e., flowing
periods. The relations between the half-cycle averaging and flowing averaging-properties, z and z, are as follows:

-

1

z dt;

f--f

z

(4)

f

(/2

Thc
E.qs. (I)
and (2) are: (i) at w =0, 0
a, ,, boundary
w= V conditions
r,/,,b, R7' 0for 7'7*
,,,=y,3.

1, i - :'(ii)

"Io accoutit for the prcssure drop across the rpetir
cawor, tlict ollowinl'
cinpirical relation can be used for packed rcgcnerators:13
Al'-4f

li

where f 0 is the friction coefficient defined as
(114 Re-

0.742,

f 6.85 Red-°216,

Red< 21G;
Red > 210.

where Red is the Reynolds number defined based on particle size dp and pore
velocity u, i.e., Red= 2udp /g.
If the pulse rate f is not o high, a quasi-steady assumptiotl can hold"' and
Eq. (6) can be used to correlate the mass flowrate (m =ouA,) with the pressure
drop AP which, in the charging period, is defined a-,
P(t) = Ph - Po(t)

{Ph - rpt,

for t < t(
for t >

0,

(

For regenerators made from wire screen, a similar correlation can be uscd.'ý
PULSE TUBE
Similarly, the governing equations of a pulse tube for tube wall temperature
0 and gas mass flow rate ni are
dm

4CO] 1

dw
y • lip,
(h~ArVt

2~p
Ci
21hh rp
1

"t t
' P,

2~
Y_
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l)/yr M
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P1JC

hJ~ pr~tp

P1
,

Th)

(lh .J 1'1)/2; At= tp; 0 = T/Th; In = ilfil/nh hit is the cuzveclivc imti
litansfcr cocfficient between gas and tube wall, which can be obtained flt,1rn
Nusselt cot rclatlion 6 for turbulent flow; Nu = h/,,ti,,,/kk, = 0.0361R, 0 h)el,3
(dit,/l dt.,
wl,,rheic lhe Reynolds number is defincd bascd oil ilt pIulsc , c
in,,ide diainctet . 1'or laininai flow, Ni =4.36 is used.
where Pau,'

The boundary conditions for Eqs. '9) and (10) are: (i) at w=0,
(ii) at w= wP,= VP/! mhRrp, e = 7/7. m = r/mnh.

e=

1, m= 1;

SYSTEM ANALYSIS
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
In the system analysis of BPT refrigerators, several assumptions are made:
1. The cooling jacket is designed very well so that the inner jacket wall
temperature Tw, the pulse tube wall temperature at the junction wi= 0, T),
and the coolant flow temperature Tm (i.e. heat sink temperature) are
approximately the same, i.e. TTTm- Th.
2. The volume of the cold end is small, and the temperatures at the junctions of
the regenerator, the cold-end heat exchanger, and the pulse tube wall are in
thermal equilibrium, i.e. T7',=7-=T,. The mass flowrate at inlet and outlet of
the cold-end heat exchanger are approximately the same, i.e. ti 0=:tl.
3. The efficiency of the regenerator is very high so that the matrix temperature
T" is approximately equal to the gas temperature at the entrance Tg,, i.e.,
4. The flowing periods will not exceed the half cycle period, i.e., tp<0.5.
With the previous assumptions, the normalized variables defined in the
previous dimensionless governing equations can be determined and system
analysis can be performed.
INPUT PARAMETERS AND ANALYTiCAL PROCEDURES
By solving the governing equations of the regenerator and the pulse tube
one after the other and applying the boundary conditions, a system performanýc
analysis can be carried out with some parameters remaining to be inputs. The
analytical procedure represented by an information-flow diagram is as shown in
Fir. 3. It should be noted that the instantaneous mass flowratr throagh the
regenerator rtt) is calculated first, and then the average mass flowrate at
flowing period tit, is determined and matched with the solution from the
governing equations of the regenerator and pulse tube. During the solution
processes, CR and Cp,, arc deteinmined by matching the boundary conditimis 11)
the regenerator and the pulse tubc.
It was found that there arc six input patrilnetcls tot the piefotlnt.an.c of
I1,I rcf igetat ors: Ph 1',,,11, .1 7I. 7,,, andf. For a dcsign of Ilf'I
rc figerator, lhe pcrformance is then determined if these six input patlatlcc!s
related to the operating conditions were given. The perlormance of Ill'T
tlcliglcatots ai:
the CpecscIelcd by tie heat tcjcctioti tatc (/,, thc coolilng load

QL, and COP. It can be shown that
(13)

Qh = tCpCl,,;
QL=Qh--QR=

I1Mi

1

fh

-[(mCpTghCT)R]
dt =WCr(CiP-CIR),
1

rn,

-- - (2 - L)=(

COP=- QLW -

_CP(CIP,-

At
- P L)

14)

mi

O -Q(Ph -- P )
2 = 4)

-rhiP- CIR)

(15)

(16)

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
The present system analysis was carried out for the BPT refrigerator used
by Colangelos et al. in their experiment."1 The design specifications, operating5
conditions and system performance are listed in Table 1. The predicted coo',inz
capacity (8.0 14) agrees fairly well with the experimental result (9.0 W4), about
an 110/l6 deviation. The deviation may result mainly from having ignored gas
heat conduction during quiescent periods and the quasi-steady assumption o1 the
gas flow rate vs. the pressure drop across the regenerator, the errors of hcat
transfer and the frictional factor correlations of the regenerator used, and the
experimental errors. The agreement between the experimental data and the
present analysis also indicates that the convective heat transfer between gas and
tube wall or regenerator matrix could be a controlling mechanism of the surface
heat pumping effect in the performance of BPT refrigerators. We expect that
the accuracy of the present analysis could be improved if more accurate
empirical correlations for the heat transfer coefficient and friction factor were
uscd and the gas conduction heat transfer mode during quiescent period.,, was
considered.
PERt-ORMANCE OF PULSE-TUBE CRYOCOOLERS
A system pcrfcrmancc analysis was carried out for the BI"T rcfri•gerato,
presented in Table 1. Figure 4 shows that at a fixed cold-end tcmperaturc T,
the COP increases first with the charging pressure Ph, then reaches a nlaxirrlurH
value arid then decrcase:,. This is due to the transition of convective hica"
trar•sfer in the palse tubc from laminar to turbulent. Since the mass fiow rate in
the pulse tube incrcases with charging pressure, the curve at the left side of tihe
optimum COP point represents the laminar flow region. In laminar flow
operation, (501' will increase mionotonically with the chargi:nr, pic ,.e11c Ph.'Hiis
coincides with many field expelienccs that a 11I1 rcfigetlator will ei foltolri bct
if laminar flow is maintained in thc pulse tube.1,7,t
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Table 1. Comparison of experiment31 and analytical cooling capacities.
Dcsign Specifications
stainless steel

Pulse Tubc:

=- 304.8 mm

I

d,, = 15.06 mm

thickicss=

packed lead spheres
n
L, = 304.8 mm

Regenerator:
d = 1.27 mm

0.40

= 0.388

DR = 24.38 mm
GaH• licat Lxhaligcr:
Dh, = 15.06 mm

1,

=

1.1Ix 10

5

••

3

Operating Conditions
7/

7h = 278.5 K
I'h = 5.1

7A,

= 208.9 K

f
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Figure 4 also shows that COP does not vary with the pulse rate. The reason
is that, as long as the flowing period does not exceed the half-cycle period, i.e.
V < 0.5, and the gas conduction heat transfer during quiescent periods is
ignored, the pressure-time wave form and the hea(itransfer rate will remain
unchangcd at a fixed charging pressure. Figure 5 shows that the cooling load 0.,
increases with the cold-end temperature T, and pulse rate f.
The present system analysis can also be used to investigate the effect of
regenerator and pulse-tube designs on system performance. Figure 6 is a rcsult
simulated for the same MPT refrigerator but with ".y7"nerator design changt., by
using different diameters for the lead spheres. ,%t hiiic, sold-end temperaw we,
cbanginlg regeneator partIcle sIze d, will noi change ill. ,terforniancc

sinificantly. H owever, at the lower cold-er.d tenipcratv c, the regenerator dcsi,.gn
..,
,o
will signirl icant Iy affect performaince, cspec..ally tlhe c, .-end Ienipertuict icr
1;I"1
tile
cooling load. I lie dashed line shown i'l Fig. (' i.,0. csult foi
I but with the. ;jIlsC tubC IClen'th iiicIcas.cd b\
In
rcftijcilalor dcsini shown inblc
1.5 tinics and tlie lead sphere diamieter of the rcgcncrator reduced by 4 tiles.
The csults show thiat tlie cold-end teniperat urc at /crto cooliul, load diop s
signilicantly. 1'igurc 6 indicates that at the higher cold-end teinlperatl ie, ic
sys MCill lpcifololllrnticc will inot be signif'iLailly diffCeCnt fio various WIT'°
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CONCLUSIONS
The system performance analysis developed in the present study can be used
to predict the performance of BPT refrigerators without the need for
determining the pressure-time wave form in the pulse tube experimentally as
required by Colangelo et al.I" Thus, the analysis is simple and can be carried
out even on a personal computer. The analytical results obtained in the present
study also indicate that the convective heat transfer between the gas and the
tube wall or regenerator matrix during flowing periods may be a controlling
mechanism in the performance of BPT refrigerators. However, the accuracy of
the analysis may become lower if the gas heat conduction during the quiescent
periods dominates, which may depend on the design and operating conditions.
We believe that the surface heat pumping effect of BPT refrigerators consists of
the heat transfer processes during quiescent (gas conduction) and flowing (gas
convection) periods. The relative importance of both heat transfer modes will
depend on the design and operating conditions. The system analysis including
both kinds of heat transfer modes will definitely improve the accuracy. This
remains for further studies.
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NOMENCLATURE
AT = surface area per unit length of regenerator;
Apt = surface area per unit length of pulse tube;
dp

= particle diameter of regenerator;

dP1

= inside diameter of pulse tube;

kg

= thermal conductivity of gas;
inside diametcr of regenerator;

DR

.pt= length of pulse tube;
=

length of regenerator;

R

=

gas constant;

7

=

temperature of pulse-tube wall or regenerator matrix;

=

gross volume of regenerator;
mean gas density;
gas viscosity;
S
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Subscripts:
c

= compression

e

= expansion

g

= gas

O,i,h,c = locations
Superscripts:
-

=

half-cycle average

-

=

time average over flowing periods
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PULSE TUBE COOLER MODELING

G.M. Harpole and C.K. Chan
TRW Space & Technology Group
Redondo Beach, California 90278

ABSTRACT
A pulse tube refrigerator model was developed by combining detailed
component models.
The component models are based on local conservation
of mass, momentum, and energy.
The system model predicts pressure, mass
flow rate, heat flow, and enthalpy flow at all the interfaces between
components as functions of time as well as overall system performance
parameters, hea.. loads, and compressor work.
The numerical methods were
selected for rapid convergence and simultaneous solution of the
component models at all
interfaces.
A sensitivity
study with this model demonstrates the strong
dependence of system performance on the orifice valve setting.
There is
an optimum valve coefficient that gives peak performance
The
sensitivity
study also showed that performance can be significantly
improved if the regenerator pressure losses are reduced (by increa:;ing the
regenerator permeability, by increasing the cross-sectional flow area,
by decreasing the length, by decreasing the compressor frequency, or by
increasing the mean pressure).

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The one-stage pulse tube refrigerator configuration including aT,
orifice
and reservoir (see Fig. 1) studied hcre was first
reported by
Mikulin: and further deeloped by Radebaugh 2 .
This refrigerator
consists of a compressor, heat exchangers, and passive componcnts
connected in series,
in sequence, these are: the compressor,
the
aftercooler (heat exchanger) , the regfcnerator (heat exchanger) , the cold
end heat exchanger, th(- pulse tube, the hot end heat exchanger, the
orifice,
and the reserv'oir.
The pulse tube and the reservoir are empty
voltupmes.
1he heat exchangers are typicall%" packed fine mesh scrtens.
Helium is the working fluid.
From the compressor through the cold end,
the pulse tube refrigerator is similar to a Stirling
refr]gerator.
However, in a Stirling refrigerator there is a displacer piston instead
of the components from the pulse tube thre.ugl the reservoir.
These
coirponeiits 11ave the same function as a second piston.
The pul se tube
cooler is a variant of the Stirlin;, refri-irtor
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Figure 1.

Pulse tube cooler configuration.

SYSTEM MODEL APPROACH
ASSUMPTIONS
The purpose of the preset
model is to simulate the "periodic steady
state" after the hardware cooldowr.
During the "periodic steady state"
the hardware temperatures are constants, and the gas states and heat
exchange are predicted as functions of time.
in the calculation, the
gas usually equilibrates to a cyclically repeating condition in just a
few compressor cycles.
The present pulse tuhe refrigerator model uses simplifications that
take advantage of the characteristicallv efficient heat exchangers in
practical devices.
The number of transfer units (Ntu) for typical
regenerators. is on the order of 100.
The gas temperature approaches the
heat exchanger temperature a; exp(-.Ntu.)
The model assumnes for all heat
exchangers (aftercooler, regenerator, cold end, and hot end) that the
gas tempcrature is the same as tht", heat exchanger solid temperature.
For the regenerator, this tenperature is a linear tunction of position
T - T

a

+

(T

c

- T

):'

aL

where T, is the aftercooler temperature. T, is the cold end temperaiture,
L is the regenerator length, and x if the axial position within the
reger'erator.
This linear regenerator temp erature hias heen veritied for
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Stirling
refrigerators'.
These temperature assumptions imply zero
enthalpy flow averaged over a cycle at both of the regenerator
boundaries.
The gas temperatures are used only in mass and momentum
conservation equations to solve for pressure drops.
All other heat
exchanger solid temperatures are assuned time and space independent.
Heat rejection from the heat exchangers is determined from the nonsymmetrical gas temperature at the interfaces with the pulse tube or the
compressor components.
The reservoir is assumed isothermal.
This assumption is in keeping
with the low flow rates through the orifice and typ;ical system
configurations.
The reservoir pressure variations are small, so the
system impact of assuming an isothermal reservoir as opposed to say an
adiabatic reservoir is minimal.
Both ar. adiabatic compressor model and an isothermal compressor model
are implemented.
The compressor volume is considered well mixed.
The
gas temperature and pressure are both predicted as functions of time,
but the entire compressor volume is represented by one temperature and
one pressure.
Vhen gas enters the compressor from the aftercooler it
has the aftercooler temperature, while the gas exits at the compressor
mixed gas temperature.
Conversely, the pulse tube is assumed to have segregated gFs
elements.
There is no direct thermal diffusion between adjacent gas
elements.
Howeve-, the gas elements can transfer heat with the wall
(solid) elements.
Thus, heat can be transferred indirectly between gas
elements by temporary storage of heat in a wall element that both gas
elements pass.
Th"b wall heat transfer can optionally be shut off by
setting the wall Nusselt number to zero.
The pressure within the empty
pulse tube is dependent on time, but is assumed independent of position
(e.i.,
no pressure drop in the pulse tube).
The gas temperature is
computed as a function of both time and position in the pulse tube.
As
gas elements enter the pulse tube from the heat exchanger at either end,
they are assumed to be at that heat exchanger temperature.
As gas
elements leave the pulse tube, they exchange enthalpv in proportion to
the difference between the gas exit temperature and the neat exchanger
solid temperature.
SYSTEM NUMERICAL APPROACH
The flow behavior in each of the components is strongly coupled to
the others.
The equations governing the flow in each component are
highly non-linear.
However, shooting methoos such as Funge-Kutta have
been found ineffective.
Therefore, the numerical method selected uses
linearization and solves for the flow in all
components simultaneously.
The numerical approach subdivides the compressor cycle into many time
steps and satisfies
equations for conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy in each component (and at many node points within some
components) at the current timec step before proceeding to the next time
step.

The present model consists of component models and a method to solve
those component models simultaneously.
First, the component models
(which consist of all the conservation equations) are linearized.
Linearization necessitates iteration at each time step, but it also
results in rapid convergence within just a few iterations.
This
linearization is not an approximation, but merely a numerical method to
converge on the solution to true non-linear equations (it
is analogous
to the Newton-Raphson method).
Second, the component models produce the
coefficients for a set of linear relations between the pressures and
mass flow rates at the boundaries of the components.
Most components
have two boundaries with their neighbors, and their models produce
coefficients for two linear relations of the pressures and flow rates at
the boundaries.
The compressor and the reservoir each have one boundary
and their models each produce coefficients for o,-.&such relation.
An
elimination procedure is then used to solve simultaneously for the
pressures and mass flow rates at all the interfaces between components.
The gas temperatures are inputs (taken from the hardware
temperatures) for all components except the (adiabatic) compressor and
the pulse tube.
These two components are isolated with heat exchangers
at each boundary.
Thus, their gas temperatures can be viewed simply as
functions of the pressures and mass flows, not as additional primary
variables.
The compressor and pulse tube component models solve for
these gas temperatures as a separate step between iterations.
The
pressure and mass flow rate at each node point subdivision of each heat
exchanger are also computed in a separate step between iterations.

COMPONENT MODELS
COMPRESSOR
The instantaneous mass of gas in

the compressor

is

pV
RT

Conservation of mass is
above expression.
fi
m

l
+p 3%V
p ot
V at

expressed by taking the time derivative of the

I aT
TOt

The initial
negative is due to the sign convention of mh being the mass
flow rate out of the compressor.
The last term is zero for an
isothermal compressor.
For an isothermal compressor, the gas
temperature remains at the initial
input value, and no energy
conservation equation is needed.
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The adiabatic compressor requires a different energy conservation
equation depending or, whether the flow is in or out of the compressor.
The adiabatic compressor is actually only adiabatic when the mass flow
is out of the ccmpressor
1 aT
TCt

k ap
p at

b. > 0

where k(
- 1)/-y.
When
aftercooler it is at the T,
the other compressor gas.
not adiabatic.
The energy

1T

Tt

1 a

gas enters the compressor from the
aftercooler temperature, and it mixes with
Mixing gas of two different temperatures is
conservation equation in this case is

+i-

HEAT

'h <t

p

1

EXCPANGERS

The temperature of the heat exchanger surfaces is a (time
independent) function of x -- linear for the regenerator and constant
for the other heat exchangers.
The gas temperature is assumed to
equilibrate rapioiy to the local heat exchanger temperature.
This known
heat exchanger temperature takes the place of an energy conservation
equation.
Local conservation nf mai.. aid momentumn are solved by a
finite
difference method to compute pressure and mass flow rate as
functions of x (downstream axial position) at each time step.
The gas temperature is a function of position but not a function of
time.
Thus, the equation foi local conservation of mass is

am

(cjAlp

where ( is the Porosity of the heat exchanger packing and A is the total
flow area upstream of the packing, sr that ýA is the flow area within
the packing.
The equation for local
__p

RTmprh

ax

AK p

CRT
rolli
AK •'~

conservation of momentum is
1
A•

arm
Ot

R

A2K ;

(AO)

2 aaxp Tm

p

where K is the permeability of the heat exchanger packing and C1 is the
second permeability coefficient.
The terms contributing to the pressure
drop (right hand side of the equation) in order are: the viscous drag,
the form drag, transient momentum storage, and inertia.
The mass and
momentum conservation equations are linearized and solved by the Keller
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Box method'

to produce the coefficients of a pair of linear relations
between the pressures and mass flow rates at the component boundaries.
For parked screens,
equations
C2
K

the permeability is

well correlated by the Kozeny

3

K
2

122 (1-f)

where d is

the wire diameter.

For parked screens',

C. - 0.074.

PULSE TUBE
The pulse tube is assumed to have the same pressure at all points.
This spatial independence of pressure takes the place of a momentumn
conservation relation.
Local conservation of mass and energy are solved
using a Lagrangian approach.
A set of gas elements are defined with
fixed, equal gas masses.
The gas element positions, volumes, and
temperatures are tracked with time.
The temperatures of the gas elements change with compression or
expansion, with heat exchange to the pulse tube walls, and when entering
a heat exchanger at either end of the tube.
At the beginning of each
time step, the pressure changes, and temperatures oe all gas elements
within the pulse tub. are adjusted for adiabatic compression or
expansion, T=T0 (p/p 0 )(l•-)!l.
The gas elements move in the tube both
because of the mass flow rates at the ends and because of gas element
volume changes (due to pressure and temperature changes).
The tube wall
is divided into solid elements with equal thermal mass.
As the gas
elements move past the solid elements, there is heat exchange.
The
Nusselt number (a user input) is used to determine the heat transfer
coefficient, h - Nu k/D.
The heat exchange is proportional to this
Nusselt number, to the temperature difference between the gas element
and the solid element, and to the residence time for the gas element
being next to the solid element.
This wall, heat transfer can be shut
off (i.e.,
adiabatic wall assumption) by inputting a zero Nusselt
number. -,hen
a gas element eiters a heat exchanger at either end of the
pulse tube, it exchanges heat to equilibrate to the heat exchanger
temperature.
Gas elements leave the heat exchangers to re-enter the
pulse tube at the 1heat exchanger temperature.
ORIFICE OR VALVE
The

orifice component model assumes that the mass flow rate at the
ends are equal (no temporary storage o
mass, as it, the
other components).
Thus, only a pressure drop relation is needed.
The
choices of a circular tube orifice (specified length a,,d diameter) or a
valve (specified valve coefficient, C,) aie implemented.
right

and left

90

In the case of a tube,
(entrance and exit)

and

2
P6

-

2
P7

-

the pressure loss is

4RT pL fRe
AD2

the sum of viscous losses

losses

dynamic

+ K RT mmrh

A2

where L iz the tube length, D is the tube diameter, A is the tube flow
area, K is the dynamic loss coefficient, pS is the gas viscosity, and fRe
The orifice is between
factor times Reynolds number.
is the friction
component interfaces 6 and 7 -- hence the subscripts on pressure.
The valve coefficient, Cv, is a dimensional quantity which is defined
other
With all
by valve manufacturers with an odd mix of units.
quantities in SI units (kg, s, m, Pa, kmol, K), the pressure drop
relation for a valve is

2
P6

2
P,

3xlO13 T mI fr,
=

-

C, M

wri1elt

IN ib

Ltt~ "'as

rrcIecular

wegh.
5

L.

SYSTEM MODEL RESULTS
The present pulse tube system model has been used for sensitivity
studies, to identify key parameters, and to determine performance
The model presented in this paper has a number of
potential.
idealizations that do not perfectly match hardware for which we
In general, the model predicts the pressure quite
currently have data.
well,

but not the cooling power.

However,

this model

is

being upgraded.

SENSITIVITY STUDY
A pulse tube system with a compressor of 3 cc swept volume was
The aftercooler, regenerator, and
selected as a baseline for our study.
The aftercooler has 15 150-mesh/inch
cold end fit
in a 8.64 mm ID tube.
The regenerator has 620 250-mesh/inch stainless steel
copper screens.
The pulse
screens.
The cold end has 22 150-mesh/inch copper screens.
The hot end has 14 150tute is a 48 mm long, 5 mm diameter tube.
Some other
The reservoir is 52 cc.
mesh/inch copper screens.
parameters for this baseline case are given in Table 1.
Pressure and mass flow rate histories for the baseline case are shown
These solutions are for component interfaces I
in Figs. 2 and 3.
(between the compressor and aftercooler), 4 (between the cold end and
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numbers
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and
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Table I.

Varied Parameters

Parameter
Frequency
Swept volume
Porosity
Permeability
Cv of orifice
Pulse tube length
Regenerator length
Regenerator flow area
Mean pressure
Cold end temperature
Hot end temperature

and Baseline Values.

Baseline Value
40 Hz
3 cc
0.65
2.33E-ll m'
0.005
4.'76 cm
3.67 cm
0.586 cme
11.36 bar
100 K
300 K

pulse tube), and 7 (between the orifice and reservoir).
The abscissa in
these figures was converted from time to compressor position.
The
solutions shown here are for the fourth compressor cycle.
Four cycles
is sufficient, because the pressures and mass flow rates are seen to
repeat at the 0' and 360' points, and because the component work and
heat rejection values converge.
The pressure histories (Fig. 2) arc
seen to deviate from sinusoidal by being more peaked at high pressures
and broader at low pressures.
The mass flow rate histories (Fig. 3) are more non-sinusoidal than
the pressures.
The mass flow rate history through the orifice has a
kink at zero mass flow.
There is a mass flow rate squared
proportionality for the pressure drop through valve type orifices.
Thus, as the pressure difference across the oritice
approaches zero, the
rate of change of mass flow rate is infinite.
The finite
time step size
(each compressor cycle was subdivided into 120 time steps for this
example) with the infinite
slope at zero mass flow results in a small
kink.
A SeliSILIvi
%'. sruuv WuS conidu•cted
L-:i.ie LUtiflp,.Ct Of nc|ai,\ Of
the pulse tilho cooler design and operating p-Iarmeters to thie svstceh
performance (parameters varied are listed
in Tables 1 and 2).
In most
cases, only one variable at a time was altered from the baseline case.
However, when poro-ity was varied, permeability was also varied.
The
coniprt~ssor mean JlmP
was always 14.58 cc minus half the swept volume.

The sensitivity
study results (fraction of Carnot efficiency,
compressor work, cold end heat rejection, and ratio of dynamic pressure
to mean pressure in the compressor) are shown in Table 2.
The Iliagest
predicted efficiencies (0.52 times Carnot efficiency) were achieved by
increasing the regenerator permeability (cases 7 and 8).
Most other
predicted significant improvements in the specific performance are also
directly related to reducing the pressure drop in the regenerator.
These include: lower frequency (case 2), smaller regenerator length

()(

Table 2.
Case

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

Varied Parameter

Work
\4

0356

(V)

Coolini-_

t)

EaL.,,

27 6
14 .4
5. 8
12 .3
50.8

4

0.439
0.193
0. 380
0.323

3 1
5.4
2 4
8.2

0.17u
0.275

0.4
1.85E-12 m'
0.8
1.33E- 10 w.
0.632
.33E-10 m
0..001

0.070

53.6

1.9

0.537

0.510

18 .U

4.7

0.192

0. 515

20.

5.3

0.205

0.002
0.01

0.2,9
0

2
.4

0. 23,
,.1(
UI.'

-0-

20
80
2
4

11

C, for oriice
Cv tar crifice
C, for orifice

12
13

:,.for orifice
Pulse tube length

14
15
16
17
.
18
19
20
21
22
23

Pulse tube length
kegenera:.or length
Regeneratoi length
Regen. flow area
'
, .....
... .. .. a
Mean pressure
Mean pressure
Cold temperature
Cold temperature
Hot temperature

10

Value

1tz
Hz
cc
cc

None (basclinie)
Frequency
Frequency
Swept .-olume
Swept volvume

Porosity
Permeability
Po1usitv
Permeability
Porosity
Permeability%

Sensitivity Study Results.

185

0.02
2.38 cm

0.335
0. 162
0. 386

9.5? cm
1.84 cm
7 34 cm
0.293 cm'
1._'2 crm2
5.68 bar
22.72 bar
70 K
130 K
250 F

0.294
0.458
0.201
0.267
0 409
U.2b2
0.431
0.385
0.310
0.332

(case 15), increased regenerator
pressure (case 21).

flow area

Q

13 .0
17.
3a .

5 .8

31 0
30.?

3.5
5.81-

24 .5
28 (
2 9.3
41.3
16 .8
17 .
47 .6
28.1
26.6
25.1

3.
6.6
..
2.9

(case

18)

5.5
3.4
2.2
10.2
3.3
6.3
5.6

and

(U.2 34

(.130

0.324

( 162
,
0."28
0.320
0.168
0.269
0.397
0.1 9
0.264
0.253

increased mean

"The valve coef fic ient, Cv, of the orifice has a large iLwpact ou the
specific performance.
There is an optimum Cv for each systemi that gives
S.ak
-ficiency,
and both smaller and larger C% values result in
smaller specific Performance values.
The valve coefticient of the
baseline case is near optimum.
The valve coefticientt is varied in cases
9 through 12, resulting in smaller specific performance than fol thi
baslihTI-

case

Increasing the compressor swept volume increases botth the cold end
cooling and the compressor work nearly proportionally, so that
ihe
efficiency variation is small.
Increasing the compressor frequency also
increases both the cooling and the work, but then the efficiency
decreases due to increased regenerator pressure losses.
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AI3STRACCT
A cIr vos1.it ha.s be,.e

asscinblCd ill order ito establi, h the lid i loi

adsorption characteristics of, several coniniercially a\'Aillaie activat,.ed
Ca rhons. TheC aparIXtus is designed to, allow studieS o lboth static and
tra nsien t ble-lnvior.

1
Static pressures aCre mleasured with r1m01

nl1)t.ttre

insiruiiienatioll applying thlrmo-molecular pressurv,. difference
corrections. Transient pressure data are established using cryogenic
Iressure

vauees.

This paper discusses the apparatus and results obtained

in preliminary tests. One sample of acti dated carbon has beeti tested at
temperaturcs between 4.2 K and 30 K for pressures ranging fromi 0.1 kPa up
to 300 kPa.

INTRODUCTION
The amount of helium adsorbed bv activated carbon depends strongly
he
Large amounts of heliutilt li
rang,
ill
over
a
wide
below
30
K)
and
tMIostlV
adsýýorbed at low temperatures
pressure ke',en below I Pa , 7.5 mTorr). Activated carbon is applied ill
xa -oilms tyl es of low telnperature refrigerators for its abiliiv to adsorb and
desorb large amiounts of helium reversibly. Typically, carbon forms the
In more advanced svstnlms the
getter for a gas,, 'acuun htcI.
carbon affects evaporative cool ing:- '. The efhiciency of carl-on controlled
heat switches and pumps may be improved significantly bY preccise
knowledge of the tempe-rature - pressurc - adsorption relati ons of t he
incorporated carbon.
LOW tenm perature Lelium ad,,orption data has been coleted i*v
Vazquez et al. and others5,6, however, the carbons used for thbes.e
publicatiM(s are not so readily available. Because of' tle variatio01 in
adsorption qualitie,; of nonidentical carbons (e.g. between the two sets of
aaOne ma1
1v not assu m( the splecilfcations of one soIUIr'Ce to be
Va zquiez clIO

On both the temuperattire and pressure.

1'().

valid in general, particularly if the margins for operation are tight. The
dilemma presented by availability, variability and need for efficient
adsorption pumps 2 ,4 has lead us to study carbons which are easy to come
by. Ironically the first results published here are on a carbon sample for
which future productioD is uncertain. This choice is related to the
unusually high surface area (2000 m 2 /g) suggesting a great potential for
helium adsorption. Experiments on mass-produced carbons are not yet
completed and so will be published elsewhere.
Vl

V2

'
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the Act.ivated Carbon Test Assembly.
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APPARATUS
The main component of the activated carbon test assembly (ACTA) is
the annular carbon shell (ACS) depicted in figure 1. The container is
constructed as an annular space in order to attain the desired wall area to
bond the carbon to, without compromizing on container volume (39 cm 3 ).
The ACS contains 3.5 g of cylindrical carbon granules*, roughly 4 mm tall
and 3 mm in diameter. The granules are bonded with a thin layer of
stycast 2850 FT to the container wall. A manganin wire heater is varnished
to the ACS as well as a germanium resistance thermometer (GRT). The
pressure inside the ACS may be measured through a 1.5 rm inner
diameter tube by an external gauge# (as shown) or by means of a cryogenic
pressure sensor (CPS, not shown). The pressure data contained in this
paper are measured with an external Mensor gauge (model 100) fitted with
a 1.4 MPa (200 psi) pressure module. Modules for different pressure ranges
are a-vailable. The gauge volume (including the space between the valves VO,
V1 and V2) equals 37 cm 3 . A second port to the ACS is provided
by the needle valve to supply the helium when the CPS is in place. In the
present experiments the needle valve is closed (average leakrate over three
days < 10-6 std.ccis). The needle valve port is supplied with a separate
heater and carbon resistance thermometer (CRT) so that its temperature
may be kept in check with the ACS temperature.
The ACS is surrounded by an annular vacuum can. The pressure
inside the vacuum can is controlled by means of a small carbon tray. When
the carbon tray is heated up, the vacuum is broken, thermally shorting the
ACS to the liquid helium bath. The ACS is made out of copper and its inner
wall is extended downwards increasing the cooldown heat exchange area.
The spacing between the ACS facing walls of the vacuum can and the ACS
is roughly 0.5 nim. This close fit allows the rapid cooldown needed in
transient studies. To date no transient data have been recorded u.sing
ACTA since this requires a CPS in place
Not shown in figure 1 is the data acquisition (HIP), wiring and some
additional plumbing. For graphics and minor computations a Macintosh
computer has been used with Abelbeck Software.
PROCEDURE
After leaktesting, the cryostat is prepared for an experiment by
purging the ACS at room temperature repeatedly with nitrogen gas and at
a later stage with helium gas. In between pressurizing and before
cooldown inside the dewar, the ACS is thoroughly evacuated using a turbo
pump. Once the dewar is filled with liquid helium and the crvostat is cold,
the activated carbon is given a ti, st charge of helium gas. Tfhie amount
admitted is derived from the change in tank pressure before and after
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passing gas through valve VO. The pressure gauge is pumped out after
which the charge in the ACS is allowed to also enter the pressure gauge.
Being charged with helium, the cryostat is ready for testing. The
ACS is heated up while monitoring the progression in temperature and
pressure readings. Near predetermined pressure values the heating rate
is slowed down. The pressure and temperature data are recorded during
the slow passage of a setpoint. No significant difference in data values
(< 0.1%) has been observed between this mode of measurement and
complete steady state. When the pressure and/or temperature range of
interest has been traversed, the heaters on the ACS and needle valve are
turned off, the carbon tray heater being turned on. Due to the drop in
temperature, the activated carbon pumps the remaining helium out of the
Mensor back into the ACS. The completion of one set of data at a particular
charge of helium to the ACS is succeeded by a repetitive series of additional
charges of helium to the system and more data collection.
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at Various Helium Charges.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The temperature and pressure data gathered at various charges of
helium to the system are plotted in figure 2. The index shows the total
mass of helium in the system for each curve. In the initial run the system
has been charged with 0.4365 g of helium; a measured amount of helium
(0.4186 g) has been extracted between the first and second run. Given the
selection of experiment setpoints, the data are easily converted into
adsorption diagrams at constant pressure (figure 3). In addition the
variation of helium adsorption during each test is shown in figure 4. The
adsorption is computed by subtracting the mass of helium in the gas phase
in the ACS as well as in gauge volume from the total charge. To this
purpose merely the ideal gas law has been applied. No corrections are
made for thermo-molecular pressure differences over the tube connecting
the ACS and the Mensor. Also ignored is the volume of the tube.
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Fig.4 Adsorption at Various Charges of Helium.
The data in figure 2 clearly demonstrate the well known feature of
activated carbon to enable one to control the helium gas pressure over a
wide range merely by regulating the temperature of the carbon. The
pressure-temperature relation is of' importance in the design of heat
switches. Supplementary data at low pressures is to be taken in the near
future. Computations are in progress to compute the appropriate pressure
setpoints taking into account the thermo-molecular pressure ratios.
Near 20 K the results on the adsorption of the given sample of carbon
presented in figure 3 are found to be quite similar to the data provided by
Vazquez et al. on their sample of Saran. However, at high pressures,
around 10 K and below, the APD sample appears to be a superior helium

adsorber. Figure 4 shows that near 5K and at high helium charges, the adsorption increases as the temperature is lowered, which suggests multi-layer condensation onto the carbon. Whether the adsorption increase is an artifact caused
by our approximations has not vet been resolves.
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At low pressures the present data indicate a lesser ability for the APD
than the Saran to adsorb helium. This may be the result of our failure to
include thermo-molecular effects in the data conversion. The effect this
correction is expected to have on the dath is to alter the pressure index
labels on the curves to lower values.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The experiments have demonstrated the capability of the apparatus
to provide us the desired data-base on various activated carbons. The data
obtained thus far need to be analyzed more precisely to exclude the
possibility of errors due to inappropriate approximations. The tested
sample of carbon appears to be an excellent adsorber of helium.
This work is to continue and expand in three ways. Data will be
gathered over a wider range of pressures; a variety of carbon samples is to
be tested and lastly: adsorption of 3 He and 3 He- 4 He mixtures will be
compared to that of the presently studied, more common isotope 4 He.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH DENSITY ACTIVATED CARBON-CARBON
COMPOSITE FOR CRYOGENIC APPLICATIONS

Gilbert Brassell, James Lieber-man, and Josephine Curtis
R&D M~aterial Science Division
NFT, Incorporated
409 Corporate Circle, Denver, Colorado 80401

ABSTRACT
!,'FT has developed a method for moldinc structural
activated carbon-carbon comr.posites (ACCs) .,nicn can be
manufactured into many shapes to be used in getters and
cryopumps.
An effort is underway to imorove the ACC for use
in adsorption compressors for use with Joule-Thomr~scn
refrigerators.
The material currently has a surface area c'
bet%.ween 400 and 500 mi/g, a compressive strength of L0 Zr
150 psi, and a density cf 0.1 to 0.5 g/cmr.
The initial
objective is to raise the surface area to 1000 m2 i'g and the
density to 1 g,/cm3 , a level which is believed necessary for
use in adsorption compressors.
Preliminary studies have
shown that high densities and anisotropic thermal
conductivity behavior can be achieved by tailoring the
materials and processes.
During the past year, fiber to
binder ratios, and different binders have been investigated,
in addition to metallic salt
pretreat-ent of starting
materials.
The
.olding, curing and activation methods also
were studiedi.
The current results show that CC. acti'vation under a
partial
blanketing gas of nitrogen gives the best results.
Chemical treatnents of precursor material has, so far,
inconclusive.
Further study is being conducted in that
area.

INTRODUCTION
The use of activated carbon for adsorption of gases in
cryogenic applications such as cryopumps is common-place.
Another cryogenic application now under extensive study is
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adsorption compressors for use with Joule-Thompson
These compressors have no moving parts and
refrigerators.
Their
require only heat input for their operation.
efficiency can be improved with higher surface areas per
A
unit volume in the adsorber and with lower void volumes.
new application which has received some attention recently
is the use of adsorbers as a matrix for regenerative heat
These adsorbers
exchangers in the 4-20 K temperature range.
would also require high surface-to-volume ratios.
The
optimum geometry for the adsorber would be in the form cf
plates in order to eliminate void volume.
For use in a receneratcr, the adsorter shculd have a
good thermal conductivity in the direction perpendicular to
the gas flow, but a low thermal conductivity in the
direction parallel to the gas flow.
Comnerciallv available activated carbon vhich is used
in these applications is granular and e>:hibits a density in
the range of 0. 5 to 1. 0 g,, cmi
and a surface area of abc ut
1000 m,/'g.
However, since the carbon is used in the form of
a packed bed, a certain amount of void space between the
particles
lowers the overall surface area per unit volure of
the system.
Thus, the adsorber efficiency is lowered.
Also, the granulated carbon has a tendency to produce
contdniI1&tion plobiems due to dusting (ribe)
characteristics.
IFT has developed a structural activated carbon-carbon.
composite (ACC) for use in cryogen containment systems.
This composite material which consists of a carbon bonded
carbon fiber exhibits a surface area of between 400 and 500
M2ig, a compressive strength of 20 to 150 psi, and a density
of 0.1 to 0.5 g/cm3.
The material can be fab•rIicated i-n a
large array of sizes and shapes.
Preliminary studies have
shown that high densities, high surface areas and
anisotropic thermal conductivity behavior can be achleved P:
tailoring
the materials and processes.
ELXPERIME NT.A..
Fabrication of the activated carbon composite can be
separated into three different steps:
1) fiber preparation,
2)
composite molding and 3) carbonization/activation.
A
flow, diaqram of this process is presented in Figure 1. The
effects of fiber activation techniques and process variables
on composite density, porosity, compressive strength,
surface area and thermal conductivity were studied.
Process
variables investigated included fiber length, fiber-to-resin
ratio,
binder type, composite compression and curing of
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composite block,
profile.

and composite carbonizaticn/activation

FIBER PREPARATION
These studies used rayon, polyacrylonitrite and cotton
fibers as precursor materials for producina carbon fibers.
Original work was conducted using carbonized rayon fiber.
Because of availability and price, cotton fiber was later
The carbonized cotton fiber retained most cfsubstituted.
intended
the positive characteristics needed for its
purpose, i.e. as a startino material for carbtrnized
composite media for high efficiency particulate filters.
Further investigation was conducted on the cotton based
material to optimize it for use in getter applicatiýons.
Studies of the cotton based activated carbon compcsites
(ACCs) showed a distinct predominance of average pore si.es
Other samrl.es had average
in the 17 to 13 A diameter range.
co•re size distributions centerina at 7.5 A. The .ater-alpore size distribution resulted in an ability to adsorb
gases at cryogenic temperatures.
The carbon fiber used to fabricate composites was
obtained
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up to SnCOC in an argon, nitrogen, argoncarbon-fiboy
carbon
The
decradation.
prevent
to
r/CC, atiTcsphere
then sized to the desired length by processing t•hrou'-.
•.'
Vile}" rill.

CO"X'POSITE MOLDING/CURING
Comorsite molding consisted of preparing a rixture cf
carbon fibers and powdered phenolic resin In a dilute %,ater
slurry and using pulp/vacuum molding techniques to form a
, Vh wet cae \
solid cake of the desired cn fi• uration.
cured/dried at IO0-1500C for 3-12 hrs which allowed the
resin to flow and create a bondin.i web between the carbc;,
High: density sarj:les
fibers resulting in a rigid structure.
t
caK
C
at - an:i th.cn cut••, w
prod uced by ccnpres
•.'r-.
in a compressed state.
the c
Preferred fiber orientation in the final composite as
Fibers tend to
achieved during the vacuum n'olding process.
align randomly in planes normal to the applied force of
Because of this preferential orientation, the
vacuum.
material has different conductivities normal and parallel to
It is thought that anisctropic
the vacuum mandrel or plate.
thermal conductivity behavior can be achieved by introducin"highly conductive flake or fibrous materials into the
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The final composite would have
composite during molding.
high thermal conductivity in the plane parallel to the
vacuum source and be thermally insulative in the direction
perpendicular to the vacuum source.
Towards this end,
graphite flakes and metallic particles were added to the
water slurry prior to the molding of
several composite
samples.
Two naturally occurring organic binders were tried as
substitutes for the phenolic resin.
These were cornstarch
and powdered tapioca.
Although composites were successfully
fabricated with these binders, preliminary studies of
dusting characteristics and surface area were unfavorable.
Future experimentation may overcome thesD problems.
COMPOSITE CARBONIZATION
The carbonization cycle consisted of subjecting the
composite to a temperature in excess of 7002C in an inert
atmosphere to prevent oxygen-induced degradation.
This
operation resulted in transformation cf the phenolic resin
to carbon with the resin shrinking and losing about 50% cf
its
original weight.
COMPOSITE SURFACE ACTIVATION
The surface area of car:,on bonded carbon fiber
composites carbonized as described above is quite low (<10
M2/g).
However, high surface area values were obt fined by
exposing the composite to a controlled oxidizing
t nmosphere.
Experinents were conducted in which carbonized rayon
fiber, commercially available cotton fiber and final
composite structures were exposed to different amounts of
argon, nitrogen and carbon dioxide while at temperatures in
excess of 700cC.
The results of these experiments are
discussed below.
COMPOSITE PROPERTIES
The composite properties of interest include:
density,
porosity, compressive strength, dusting characteristics,
hygroscopy, surface area and thermal conductivity.
The
density and porosity values were determined Yv using volume
and weight relationships.
Compressive strength values
reported were measured using an Instron Tensile testing
machine.
Dusting charactecistics of the material were
determined by testing to Mil. Std. 1246A and found to have a
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contamination level of <500; the specified limit is <750.
The affinity for water was determined by placing Tweighed
samples of the activated carbon composite and samples of a
commercially available activated charcoal (0.635 cm size) in
a humidity chamber for 24 hours.
The samples were then reweighed and percent of weight gain was calculated.
The
surface area measurements were conducted using a Digisorb
Model 1600 BET analyzer utilizing
nitrogen as the adsorbent.

DISCUSSIO.

OF RESULTS

FIBER PREPARATION
The carbon fiber used was obtained by subjecting a
fiber precursor to temperatures up to 800 0 C in a inert or
slightly oxidizing atmosphere.
The carbon fiber was milled
to produce different sizes of fiber.
Rayon precursor
studies were conducted using fibers milled to 0.0635 cm
("io,-g" fiber) and 0.0127 cm ("short" fiber)
The lono
fiber exhibited a surface area of 0.75 m 2 /g and the short
fiber exhibited a surface area of 1.19 m2/g.
Compcs'tes
made with smaller size fiber have higher apparent density,
lower porosity, greater compressive streng.th and highr
surface area per unit mass.
EFFECTS OF FIBER LENGTH
The effect of fiber length on composite properties of
interest was studied by fabricating composite specimens with
long carbonized rayon fiber (0.0635 cm), short carbonized
rayon fiber (0.0127 cm),
and a 50/50 mixture of the two
lengths of carbonized -ayon fiber.
The resin content was
held constant at 30% aiid the composite specimens were all
subjected to 7000 C for three hours and 3% carbon dioxide in
an argon carrier gas.
The effect of fiber length on density, compressive
strenath and surface area is shown in Figures II,
III and
IV.
The composite density appears to be directly
proportional to the fiber length with the loný fiber
resulting in a composite density of 0.14 g/cm (93%
porosity) and the short fiber resulting in an increase of
composite density to 0.33 g/cm3 (84% porosity).
The most significant fiber-length-induced change in
properties is that of compressive strength.
The compressive
strength increased from 0.38 MPa for the long fiber composite
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to 2.03 MPa for the short fiber material, representing a
change of more than 500%. This behavior is significant since
the dusting characteristics of the fibrous composite are directly related to strength and structural stability.
The composite disks fabricated exhibited a surface area
of 310 m2/g and 380 m2/g for the long and short fibers
respectively.
This change is attributed to the inherently
larger surface area per unit volume of the small fiber due
to the larger number of fibers.
EFFECTS OF RESIN CONTENT
The effect of resin content on the composite properti.es
was evaluated by fabricating disks with 30, 35, 40, and 50
weight percent resin and the remaining material being long
carbonized rayon fiber (0.0635 cm).
This resin system will
lose about 50 to 60% of its
original weight when pyrolyzed
at temperatures in excess of 7 0 0CC.
The effects of resin
content on density, strength and surface area are plotted in
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As expected, the density and
compressive strength of the composite increase with resin
content while the total porosity decreases.
The effects of resin content on surface area is
significant in that the surface area of the disk increased
from 310 m2/g to 460 m2/g when the resin content was
increased from 30% to 50%.
This behavior indicates that the
phenolic resin used in this process can be more easily
activated than the fibrous carbon material.
EFFECTS OF MOLDING PROCESS
Preliminary studies on fabrication of a composite
exhibiting anisotropic thermal conductivities were conducted
using graphite flakes and metallic powders.
However these
studies were inconclusive and will require additional
experimentation.
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EFFECTS OF COMPACTION DURING CURING
High density carbon-carbon composites can be achieved
by mechanical compaction of the composite after
pulp/vacuum
molding and prior to curing/drying. Since the molding technique is not changed,benefits relating to fiber orientation
such as anistropic thermal conduc'ivity are related. Recent
experiments have achieved densities as high as 0.7 g/cm3 .
COMPOSITE CARBONIZATION/ACTIVATION
As described in the experimental section, the
activation techniques used in this study consisted of
exposing the starting fiber and carbon composite to a
controlled oxidizing atmosphere at a temperature of 7C0OC.
Experiments were designed to determine the optimum,
conditions (temperature, time and %C02 ) for activation of
the composite structures.
In the first
experiment,
composite specimens were fabricated using carbon fibers
obtained from a rayon precursor.
The surface area of the
fiber used was 0.75 m2/g.
The composite specimens were
fabricated with resin contents of 30% and 50% and a fiber
length of 0.0635 cm.
The activating operation was perfcrmed
at 70 0 0C for a period of 3, 6, and 9 hours in an atmosphere
of 3% CO2 in argon.
The surface area values, which are
reported in Table I, increased from 310 m2 /g to 807 m'/g for
composites having 30% resin and exposed for 3 hours and 9
hours respectively.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) photomicrographs
several specimens were obtained which revealed the
n-acrostructure of the composite as well as the rough,
crater-like surface formed during the activation cycle.

of

The composite specimens containing 50% resin and
activated in the same run exhibited surface area values cf
450 m2 /g and 911 m2/g when exposed for 3 hours and 9 hours
respectively.
The results of this experiment reveal that
the composites fabricated with 50% resin exhibit larger
surface area values.
This is an indication that the
phenolic resin is more easily activated than the carbon
fiber.
Also, higher surface area values were obtained by
increasing the exposure time from 3 hours to 16 hours.
However, the increase in surface area does not appear to be
a linear function of exposure time.
A second experiment consisted of exposing samples of
carbon fiber obtained from rayon and untreated rayon fiber
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Table I.
Fiber Length
(cm)

Surface Activation Parameters
%Resin Temp.
( 0 C)
(%)

%C0 2

(%)

Time
Surface Area
(m2 /g)
(hrs)

0.0635
0.0635
0.0635
0.0635
0.0635

30
30
30
50
50

700
700
700
700
700

3
3
3
3
3

3
6
9
3
6

310
510
807
450
600

0.0635

50

700

3

9

911

to 7000C and 3% CO) for 9 hours.
The surface area of the
previously carbonized fiber increased from 1.19 m2 /g to 621
mn/g while the surface area of the rayon fiber carbonized and
2 /g.
activated simultaneously increased from <1 m2 /g to 775 rm
Thus, it appears that higher surface area values are obtained
when the rayon precursor is carbonized and activated simultaneously.
A third CxpCri4ent conducted consisted of fabricating a
corposite specimen using high surface area fiber (775 ni/g)
and 30% resin.
The composite was exposed to 700 0 C and 3%
CO 2 for 9 hours.
The surface area exhibited by this
composite was 822 m2 /g, and increase of about 6% over the
composite fabricated with low surface area fiber.
It
appears that the phenolic resin flows and forms a coating
which covers some of the high surface area of the starting
fiber material.
Several chemical treatments of precursor material
(rayon and cotton fiber) prior to carbonization have been
tried, but the results have, so far, been inconclusive.
Further study is being conducted in that area.
Although activation of the carbon fiber prior to
composite molding will increase the surface area of the
final composite, it may also decrease fiber strength.
Also,
activation of the carbon fiber prior to composite molding,
using current activation techniaues, has less effect on
final surface area than activation of the composite during
final carbonization.
Thus, greater increases in composite
surface area are currently achieved by activation during the
final carbonization rather than by activation of the carbon
fiber.
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The surface area currently achieved by the carbon
bonded carbon fiber composites made with fiber originating
from a cotton precursor and carbonized in an atmosphere of
nitrogen and carbon dioxide while at temperatures in excess
of 700 0 C is between 400 and 500 m2/g (as compared to <10 m2/g
for composites carbonized in a nitrogen-only atmosphere).
The highest surface areas achieved using a cotton fiber
precursor were with a 50% N2/50% C02 carbonization
atmosphere.
Higher surface areas might be achieved with
higher oxygen concentrations, but it becomes harder to
prevent serious degradation or combustion of the composite
under such conditions.

CONCLUSIONS
The activated carbon-carbon composite nedia developed

possess high surface area, high density, structural strength,
low dusting characteristics and a low affinity Ior water.
The activated carbon corposite potentially can be used
in cryogenic applications such as adsorption compressors,
getters,
dewars, liquid transfer lines, anti-slosh
containers, superconductor housings, liquid transfer in
space, and liquid cryogen containment.
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RELIABIIMTY AND LIFE OF SORBEN'T
MATERIALS FOR SORPTION COOLERS
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
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ABSTRACT
The ongoing research effort at JPL to understand and confirm the reliability of
praseodymium-cerium-oxide and Saran carbon sorbents for use in long-life 65 K
spacecraft cyrocoolers is described. At the system level, a laboratory PCO/0 2
compressor system that began operation in March 1989 has now logged a total of
12,000 hours of operation with no signs of degiadation. Siimilarly, a Saran
carbon/krypton compressor system has logged a total of 2000 hours. At the
component level, a detailed investigation is underway to measure an)y possible
chemical interactions between the sorbents, sorbates, and container materials, and any
possible physical changes that might alter the heat and mass transfer properties of the
compressor. A specially fabricated sorbent/sorbate test cell is used to precisely
measure the pressure response to programmed temperature cycling, and both
gravirnetric and volumetric techniques are used to periodically monitor sorption
isotherms as the materials undergo life testing.

INTRODUCTION
Reliability physics investigations are an important element of an ongoing
research effort at JPL to develop and demonstrate 65 K sorption cooler technology as
a viable low-vibration alternative to long-life mechanical Stirling coolers. The goal of
the reliability physics program is to establish the technology base required to design
sorption coolers that can operate reliably in space for 10 years or more. Developing
a detailed understanding of the important failure mechanisms governing cooler life
will enable identification of operating constraints, design enhancements and other
means of eliminating the failure mechanisms.
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Sorption coolers have the potential for long life due to the use of solid-state
sorption compressors in place of moving mechanical parts. Achieving and
demonstrating this long-life potential requires a thorough test and evaluation
program at both the materials and component level to understand the
fundamental reliability physics of the sorbent materials themselves, and at the
cryocooler compressor level to understand any system-level synergisms that might
adversely affect long-term sorbent performance. The status, progress and plans of
this sorbent test and evaluation program are the subject of this paper. Reference
I describes related work being performed at JPL in the area of reliability of hightemperature sorption compressor components such as electrical heaters and
sorbent container materials.
The overall design of the 65 K sorption cooler system is briefly reviewed in
the following section. Next, the sorption compressor system-level performance
testing and life testing is described, followed by a discussion of the sorbent
characterization and reliability testing. Finally, conclusions regarding the
prospects for achieving ten-year life for sorption coolers are discussed.

65 K SORPTION COOLER SYSTEM DESIGN
The basic principle behind sorption refrigeration is the temperaturedependent physical or chemical sorption of a gas by a solid micro-porous sorbent
material such as charcoal. As the sorbent is sequentially heated and cooled, the
gas is alternately exhausted from the sorbent at high pressure, or resorbed at low
pressure, respectively. In a sorption refrigerator, the sorbent material is contained
in a number of compressor canisters that are alternately heated and cooled over a
temperature cycling range on the order of 300"C. The range of operating
temperatures varies for different sorbent/gas systems, but is typically between
approximately room temperature and 600"C. 2 By ganging multiple compressor
elements together with check valves, a steady stream of refrigerant gas can be
provided to a conventional Joule-Thomson (J-T) refrigeration expansion stage.
To achieve reasonable efficiencies kitn sorption cooters relow 100 K
requires the cascading of multiple J-T sorption stages. The
ee-stage sorption
cooler system shown in Fig. 1 is used to achieve temperatu;, between 65 and 90
K.' The system consists of a 65 to 90 K prase'-•dymium-ceriuin-oxide/oxygen
(Pro s2Ceo ;eO,, or "PCO/02") chemisorption lower stage, a 120 to 140 K Saran
carbon;/kryp)ton (C/Kr) physisorption intermediate stage, and a 165 to 200 K
Saran carbon/xenon (C/Xe) physisorption upper stage.
To further improve efficiency, the waste heat rejected by the hot
compressors can be used to raise the temperature of the coid compressors by
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Figure 1. Three-stage 65 to 90 K sorption crvyocooler.
incorp)orating various heat regeneration techniques.2 3. By usinig these heat
regeneration techniques, thle projectedl efficiencies and weights of 65 K sorptionI
coolers are comparable to that for long-life Stirling coolers.

SYSTEM-LEVEL SORPTION COMPRESSOR TFSTNGK

The two main goals of the systemo-level sorptioncompressor test' are to
(1) uniderstand performance chiaracteristics Of 1,011)60n comlptessor systemis h\
qunifying performanice senisitivity to critical operating parameters, anid (2)
for sorhets,
e
s well
identify long-term degradation trcnds or ftilu re mecs.ai-smy
as for soraent container materials, heaters, ciheck valved weid solenid vakes
,stcin.
operatisg together ald itnteracti g InI anl li Stiir;nged
corprLisso
retwto laboratory
To perform tile system-level sorpti
eh,
;
uis, fir')rators,
sst wel
breadboard svsterms have beeni con structed. Origure
operated in tandem as an integrated two-stage sorpti, ,;.% ,, C nsistiing of an
.Itage,"'
its ,1howmn inI
80 K PCO/0 refrigeration stage precooled by a 140 K (/,
Fig. 2. Instead of an upper C(/Xe stage, a 200 K thermoelectric cooler was used
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I igure 2. JPI, laboratory breadboard two-stage sorption cryocooler.
to prccool the C/Kr stage. ('oml•ressr heat re.cneration techniques were not
used, and the compressor (lesions utilized gas-gap thermal switches to control the
heat flows.. The integrated s stem successfully demonstrated 1/3 W of cooling at
80 K, and operated at temperatures as low as 72 K.1
Subsequent to the above fcasihili lv tests, the svsten was recontigured and
u ;gradcd for independent con!ii oti,, life testimg of the t•) Il'()/O comprcsm,.rs'
in March 1)S9, and the four ('iKr compressors iII D)ccem11ber 198•). 'The upgrades,
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Figure 3.

Comparison of laboratory PCO/0, system pressure difference vs. flow
rate relationship after 1 year of operation.

Also shown in Fig. 3 are data for the nominal life test conditions repeated
after one year of operation for the PCO/O, compressors. The data indicates that
the identical pressures and flow rates were produced. The nominal test conditions
are a high and low pressure of 275 psia and 6 psia, a high and low temperature of
923 K and 545 K, a heater input power of 100 W, and a cycle time of 26 minutes.
Figure 4 shows temperature and pressure cycle data for one of the PCO/O0
compressors operating under the nominal test conditions described above. As in
Fig. 3, the superimposed cycles clearly indicate no significant change in
performance (i.e. identical temperatures and pressures) after one year of
operation.
AJs of September 10, 1990, each PCO/0i
compressor has accrued over
12,000 hours and 26.500 cycles without an,' signs of degradation. Note that the
test compressors nominally operate at maximum pressures and temperatures that
are about 100 psia and 150 K greater than the 65 K flight cooler design
conditions. Thus, the life testing subjects the laboratory compressors to
significantly greater stress conditions than expected for flight compressors.
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Comparison of laboratory PCO/0 2 compressor temperature and
pressure cycles after 1 year of continuous operation.

The C/Kr compressors are presently in the performance characterization test
phase. Curves similar to those in Fig. 3 are being generated for various heater
input powers, cycle times, and compressor temperature and pressure levels.
One of the compressors in the C/Kr system developed a leak through the
Inconel container wall after about 800 hours of testing. Chemical analysis
revealed the leak to have been caused by corrosion due to the presence of
hydrogen chloride (-1CI). The presence of IICI is due to the incomplete pyrolysis
of the polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC), which is the starting material in the
production of Saran carbon. Elemental analysis of the Saran carbon samples used
in the compressors indicated 2.1 to 2.0% residual chlorine present in the original
samples. Prior to initial operation of the system in 1988, the Saran carbon in
three of the four compressors was reprocessed by dehydrochlorination with a
700'C bakeout for four days and a subsequent 900'C bakeout for two additionai
days, with a dry' nitrogen purge. Elemental analysis of the reprocessed samples
indicated the level of chlorine to be reduced to 0.13%, which is an order of
magnitude less than the original chlorine content.
Howevei, the Saran carbon in the fourth compressor was never reprocesscd,
and thus still contained over 2A(. chlorine. Therefore, development of a lIak
caused by HCI corrosion in that compressor was not surprising. The faulty
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compressor has since been removed from the system. However, the plumbing
lines in the rest of the system have not been cleaned to remove any residual
chlorine that may still be present. Nevertheless, the remaining three compressors
continue to operate successfully and have accrued over 2000 hours of operation as
of September 30, 1990.
It is important to note that the Saran carbon presently being produced at
JPL is processed at 1000'C, with a resulting final chlorine content of less than
0.02%.' This is two orders of magnitude lower than the chlorine content of the
Saran carbon originally used in the C/Kr laboratory compressor system. Further
separate testing of the new JPL-produced Saran carbc'1 samples is planned to
verify that no significant quantity of chlorine is evolved when the samples are
cycled between the expected flight compressor temperatures, and to verify that no
significant corrosion is caused by any evolved trace quantities of chlorine.
In
conjunction with continued life testing of the remaining laboratory C/Kr
compressors, which contain Saran carbon with about 0.13% chlorine, these
separate tests with the JPL Saran carbon should help to completely resolve the
HCI corrosion issue.
Although no performance degradation of the PCO/0 2 and C/Kr compressor
systems has been detected, one of each compressor type will be removed,
disassembled, and analyzed in depth to study any changes that may indicate
internal degradation or design weaknesses that need to be corrected for a flight
design. In addition, a high-precision mass spectrometer (UTI ISS-25A Intelligent
Sampling System) facility has been established to periodically analyze gas samples
from the remaining PCO/0 2 and C/Kr compressors. This mass spectrometer is
particularly suited to analyze trace quantities of contaminant gases in oxygen.

SORBENT CHARACTERIZA"ION AND RELIABILITY TESTING
The primary goals of the sorbent characterization and reliability testing are
to: (1) understand critical sorption, kinetic, pressure drop and mass flow
performance characteristics of sorbent beds and materials, (2) to understand
parameters controlling sorbent reliability, and (3) to develop test methods to
demonstrate 5 to 10 year life. The approach includes developing small sorbent
test cells to be used for cycling PCO/0 2 , C/Kr and C/Xe sorbent beds, and
developing techniques to measure selected sorption isotherms in order to evaluate
possible changes in sorption capability after prolonged cycling.
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SORBENT RELIABILITY TESTING
While the ongoing compressor system testing provides useful sorbent
degradation information, and the 12,000 hours of accrued PCO/0 2 compressor

life wi'hout degradation is encouraging, the slow cycle time of about 30 minutes
makes prediction of long-term behavior very difficult. Therefore, a separate
accelerated sorbent life-test program was planned in which several small sorbent
reliability test cell (SRTC) canisters filled with PCO and carbon sorbents are
subjected to repeated temperature and pressure cycling. By continuously
monitoring temperature, pressure, and concentration data, any signs of
degradation should become evident. If performance degradation occurs,

understanding its cause may identify operating constraints or enable a remedy to
be incorporated into the design.
Degraded performance may be due to reduced sorption capability, corrosion
reactions that may occur between the sorbent and the compressor wall and/or

heater sheath, other chemical reactions, or a change in the heat and/or mass
transfer characteristics of the compressor. For example, if after repeated cycling a
gap forms between the sorbent and container wall, the heat and mass transfer

characteristics may be altered. Cycling may also cause the sorbent to break up
into smallcr particles, thus reducing the effective thermal conductivity and possibly
changing the mass transfer characteristics of the sorbent bed. To study these
effects, the canisters are constructed from the actual Inconel alloy flight
compressor wall materials, and have been instrumented to monitor radial
temperature gradients. The SRTC design can accommodate various heating
configurations. The current samples are being heated from the outside wall with
a tube furnace, while future samples may include a central embedded heater, thus
simulating the heat transfer processes of various candidate compressor
configurations. The SRTC will also allow study of sorbent kinetics, mass transfer
and pressure drop characteristics, by analyzing the effect of varying cycle time on
sorption and pressurization-depressurization.
The SRTC apparatus with its associated plumbing, plenum chambers, and
transducers, shown in Fig. 5, was designed to allow precise measurements of the
gas mass introduced into the cell by monitoring pressures and temperatures at
various locations. Testing consists of several phases, and is focused initially on the
"l'CO/O 2 system.
The first phase consisted of purposely oxidizing the container in order to
form an oxide scale on the inner walls of the SR1'C. After assuring that the
svstcm was leak-tight by performing a thorough helium leak check, the SRTC was
filled with 13.1 x 10' kPa (190 psia) of oxygen and maintained at a temperature of
550'C for 70 hours. Oxidation did cause a measurable decrease in pressure over
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Figure 5. Sorhent Reliability Test Cell (SRZTC) apparatus.
time, but the oxygen inass loss of 12 mg was found to follow a highly predictable
function of pressure, temperature and exposure time. T1his predictability is critical
because it is iuportant to be able to ascribe any mass loss during the SR. C life
test phase to either degradation or simeply oxide formation. It is also important so
that any predicted mass lOss due to oxidation in a flight compressor system can he
accomrmodated by pre-oxidizing the compressor metallic elements and bv carrxing
a small quantity of excess oxygen to replace any lost during the mission.
The next phase consisted of filling and packing the SRTC with PCO to a
density of 4.2 g/crn3 using a specially fabricated press fixture. The sorbent cell
was then reinstalled into the SRIC test apparatus and a known nuas of oxygen
was introduced. Next, the cell temperature Aas cycled between 280'C ard 550"('
by pas'ing a constant tellperature tube furnace back-and- forth over the SRTC.
The sorption-desorption driven bv the thermal cycling caused a pres¢sure rise from
0.02 1 x 102 kPa (0.3 psia) to 11.5 x 102 kPa (167 psia).

Figure 0 shcws prcssu re, ,O(nwccntrxuaoiin, and internal and case temperature
data for two cycles. The time lag betwecn the internal and case temperatures is
dIiC to the rclativelv pO(o)r ther mal condLictivi ty Of PCO. Note the change in slpe
of thC teWmu pcratUre profilcs dUringlthe heating phase. l'his occurs Wicin the PX(M
h)ccorlics iiiostlv depleted of oxyven, after which the e nergy required to dcsorlb
additional oxygen is reduced, all;wing the temperature to rise more rapidly. The
prelirninary teniperat, re/pressU IC cycling phase has now been completed.
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The current test phase is focused on measuring selected equilibrium
isotherms at various temperatures, pressures, and oxygen loadings, and comparing
the results with transient isotherm measurements in order to fully characterize
transient effects.
Prior to the final life-test phase, a separate SRTC experiment will be
performed to characterize oxygen permeation capability through the PCO bed. If
the pressure drop through the sorbent bed is too great, it may not be possible to
maintain a low pressure of 0.021 x 102 kPa (0.3 psia) while introducing the desired
flow rate of oxygen to the cell. If this is indeed the case, it may be difficult to
obtain a refrigeration temperature of 65 K for a sorption cooler with. a similar
PCO bed geometry and packing density. If pressure drop proves to be a problem
with the initial SRTC, subsequent testing with various sorbent packing densities
and oxygen flow distribution hole geometries is p)lanrud.
Note that packing density affects not only oxygen permeation and pressure
drop, but also void volume. Minimizing void volume by increasing the packing
density is important in order to improve the volumetric efficiency of sorption
compressors.' However, increasing the packing density also increases the pressure
drop through the sorbent bed. The SRTC experiments are designed to improve
understanding of these trade-offs.
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After the isotherm and permeation experiments are completed, the life test
phase will be initiated. The SRTC will be thermal/pressure cycled and
continuously monitored over an extended period and analyzed for any significant
deviations from initial benchmark cycles similar to those in Fig. 6. If degraded
performance is noted, its cause will be identified by conducting various diagnostic
tests, including comparisons to the initial characterization test data, analyzing the
gases in the SRTC with the mass spectrometer described above, and comparing
sorption isotherms of pristine and aged PCO using the high-temperature and highpressure Cahn microbalance described below in a later section.
After the life.test phase for the first SRTC unit is initiated, a second unit
(which is already built) will be assembled and tested using Saran carbon.
SORBENT CHARACT"ERIZATION TE"STING
A high-temperature, high-pressure Cahn C-1i00 Recording MicroBalance
facility has been established to measure sorption capability of potential
sorbate/sorbent systems. The Cahn microbalance, shown in Fig. 7, is a beam
balance that gravimetrically measures the amount of gas physisorbed or
chemisorbed by a known quantity of sorbent.

:

- HOT

-

k7

IS

Figure 7.

1tigh-temnperature and high-pressure Calm microbalance facility for
gravimetric sorption isotherm chliarictcrizati'n.
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The initial phase of testing is focused on the PCO/0 2 system to enable the
results to be used in conjunction with the SRTC experiments described above. To
further understand the effect of sorbent packing density on sorption-desorption
capability, isotherm kinetics, and low-pressure oxygen permeation through the
sorbent bed, several Cahn microbalance experiments with various sample packing
densities and flow distribution hole geometries are planned.
Future experiments are planned to measure selected isotherm points for JPL
Saran carbon/nitrogen. The results will be compared to independent volumetric
adsorption isotherm measurements at the Notional Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) using sorbent samples from the identical lot. 7 These
comparisons are expected to give further confidence in the gravinietric technique.
CONCLI ISIONS
The ongoing research effort at JPL to understand and confirm the reliability
of praseodymium-cerium-oxide and Saran carbon sorbents for use in long-life
65 K cyrocoolers has been described. Various test facilities have been established
and collection of detailed data needed to design reliable long-life sorption coolers
is underway.
At the system level, a laboratory PCO/0 2 compressor system has now
accrued over 12,000 hours of continuous operation with no signs of degradation.
Similarly a Saran C/Kr compressor system has logged a total of 2000 hours.
At the component level, a specially fabricated sorbent/sorbate test cell is
being used to perform accelerated life testing of the sorbent materials. The initial
characterization phase is currently underway to precisely measure the pressure
response to programmed temperature cycling, and to understand the critical
sorption, kinetic, pressure drop and mass flow performance characteristics of the
PCO/0 2 bed. Separate Cahn microbalance experiments are also underway to
characterize sorption-desorption capability and sensitivity to sorbent packing
density and flow distribution geometry.
Combined with the initial results of separate tests of high-tempera'urc
compressor components such as heaters and container materials,' the sorbent
system-level and component-level test results described here are highly
encouraging in terms of demonstrating ten-year life capability for sorption
cryocoolers.
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IS THE V-GROOVE RADIATIVE COOLER OPTIMIZED?

Peter Kittel
Technology Development Branch
P.AS/A, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California

ABSTRACT
A probabilistic approach to radiative heat transfer is applied to the V-groove
radiative cooler. This approach allows an exact formulation of the relationship between the
parasitic heat transfer and the rejected heat. An approximate method for finding effective
emissivity, c., of the V as a function of the angle of, ý, of the V is developed. From these
results, it is shown that from thermodynamic considerations the V-groove radiator is not
optimized.
INTRODUCTION
The V-groove radiator has been developed as a high performance cryogenic radiator
for spacecraft 1,2. Thie adiator is claimed to offer significant advantages over conventional
radiators. Thcse advantages inciude an increased cooling capacity and the ability to reach
lower temperatures. Using a simple model, this paper anaJyzes the radiative heat transfer of
the V-groove radiator and concludcs that the radiator is not optimiz,,:.
A sketch of a V-groove radiator is shown in figure 1. The parasitic heat lei' s on the
radiator cold plate are intercepted by an arrangement of lightweight, low emissivity, highly
specular, reflective radiation shields. "Theseshields are arranged to create V-groove cavities
with an included angle of 1.50. The shields intercept parasitic loads and radiate out through
the mouths of the V-grooves. In effect each opening acts like a radiator in a multi-stage
radiator. There is also radiative heat transfer between neighboring shields.
To analyze the performance of the V-grooves we will use a simplified model of a
single V-groove. As shown in fig. 2, we will model the V-groove as a right pyramid with
three hot sides, Th, and one cold side, Tc. The angle between the cold side and the opposilc
hot side is 0. The base is open and has dimensions I and w. The height of the sides is Ii.
ANALY1iC MODEL
Radiative heat transfer involves the emission and absorption of photons. If the
photons are confined to a chamnber with low enissivity walls, then the photons have only a
small probability of being absorbed when they strike a wall. The probability is C, where Cis
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showing the principal components

Fig. 2: Model of single V-groove showing
dimensions
[

the emissivity. In the limit of £-40, A photon will make a large number (~ 1/c:) collisions
before it is absorbed. This results in near uniform density of photons within the chamber
and the probability of a photon being absorbed by a surface of area A is proportional to cA.
I.e.,
probability of a photon being absorbed by A is independent of where the photon
emitted.
was the

I

HEAT BAIANCE WITHOUT END EFFECTS
We can apply this approach to our model of the V-groove. As first approximation.
end effects will be ignored. IFe., all photons are confined to the V-groove and none are
allowed to leave the opening. This is the same as covering the opening with a perfect
i
=o. Each surface emits heat:
reflector with
(1)

Qx = cltAxTx
A fraction, fb,is absorbed by each surface; where

(2)

fx= cxAx / (•Ac + E~hAh + LoAo).

In the case at hand, both the hot and cold surfaces have the same emisivities (
fe
"Thus itxAxeA
faoou
AT4•
can=
and

pcch).

(3)
(4)

none-,
on-f-nt-A+gro)/At. When
where =•ill/b fxe AtcA A = AC+Ah, Ar=A+Ao,
heat on the
the
incident
surface
and
the
cold
axle.. From fig. 3 we see that heat emithed by
cold surface are, respectively
(2
Qce = fcAc+AT+
(6)

anfcdA(fhT• + fcT).

Qc
fc(Afi
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Combining these results in net heat load on the cold surface of
By conservation of energy

Qc = fcfhcoA(Th - Tc)
Qh - -Qc.

(7)
(8)

On a per unit area basis, only fc of the heat flux, q, within the gap is absorbed by the the
cold surface. Thus Qci=4fc•q and
qo(fhT + fcTC)

k9)

HEAT BALANCE WITH END EFFECTS
In this section the effect of having an open end will by looked at. In the previous
discussion the gap was closed off with a perfect reflector. From (9), the heat incident on
this reflector is Qo=Aoq. If the reflector were removed, one might be tempted to think that
Q0 is the heat radiated from the system. This is not so. The flow of heat out of the gap is
not balanced by an equal flow into the gap. (We are assuming that the radiator is radiating
to deep space and that the heat radiated from space is negligible.) This results in q being
reduced. Instead the gap acts as if it had an emissivity of c and only a fraction these
photons are radiated. Thus Qo=E"Aoq=f 0 •Aq,
The effect of the open gap on the heat flows is shown in fig. 4. The net heat load on
the cold surface is now
Qc = fcfhtEAI(1-fo)Th _(I +fofr)TCI
(100)
where fr=fj/fh. The heat radiated out is
and by conservation of energy

Qo = f(,cGA(fhTh + feTe)

(,11

Qh =- (Qc + Qo)

(12)

Equations (10) and (11) can be rewritten as

QC 7AnI~hTh - 8j1j
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Fig. 4: Heat flow in the V-groove diagram with end effects. Each of the
flows has been divided by EcoA for simplicity.

and

4

4

Qo = EoAn(tTh +'cTc)

(01 a)

where An=hw, 5c=fcfh(i+fofr)A/An, h=fcfh(1-fo)AIAn, yc=fcAJ/An, Yh=fhA&/An. WritMn
(I Oa) and (I !a) in this form emphasizes the dependance of Qc on E and Q0 on -o.The
coefficients 'c and -(h depend only on the geometry of the radiator. While 6 c and 81 arc
functions of ED and of the geometry.
The quantity .o is also function of the geometry. To study its dependance on 0, we
will look at the case when h=w. This i. a reasonable assumption in that the radiators that
have been built have had h-w and EO is not a strong function of h/w. It is not easy to
calculate co. Two mcthods of estimating it arc compaied in fig. 5. The first is Gouffe's
method developed for axisymet ic cavities 3 . The second method is to estimate the number
of times that a, incoming photon beam must be reflected before it escapes the radiator. The
beam is attenuated by (1-E) on each reflecticn_ Integrating over all angles of
incidence yields

where

(l-C)n sinO dO

C,) = I -

n =-

20)/

-

1
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0 < nti2 -

03)

(14)
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Fig. 5: The emissivity, c%, of the V-groove as a functon of gap angle, 0,
for various values of Ecalculated using two different methods.
DISCUSSION
In designing a radiator one would like to minimize Qc while maximizing Q0 for a
given nominal radiator size, An. This is accomplished by minimizing 8 h while maximizing
8c, coyc, and rYh. These quantities are shown as functions of (pin fig. 6. This figure
shows that coyc and eoyh, and thus Q0 , can be increased by about 50% by increasing the
angle between the V-groove from 1.5* to 3-4". This increase comes in spite of ecdecreasing by about 50%. It is a result of A0 increasing and of the changing view factors.
More importantly, increasing 0 also increases 5c by about 10% atid decreases 8h by 50%.
This decreases Qc. Thus increasing the angle of the V-groove from i.5° to 3-4" will
significantly improve the radiators performance.
Another useful comparison is between the V-groove and a conventional mulistage
radiator with the same dimensions. Such a radiator is sketched in fig. 7. If both of the
radiating surfaces awe of equal area and have an emissivity of near 1, then
Q=oAnsin (Th+Tc)

(15)

Comparing (15) and (I la) shows that for all but the very smallest angles (j"Q0. Thiy J., a
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Fig. 6: Plot of 8c, 8h, Oyc, and E"tA.as a function of •. The solid line uses the reflection
method and the dashed line Gouffe's method of determining e. They all use E=0.02.
result of the low emissivity of the V-groove (fig. 5). For small angles Tj=sin(ý/2). So to a
good apx)roximation:
(16)
(I = (I /F-)Qo.
'Tioissuggests that the V-groove radiator performance only approaches the
multistage performance as 0--0. Furthermore, the gap between the hot and cold plates of
the multistage radiator could be filled with multilay:r insulation reducing Q. Thus, Q<Qc.

Fig. 7: Sketch of one section of a multistage
radiator. The two black surfaces radiate to
deep space
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CONCLUSION
The individual V-grooves in a V-groove radiator have a peak thermal performance
(maximal heat radiated and minimal interstage heat transfer) for V's in the 3-4" range.
However, the overall thermal performance of a V-groove radiator is inferior to a
conventional multistage radiator. The performance of the two are the same in the limit of
0-40.
These conclusions are based on an analysis that only considered the radiative heat
transfer. When other considerations are included (such as mass) the system optimization
may come to a different conclusion.
NOMENCLATURE
A
f, f
h
I
Q,Q
q
w

surface area
fraction absorbed/emitted
edge of V-groove
length of gap
heat flow
heat flux in gap
wid h of V-groove

subscripts
cce
ci
e
h
n

cold
surface
emitted
by c.old surface
incident on cold surface
effectve
hot surface
nominal

E
0

emissivity
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
= 5.67x10-8 W m-2 K4
angle between surfaces

o
t
x

opening
total
generalized surface

4)
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ABSTRACT
The use of active iefrigerators instead of or in combination with stored
cryogens in spaceborne, long-lifetime cryogenic instrument systems has
been recognized for some time as being inevitable.
The successful development of multi-year lifetime, space-compatible refrigerator technology has allowed this vision to become a reality.
Three NASA development contracts which involve 5-year lifetime, hybrid stored
cryogen/refrigerator systems are in the preliminary design stage. These
are (1) the X-Ray Spectrometer (XCRS), an Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics
Facility instrument, (2) the Spectroscopy of the Atmosphere Using Far
[ifrared
Emission (S
REI1E)
instrument to be flown on the Earth Observing
System platform, and (3) the Near-infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer (NICMOS), a second-generation Hubble Space Telescope instrument.
Within the given mass and envelope constraints, the cryogen lifetimes of these systems are increased a factor of 2 to 10 with proper use
of refrigerators that are either space qualified or in an advanced stage
of development.
The XRS design uses single-stage, split Stirling-cycle
coolers with a superfluid helium dewar.
The SAFIRE also uses a superfluid helium dewar, but with both single-stage and two-stage, split
Stirling-cycle coolers.
The NICMOS uses thermoelectric coolers with a
two-stage, solid nitrogen/carbon dioxide dewar.
We discuss the predicted lifetime improvements provided for these systems by refrigerators, the thermal performance trades leading to the chosen system designs, the dewar/refrigerator interface issuts, and the performance loss
in the event of refrigerator failures.
INTRODUCTION
Several long-lifetime, spaceborne devars have been developed and flown
ill support of orbiting instrument systems, as typifiedI by the superfluid
helium dewar for the Cosmic Backgiound Explorer (COBE) . These systems
have achieved cryogen lifetimes of about I year by using state-of-theart insulation, tank support and low-conductance cabling technology.
Their lifetimes have also been eiihanced by use of very cold vacuum shell
temperatures (140 K in the case of the CUBE)
and extensive use of vapor
cooling, which can provide more than a factor of 10 lifetime improvement
for a helium system.
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New cryogenic systems are being planned with the requirement for 5-year
operating lifetime in orbit. For most of these systems the mass and envelope constraints and the inability to achieve a cold vacuum shell
within the thermal environment mandate use of refrigerators, either in
hybrid combination with stored cryogens or alone.
There are reasons why
a pure refrigerator approach may be unsatisfactory for a given application, including:
(1) For a very low operating temperature requirement, say 4 K, spacecompatible refrigerator technology is simply not mature enough;
this will change with time.
(2)
The vibration of a mechanical refrigerator can produce unacceptable
microphonic disturbances in the detector readout or jitter in the
optical system. In some cases these problems can be .vercome by
remote mounting and vibration isolation of the refrigerators.
(3) The temperature stability provided by a large cryogen reservoir may
be needed.
(4)
The power available may be insufficient to operate the necessary
refrigerators.
The cryogen loss rate from a dewar can potentially be lowered considerably by coupling the dewar to a refrigerator. Therefore, for an
extended-lifetime mission the cryogen system overall mass and envelope
might be considerably reduced by a hybrid stored cryogen/refrigerator
approach. This of course requires more power consumption than a purely
passive approach.
The most effective use of refrigerator(s) and the interfacing between the dewar and refrigerator(s) depend on many things.
Most important are the cryogen (its storage temperature and vapor cooling potential), the heat lift profile and configuration of the refrigerator(s), the power dissipation (level and temperature) produced by
the instrument inside the dewar, and the allowable vibration level. To
be effective, the refrigerator must lift heat from a spot inside the
dewar where the levels of heat flow are very small compared to heat
flows outside the dewar.
System-level requirements and interactions
must be considered in choosing, or designing, a refrigerator for a certain application.
A given refrigerator might be quite suitablL for one
application, but unacceptable for another.
Several space science missions are being planned which will use hybrid
stored cryogen/refrigerator system,. for sensor cooling. The designs and
predicted performance of three of these are the topic of this paper.
They are: (1) the X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS) of the Advanced X-Ray Af:trophysics Facility (AXAF), (2) the Spectroscopy of the Atmosphere Using
Far Infrared Emission (SAFIRE) instrument to be flown on the Earth Observing System (EOS), and (3) the Near-Infrared Camera and Multi-Object
Spectrometer (NICMOS), a second-generation Hubble Space Telescope (EST)
instrument.
Characteristics of these cryogenic systems are given in
Table 1. The XRS cryogenic subsystem (CSS), the SAFIRE instrument and
the N1CMOS instrument are in the preliminary design phase at Ball
Aerospace under contract to the NASA.
The high-performance dewar technology developed and proven on previous
programs is essential to achieving 5-year lifetimes for these hybrid
systems within the mass, power and envelope constraints.
Sophisticated
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Table 1
C•ARACTERISTICS OF THE CRYOGENIC
SYSTEMS FOR IRS, SAFIRE AND NICUOS
SYSTEM

TYPE OF
CRYOGEN

XRS

He II

490

250

1-stage split
Stirling

1.3

SAFIRE

He II

124

300

1--stage and
2-stage split
Stirling

1.9

NICMOS

N2 /CO

71/25

270

Thermoelectric

58/130

2

TANK
SIZE
(liters)

VACUUM SHELL
TEMPERATURE
(K)

TYPE(S) OF
REFRIGERATOR

RESERVOIR
TEMPERATURE
(K)

computer modeling tools to predict dewar performance for these types of
systems have been developed and carefully verified by ground test and
flight performance data . These analytic tools are equally applicable
tc hybrid systems and help provide the confidence needed for their
development.
Refrigerator reliability is a concern for a 5-year mission. Appropriate
levels of redundancy must be considered to control performance risks.
The dewar and dewar,'refrigerator interface should be designed to
minimize the impact of a failed cooler, so that one failure does not end
the mission. Although significant advances in mechanical cooler technology have occurred during the last decade, a space-compatible mechanical cooler does not yet have a demonstrated lifetime over 3 years. Abbreviated testing to prove extended lifetime is unreliable. The most
successful mechanical cooler that is space qualified to date was developed at the Oxford University and uses the linear, split Stirling-cycle
approach 4. This single-stage machine provides about 0.8 W cooling at a
temperature of 80 K, depending on the compressor temperature.
in addition a two-stage version his been built mores recently using the same
technology that provides about 0.3 W at 30 K . The XRS and SAFIRE programs plan to use mechanical coolers derived from the Oxford technology.
The NICMOS program is baselining solid-state thermoelectric coolers.
These three systems are separately discussed in the following sections.
They all use multilaver insulation and tension strap tank support sys'.ems similar to those proven by the COBE dewar and previous flight dewors developed by Ball Aerospace.
The vapor-cooled and actively-cooled
slhields inside the dewars are supported from and cool the tank support
straps. Heat flows through all conduction and radiation paths into the
dewar are reduced by vapor cooling. State-of-the-art miniature cables
minimize the heat leak through the hundreds of wires that penetrate the
dewars for housekeeping sensors, mechanisms; control and science instrument readout. Emphasis in the following sections is on the overall
architecture of the hybrid approach, the trades from which it resulted,
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the main issues regarding dewar/refrigerator interfacing, the nominal
performance, the improvement in cryogen lifetime provided by the refrigerator(s), and the impact of refrigerator failures.
Because the dewars contain complex and sensitive instruments, many aspects of performance must be considered with regard to refrigerator interfacing and operation6 .
These include:
*
Vibration control
a
Electromagnetic interference control
*
Efficiency of the thermal link
*
Alignment and assembly
*
Mechanical flexibility in the thermal link
•
Thermally disconnecting a failed refrigerator (on the ground
or on orbit)
•
Removing a refrigerator with minimal disturbance to the dewar
*
Operating in multiple gravity orientations for testing
All these aspects have been considered in the designs of the systems
discussed below.
AXAF X-RAY SPECTROMETER

(XRS)

The XRS is one of the instruments to be flown aboard the AXAkF scheduled
for launch in 1998.
The instrument will measure incident energy over
the spectral range of 0.3 tu 10 k&V' with a resolution of 10 cV using
bolometers at a temperature of 0.1 K. The bolometers are cooled by an
adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR)'
Table 2 summarizes the requirements which drive the XRS/CSS design.
Detailed analyses have been performed to arrive at the current design,
which meets or exceeds all requirements.
BASELINE DESIGN
Figure 1 depicts the dewar baseline design.
A 490-liter superfluid helium tank provides the heat sink for the ADR.
Both the ADR and the detectors are part of the removable cryogenic assembly (RCA), which is
bolted to the forward end of the cryogen tank.
Once installed in the
dewar, the RCA is accessible through the removable aperture assembly at
the forward end of the dewar.
Surrounding the cryogen tank are four
vapor-cooled shields (VCSs) which make effective use of the helium vent
gas to intercept heat at various levels vithin the insulation system.
The outermost VCS is also cooled by single-stage, split Stirling-cycle
mechanical refrigerators through a flexible cold finger attachment to
the aluminum shield.
There are four of these refrigerators, based on the Oxford design, which
are mounted as in-line pairs for momentum compensation to the vacuum
shell forward girth ring.
The displacer cold tips are contained in a
separate vacuum space.
This allows replacement without disturbing the
dewar vacuum and prevents condensation of water from the dewar outer insulation blanket on the cooler cold tip. The compressor pairs re
mounted on separate pallets which are shock mounted to the forw,.rd girth
ring to minimize vibration transmission to the dewar and RCA.
Heat is
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Table 2
IRS/CSS OPERATING REqUI&BKBNTS
ITEM

Bath Temperature

REQUIREMENT

(1.5 K Orbital Operation
<1.9 K Ground Operation

Bath Temperature
Stability

0.05 K over mission duration

Cryogen Lifetime

4.5 years with 10 percent
analysis margin

Dewar Lockup

6 days without power

PREDICTED
VALUE
1.29 K
<1.6 K
0.04 K
worst case
>5 years
9 days

Vibration at RCA

<0.001 g

Power Consumption

<185 W Total

<184 W

Main She!l
Temperature

>243 K Operational
>233 K Hold
(limited by mechaniral coolers)

>249 K
>240 K

factor of 6
margin

rejected from the coolers by a combination of radiation to the AXAF cold
shroud and conduction to the dewar main shell, which is also cooled by
radiation to the cold shroud.
A single cold finger provides the interface between a pair of displacers
and the outer VCS.
Very thin, flexible copper strips separated by indium foil spacers are used to connect a pair of displacer cold tips to
an interface block.
This arrangement provides adequate thermal conductance while preventing side loading on the cold tip from exceeding several ounces.
The outer VCS is connected to the interfacp block with a
copper rod.
A combined thermal conductance of about. 600 mW/K is needed
in the flexible link and copper rod. Thin-walled fiberglass tubes
separate the displacer chamber from the dewar vacuum.
Snubbers mounted
on the displacer housings limit the motion of the cold tips during
ground handling and launch.
SYSTEM TRADES
The development of mechanical refrigerators for space application has
been tracked during the XRS/CSS design development. At present, a
refrigerator that could provide the required 1.5 K ADR heat-sink
temperature has not been developed, mandating the use of superfluid helium. Only Lhe split Stirling-cycle cooler based on Oxford technology is
currently considered mature enough for the XRS schedule.
Still, uncertaint), exists regarding the operational lifetime of these coolers. This
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must be folded inc' Ahe risk assessment of achieving the mission lifetime goal, and choices for operating the coolers must be made
accordingly.
With all four coolers operating
The current baseline uses four coolers.
the available budget, and the
meets
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W)
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The final selection as to the size and quantity of coolers
lifetime.
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will be based on continued risk, lifetime and cost considerations
System Modeling and Performance
A 24-node thermal network model of the XRS/CSS is used to predict helium
lifetime, ground hold capability and transient response to operations.
Six nodes are used to model the mechanical coolers interface with the
dewar.
Cooling at the displacer cold tip is modeled as a negative heat
flow using linear interpolation tables of measured performance which
characterize the cooling capacity based on cold tip temperature, compressor mount temperature, and input power.
The XRS/CSS relies heavily on both vapor cooling (passive) and mechanical cooling (active) to meet the required 5-year orbital lifetime within
both mass and envelope constraints.
Vapor cooling alcne increases the
helium lifetime by a factor of 25.
Another factor of 2 is provided by a
single pair of coolers using just half the allocated power.
Table 3
shows lifetimes for the baseline dewar design with the various degrees
of cooling. It is easy Lo set tiUW important the mechanical coolers are
to the success of the XRS mission.
Therefore, evaluating the effects of
cooler failure is very critical to the dewar design and the cooler operating strategy.
The baseline dewar design uses four mechanical coolers operated in momentum-compensated pairs to meet vibration requirewentt of the system.
Only a single pair of coolers will be operated initially to attain the
highest level of redundancy in the system.
The two operating coolers
remove about 1.8 V of heat from the outer VCS at a temperature of 80 K.
The non-operating cooler pair adds a parasitic heat load of about 0.2 W
to the outer VCS, depending on the means chosen for thermal disconnect.
The failure of any single cooler is assumed to result in the loss of a
pair because of tht ,ilration requirement.
In the event the first
Table 3
IRS/CSS LIFETIWE IMPROVEMENT ACHIEVED WITH VAPOR
COOLING AND ACTIVE COOLING

DEGREE OF DEWAR COOLING

HELIUM LIFETIME (YEARS)

None

0.083

Vapor cooling only

2.2

Vapor cooling plus
2 coolers at 80 W power

5.6

Vapor cooling plus
4 coolers at 160 W power

6.5
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cooler pair fails, it will be switched off and the reserve pair will be
switched on.
This operational strategy was chosen because it requires a
minimum 2.5-year lifetime from each cooler pair to meet the 5-year helium lifetime requirement.
Operating all four coolers from the start
would require at least a 4-year lifetime from one pair of coolers. The
nominal predicted helium lifetime is 5.1 years using the reserve cooler
operational strategy and assuming the first
cooler pair fails 2 years
after launch and the reserve pair operates for another 3 years.
If all four coolers fail at launch, lifetime is reduced to about 2
years.
However, in this event the helium reservoir temperature still
meets the temperature requirement of <1.5 K so that instrument operation
can continue.
The use of an active thermal switch can reduce the heat
load to the dewar resulting from a non-operating cooler.
Two types of
switches are candidates for use in connecting the mechanical coolers to
the dewar.
One type involves metal-to-metal contacL making use of differential expansion between materials, and the other employs gaseous
conduction across a narrow gap.
Both would require further development
work for application to the XRSiCSS.
A trade study is underway to *eigh
benefits and risks of incorporating active thermal switches in the
design.
Preliminary thermal modeling results indicate that a thermal
switch with a closed conductance of 500 mW'K and a switching ratio of
1000 can increase the helium lifetime 7 percent.
The compressors operate about 20 K warmer than the vacuum shell, or
270 K on the average.
Lifetime is increased by lower vacuum shell temperature because parasitic heating into the dewar is decreased and by
lower mechanical cooler temperature because the coolers become more efficient.
The combined effect results in 0.7 percent lifetime change for
each degree Kelvin temperature change.
It is therefore important to
operate both items as cold as possible.
However, temperatures of the
two are interdependent, and the minimum temperature of the mechanical
coolers is limited by its allowable range for operation and startup.
It is necessary that the helium be in the superfluid state to ensure
proper function of the porous plug phase separator when the vent valve
is opened on orbit.
The lock-up capability is defined as the time it
takes for the superfluid helium reservoir temperature to rise to the
lambda point following the final prelaunch topoff and pumpdown.
Power
is not available to the CSS during this period, which is nominally 5
days prior to launch and I day following.
The predicted capability is 9
days without powering the mechanical coolers.
It can be extended to
about 5 months by powering one pair.
LOS SPECTROSCOPY OF THE ATMOSPHERE USING FAR INTRARED EMISSION

(SAFIRE)

The SAFIRE instrument is one of a suite of instruments proposed for the
second NASA Eos polar orbiting platform.
By obtaining Earth limb emission data in both the mid-infrared (6 to 17 pm) and far-infrared (25 to
35, 62 to 125 pm) spectral regions, SAFIRE will provide information on
diurnal and temporal variations of ollserved gases that is necessary for
the understanding of issues regarding middle at,'- spheric ozore chemistry.
SAFIRE must cool its far-infrared detectors tn 3 to 4 K, which
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is well below the 55 to 80 K required by some of the other Eos instruments. The SAFIRE mid-infrared module will use mechanical coolers
to cool its detectors to 80 K. The far-infrared module, called the Cold
Optics and Detectors Module (CODM), will use the hybrid cryogenic system
described in this section.
Table 4 summarizes some of the allocated system budgets.
The CODM performance requirements shown in Table 5 are derived from the mission and
system requirements.
BASELINE DESIGN
Figure 2 shows the baseline design of the SAFIRE CODM cryogenic subsystem. A 124-liter cylindrical tank containing superfluid helium at
about 1.9 K provides cooling for the focal plane assembly
The helium
tank is surrounded by four shields. The innermost shield is vapor
cooled, and the other three shields are actively cooled by split
Stirling-cycle mechanical coolers as well as vapor cooled. During normal operation, the use of vapor cooling on the actively-cooled shields
has little benefit.
However, in the event of any mechanical cooler
failure, the rise in helium boiloff will make the vapor cooling benefit
significant. The outer actively-cooled shield (OACS) and the middle
actively-cooled shield (MACS) are each cooled by a single-stage, split
Stirling-cycle mechanical cooler 4 while the inner actively-cooled shield
(IACS) is cooled by a two-stage, split Stirling-cycle cooler
Table 4
SATFIRE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
ITEM

REQUIREMENT

Instrument Envelope

Double standard size payload
assembly plate on Eos platform

Mass

375 kg, current estimate

Fower

426 W, current estimate

Image Stability

Q arcsec scan mirror jitter

Total boresight error

ý19 arcsec (preliminary)

Launch Vehicle

Titan 4
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Table 5
SAFIRE CODV DERIVBD RBQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

CODM envelope

74 cm x 74 cm x 135 cm

Mass

113 kg (current estimate)

Power

216 W (current estimate)

Lifetime

Ž5 years

Vacuum shell temperature

>243 K (limited by mechanical
coolers)

Focal plane assembly temperature

3 to 4 K

Cold optics subsystem temperature

•30 K

Cold preamplifiers temperature

•80 K

Focal plane assembly temperature
stability

<40 mK./hr

CODM alignment (inter-module)

•0.15 mm (displacement)
•10 arcsec (tilt)

Component alignment within COS

S0.2 mm (displacement)
•20 arcsec (tilt)

CODM operating mode (ground)

in any orientations

The design of the mechanical cooler interfaces to the dewar have taken
into consideration those issues mentioned in the previous sections.
All
of tbo components of the split Stirling-cycle coolers are mounted to the
forward girth ring.
The two compressors and two displacers of the
single-stage coolers are mounted in line to provide womentum compensation.
For the two-stage mechanical cooler, only the t'vo compressor

units are mounted in line.

The level of vibration from the uncompen-

sated two-stage displacer can be transmit'ted to Lhe dewar without vio-

lating the alignment requirements.

Heat is conducted from the dewar

shields to the displacer cold tips via a cold finger using a combination
of flexible, high-purity copper strips and a copper rod.
System analysis is currently in progress to assess the impact. of using active therm-

al switches and redundant mechanical coolers.
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SAFIRE cold optics and detectors module layout.

SYSTEM TRADES
Various design options were considered to optimize the cryogenic
subsystem performance.
The required far-infrared detector operating
temperature of 3 to 4 K can be provided by either using superfluid
helium in a stored cryogen system or using a closed-cycle system with
mechanical coolers providing the pre-cooling stage for a Joule-Thomson
(J-T) expander.
A base temperature of 3.5 K was demonstrated with
laboratory components of the closed-cycle J-T system.
However, the
superfluid helium stored cryogen systeem was selected as the baseline for
several reasons.
The maturity of the J-T system is questionable for the
SAFIRE schedule.
Ample experience was gained during the development and
flight of previous superfluid helium dewars.
A S-year superfluid helium
dewar is achievable by using mechanical coclers to extract heat from the
dewar radiation shields, thus reducing the heat load to the superfluid
helium.
The hybrid mechanical cooler/superfluid helium system also
requires about half the power consumption of the closed-cycle J-T
system.
However, the hybrid helium system does occupy a larger volume
and weighs about 30 kg more than the J-T system.
A hybrid supercritical
helium/J-T system can also provide detector cooling to about 3 to 4 K.
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However, this system would be even less mass and volume efficient than
with superfluid helium.
Another trade study was made to determine the optimum cooling configuration of the dewar MLCS and OACS using the single-stage mechanical coolers.
Two cases were analyzed and compared with the baseline configuration.
Results show that placing both the single-stage coolers at
either the MACS or the OACS gives 12 to 15 percent lower helium lifetime
than the baseline design.
A final trade study was performed to evaluate
the benefit of using helium vapor cooling on all of the actively-cooled
shields.
During normal operation, the cooling capacities of the three
mechanical coolers overwhelm the small amount of enthalpy available from
the low helium vent rate; therefore, only 2 percent gain in lifetime is
obtained with the vapor cooling.
However, vapor cooling the activelyied shields can reduce helium boiloff by 5 to 50 percent. in the event
Wt 1.echanical cooler failures.
SbTE.. PERFORMANCE
The dew-ar thermal.,math model predicts a lifetime of about 7 years for
Dewar vacuum shell
the 124-liter hybrid superfluid helium systenm.
temperature of 300 K 2nd mechanical cooler compressors temperature of
310 E are assume(' in the analysis.
The nominal operating temperatures
and cooling capacities required from the mechanical coolers are 0.3 W at
30 K for the two-stage cooler and 0.66 A at 77 K and 1.8 W i'a1450
for
the single-stage coolers.
Reliable operatior of the mechanical coolers
is critical to meeting the 5-year mission reqr
merit.
The baselined
hybrid approach provides ten times greater lii
.me than a passive
stored helium approach within the mass and envelop constraints.
Pigure 3 shows the sensitivity of cryogen lifetinie to change- in dewar
vacuum shell temperature and mechanical cooler compressor temperature.
Lifetim-.
,,-reses by about 0.6 percent for every degree Kelvin decrease
iri dewar vacuum shell temperature and about 0.9 percent if both the vacuurr. ihell and compressors temperature decrease by one degree Kelvin.
Note that for the range of sing],-stage cooler input power shown in the
figure,

] .iet

me changes by at most. 1;, percent.

Pre)imiriary analysis of mechanical cooler failure shows that dewar lifetime is least affected by a failure of thie cooler on the OACS, while the
failure of the t,6c- tage cooler on the lACS affects d•war lifetime dramatically.
This is because the amount of parasitic heat load to the
.uperfluid helium is largely conitrol led by tic temperature of the JACS.
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would reduce the b- il-off rate about 5 percent if the OACS cooler fails,
25 percent if the MACS cooler fails,
and 100 percent if the IACS cooler

The effect of mechanical coolers residual vibration on dewar performance
was evaluated assuming a wors-t case where the devar resonant frequency
ccincides with the mechanical coole:- drive frequency of 40 hz.
Results

indicate that the CODM can withstand an excitation force of about 2 lb
from the mechanical coolers without exceeding the line-of--sight jitter
and displacement error requirement specifications of 20 arcsec and
0.2 mm, respectively.
Measurements to be presented at this conference
by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory indicate that this re:sidual vibration level is a achievable.
IIST NEAR-lNTRARED CUVERA AND MLT] --OBJECT SPECTROMETER

(NIC.MIJS)

NIC.MS is a multi-purpose, second-generation HST instrument capable of
performir.g imaging and spectroscopy in the 1 to 3 pm wavelength region.
It is uni'que ir. tha*. it is the on!y HST instrument that is cryogenically
cooled arid operates in the ncar infrared.
Table 6 summar-zes the science-driven performance requirewents for the
NICMOS cryogcr, 2c subsvsem.
Also siiown are the baselinc design values
for each Uf ".o perfornrvqe .equirements.
The interface arid constraint
requiremer;ts are derived from four sources: (1) the NIMIS instrument,
including .he other subsy-t-ems, (2) the HST, (3) the Space Transportation System (STS), and (4) inrtegration and testing.
Table 7 summarizes
the recuirements derived from the NICMOS instrument and HST.
The interfaces and constrair:tTs set by the STS and integration and test activities
cover the areas of launch loads, -safety, vetting ann the pay)cad bay and
grounld upera-'u:,,S.
MiCMUS must meet the safety requirements imposed by
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Table 8
NICUOS SCIENCE-lR1VEN PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

ITEM
Detector temperature

REQUIREMENT

BASELINE
VALUE

562 K

58 K

Detector temperature

•<200 inK short term

Meets

stabili,ty

±2 K over duration of mission

Cold stop temperature

5180 K

130 K

Lietime

Ž5 years

6 years

the STS, incluring that the cryogenic subsystem can be left unattended
for at least five da)s pri'or tc launch and deployment.
BASE'IN`E DESIGN
Figurc 4 sho;w. the %azelin design; of the N!CMOS cryogenic vvet.m
The 58 K solid N• stage of 71 liters surrounds the cold optics bench
containing the six detector arrays.

The 130 K, 25-1iter annular CO2

tank uses passively-cooled domes on each end to completely enshrovj the
N, s.tage. Surrounding the CO2 stage are two actively-cooled shie_.,s.
Tte-,e
ihields are each cocled by a pair of therm.oelectric coolers
(TECs).
The solid-statt TECs use the Pel]ier effect to produce cooling
usiaM the 25 to 30 W of power available to the cryogenic subsystem.
The
TECs are attached tc radiators located on the outboard panels of the
NiCMOS enclosure and connected to the shields vi1a permanently attached
flexible cold fingers.

'They share a common vacuum with the dewar via

low-conjuctivity titanium tubes, which minimize 1,cat flow between the
cold radiators and the temperature-controlled vacuum shell.
The vacuum
shell mounts ,.; the NICMUS main optical bench.
Figure 5 shows the arrangement of TEC cooling.
(For clarity, only one
of each pair of inner ard outer TEC/radiatur combinations is shown.)
The TFC-cooled shields substantially reduce the heat load on the CO0
stage.
Si nc the coolIng cap)-acit, of the TECs increases with
temperature, the temperatures cf the TEC-cooled shields are not very
sersitive to variations in pa
tmsitic heat loads.
SYSTEM TRADES
A mpchanical cooler approach can Drzvide the required operating temperatures, but the only Lechnology ccnsidered mature enough at this time to
choose for multi-year, c.-orbit, use is the 2.i.ear, split Stirling-cycle
app:roach.
however, to reduce the vilrzetion to an acceptable level Vould
require operating them in compeos,,ted pair-;, requiring about. 80 W of
power per pair.
The 30 W power b,d,,,t do,.not per:'mit this.
Therefore,
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Table 7
NICMOS INTERFACE AND CONSTRAINT HBqUIREMENTS

REQUIREMENT

ITEM
Mass

164 kg

Input power available

30 W during operation,

Maximum vibration

25 W during hold

Cannot cause an HST pointing error >0.0007
•arcsec

Thermal

270 -1 K vacuum shell temperature
255 K HST radiative sink temperature (operation)
232 K HST radiative sink temperature (hold)

Focal plane dissipation
power

1 mW during operation,

zero during hold

the only type of reirigerator that meets reliability, vibration, and
power constraints is a TEC.
Unfortunately, a system using only TECs and
radiators cannot provide the required 62 K operating temperature.
On
the other hand, a pure stored cryogen system was found to be too heavy.
It was thus determined that the only approarh that could provide the
operating temperature within mass, vibration, and power constraints is a
hybrid system using stored cryogens with TECs and radiators.
SYSTEM MODELING AND PERFORM.ANCE
The NiCMOS dew;_r lifetime is calculated using a 28-node thermal network
model.
This model sizes the N2 and CO2 tanks to yield equal cryogen
lifetimes, with total dewar mass constrained by the 164 kg budget.
The thermal environment viewed by the TEC radiators is warmer during the
operate mode that, during the hold mode.
This results in warmer TEC
shield temperatures and a higher CO2 depletion rate during the operate
mode.
The N2 depletion rate Is nearly independent of the TEC shield
temperatures because nearly all heat. transfer paths to the N2 tank (supports, plumbing, etc.), come from the CO2 tank.
Table 8 shows the predicted net heat leaks, sublimation rates, cryogen masses and on-orbit
lifetime.
Timelined average shield temperatures are showni in Figure 5.
A modified version cf thc. dewar tlermal model was used t.c., determine the
]3ietime attabma
v ya
ye de~ar without th,' TEC cooled shields.
Holding
,the overall dewar mass budget at 164 kg, the pred -ted lifetime is oily3.0 years.
Similar results were recently obtained during demonstration
testing at. Ball Aerospace.
In these tests, TECs were used to cool a
shield installed ir.the annulus of a dcwar containing Freon-14.
The
dewar boil-off rate increased by a factor of two when th,. TECs were
removed.
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Table 8
NICUOS BASELINE CRYOGENIC PERFORMANCE
OPERATE
(20% of life)

ITEM

HOLD
(807 of life)

Primary stage heat leak
N. sublimation rate

82.6 mW
29.1 g/day

81.9 mW
28.9 g/day

Secondary stage heat leak
CO2 sublimination rate

150 mw
21.2 g/day

110 mW
15.6 g/day

Average sublimation
rates

N•
C62

28.9 g/day
16.7 g/day

Fullh-loaded
cryogen mass

N' :
0V2

63.9 kg
36.9 kg
6.0 years

On-orbit lifetime

TECs are inherently very reliable due to their solid-state construction
and the absence of moving parts. The use of redundant cooling elements
The lifetime imshows promise for further improving TEC reliabilityv.
pact of a single TEC failure is lessened by using two identical TECs to
cool each shield.
Still, the potential exists for an on-orbit failure
of one or more TECs, resulting in a shortened instrument lifetime.

Performance trades showed that for credible TEC failures, thermal
For failure of
disconnects provided little
system performance benefit.
a single TEC on either shield, the heat leak across the failed device is

about, 400 to 800 m0.

The shield temperature will rise as a result, but

the non-linear cooling performance of the remaining TEC limits this

temperature rise to• about 10 to 20 K. If both TECs on cither shield
fail, the ifeotime impact is greater, but is softened because the TEC
radiator temperatures are relatively low compared to the dewar vacuum
shell teLmperature.
For a complet.e failure of all four TECs, thermal
This is because the uncooled
disconnects offer no performance benefit.
Therefore.
shields are, on average, warm,:r titan the TEC radiators.
leaving the failed TECs attachuid actually cools the shields.
Figure 6 shows the :ifetime impact of s:ngle and multiple TEC failures
The analysis assumed that a failed
as a function of time after 3aunch.
TEC provides no coooling ano that input power to the remaining TECs is
unchanged.
The failure scenaric, wit}. tihe least lifetine impact is a
failure of a single TEC on the outerrost shield. Tile failure of all
four TECs at launch results in a lifetime reduction of 46 percent.
While this lifetime reduction is severe, many of the science objectives
could still be met since detector temperatures will rise less than 1 K.
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CONCLUSIONS

"Thre-e- hy.-rid- cryn•,g•enic syste.ms are being developPe

tha. combine proven
cryogen storage technologies with refrigerators to achieve on-orbit
lifecimes over 5 years.
The lifetime increase provided by use of ref rigerators for these systems ranges from a factor of 2 to a factor
of
10. Interfacing between the dewar and refr5.gerators is critical
and involves a variety of issues that must be carefully considered.
Most of
these issues, such as the replacement of refrigerators with minimal disturbance of the dewar, vibration isolation, thermnal efficiency and mechanical flexibilitty of the connection, are important to all three systems
discussed.
The greatest. risk in achieving the predicted lifetimes for
these systems is premature failure of the refrigerators.
Therefore,
consideration of the mission impact from refrigerator failures and implemcntaion cf redurncancy is a critical
aspect of the design process.
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ABSTRACT
The furidajuentaI study of tho rcgenerator performanet'
taking account
of the void volume by means of numerical calculation is described. It
leads that the definition of the efficiency for the regenerator is very
complex due to the gas in the void volume. The approach nsi-g the
ineffectiveness at the cold end of the regeierator is proposed to
evaluate the performance of the regenerator and is discussed with the
results of numerical calculation.

INTRODUCTI ON
The performance of regenerative heat exchangers has been discussed
in many papers by means of the regenerator efficiency. 1 - 3 D.Daney and
R.Rad, ý,augh considered the effect of void volume assuming constant
pressure, constant flow-rate and incompressive gas. 4 In this study, We
e:. end the consideration to the variable operating conditions which
shxuld be satisfied for understanding an actual regenerator performance
for the temperature range is above 20K, where the working helium gas
could be absumed as the ideal gas.
The regenerator efficiency is defined as the ratio of the actual
heat transfer rate to the maximum possible heat transfer rate. The
performance of a regenerator with void volume usually can not be defined
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as an unique expression even for the ideal gas, mainly because that
mass-flow rate of working gas is not constant in the regenerator.
The total mass of gas within the void volume varies during each
half cycle, unless the heat capacity of the regenerative material is
infinite. Therefore, considering the equation of continuity for gas, the
mass-flow rate in the regenerator should not be uniform along the flow.
When the pressure is constant, the mass-flow increases with increasing
gas temperature within the void volume at the same position. As a
result, the mass-flow rate of the exhaust gas at the cold end is always
greater than that of the inlet gas at the warm end of the regenerator.
Similarly, the exhaust gas at the warm end is less than the inlet gas at
the cold end during the another half cycle. The fact of the variable
mass-flow rate induces difficulty of the definition of the regenerator
efficiency.
Temperature profile of the gas and the matrix in the regenerator
has been carried out by the numerical method. Effects of void volume
will be discussed by means of usual regenerator efficiency and also by
means of the efficiency taking account of cooling capacity and expander
work at the ccld end.
BASIC EQUATION
The energy equation of fluid flow is

a

I a

•P

A
at
where p is

density,

written as

pADX

U is

the internal energy, ii is the mass-flow rate, H
the cross-section area and P is the gas pressure. 5

is the enthalpy, A is
Assuming an ideal gas for the working fluid and ignoring pressure drop,
we can obtain next equation from the equation (1)

C

-¾PAT)+C-2

at

(rhT

X

)=gL

(Q=-ALq)

(2)

Where Cp and Cv are specific heat at constant pressure arid specific heat
at constant volume respectively. T is temperature, L is total length of
the regenerator and Q is total heat flow to the gas.
The heat flow Q is transferred from the matrix with temperature of
Ts through the surface with area of S as follows.
Q=hS(Ts-T)

(3)
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Temperature of the matrix with specific heat Cs and total volume Vs is
defined by following equation.

Q=-CsVs)at
Where,

the axial heat conduction and radial temperature distribution of
the matrix are ignored.
We can obtain temperature profile of the gas and the matrix by
these equations along with the equation of continuity for the gas as
follows.

Aa p+a rh=,)(5
Aat am

(5)

In the case of constant pressure, the first
term of the energy
equation (1) is vanished, because the internal energy of the void volume
does not change. Therefore the effect of the void volume appeared only
on the equation of continuity. As a result, mass-flow rate varies along
axial direction of regenerator.
Numerical calculation have been done using these
means of finite difference. The accuracy of results is
numbers of dividing pitch Nx for the variable x. Nx is
number 600 because of time limitation of our computer
the results still
have numerical error of several per

five equations by
mostly depend on
chosen fixed
system, although
cent.

DEFINITION OF THE EFFICIENCIES
The performance of regenerator is discussed on the model shown in
Figure 1 in this paper. In the first
half cycle, the cold gas flows into
the left cold end with enthaloy (mH)cl and flows out from the right warm
end with enthalpy (mH)hl. The hot gas flows opposite direction during
another half cycle.
Boundary conditions of the mass-flow rate at cold end mbc and the
pressure P as follows,

m

•mmS
2=

(6-A)

n(O

S75

,.Gas

Volume __(mH)h2

_-

Qi n

-.-

H)

Qout

Fig. 1. Enthalpy flow of regenerator

=

Pm[l+Posin

(6-B)

Tt

for the case of sinusoidal variation. Where Pm is the mean pressure, PO
is the amplitude for pressure and To is the half period of the cycle. mm
corresponds to the mean value of the mass-flow rate. The pressure P
describes the pressure of the gas in the regenerator for our case where
the pressure drop is ignored.
In order to reduce parameters of tne equations, it is convenient to
use well !hnown three parameters as follows.
hS
= m~p

.
r:

mpo
Vs

VgM
,

€=

S

v

VsCs

P is proportional to the value of void vwlume and defined by using the
density of gas at the mean temperature of hot and cold end in our case.
ric and another
aib,
Following three similar type of efficiencies a,
type one qx will be discussed later with results of the calculation.

(rhH)hl-(rhH)Cl
C p( Th- T C)

(8.-A)

anh MT

(n'H)hl.-(miH)cl

nb (6Ml)hly-(,nHll
TcI
b
TIC=

H-

-

(rmH )hb 2( Ii•Hi

(82-B)

)

(8-C)

(,iH)

,2-(MHC l

Qh2 -t•-C
c--

mnQ0C p(T hT

(8-D)

We P
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The first
three formulas are defined as the usual definition of the
efficiency for the regenerator, that is the ratio of the actual heat
transfer rate to the maximum possible heat transfer rate. Where Qout is
the thermal loss at the cold end which corresponds to the excess
enthalpy flow to the cold end in a cycle.
qx is defined by the inefficiency which is the ratio of Qout to the
ideal expander work Wexp at the cold end. Wexp can be evaluate by
pressure-volume integral. Therefor,
efficiency.

P= 0.6

A= 200
am=

fix is

I g/sec

a sort of the cycle
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f= 1 H-z

98.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of efficiencies defined by equation(8)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows a results of regenerator efficiencies as a function
of ý for the case of A=200 and r=0.6. Solid lines show the case of the
constant pressure and dashed line shows that of the sinusoidal pressure
change with the pressure ratio of 2. Nb and n. for the case of constant
pressure increase with increasing void volume, which tendency has been
predicted by D.Daney and R.Radebaugh. 4 On the other hand, dashed line
decrease with increasing void volume. In any case, it is found that the
pressure change gives lower efficiency compare to the case of constant
pressure with void volume, and that the efficiencies decrease with
increasing void volume.
Figure 3 shows the effect of the ?ressure ratio with different
fixed parameters. The efficiency decrease with increasing the pressure
ratio. Changing value of the heat capacity ratio I' moves the curve of
the efficiency against pressure ratio mostly parallel. On the other
hand, the effect of the prassurc ratio on the efficipncy is decreased by
decreasing the void volume which is proportional to D.
There is a cross point of the elficiency at the pressure ratio of
about 1.7 in this particular case. This means if we use the pressure
ratio below the cross point, the efficiency increases with increasing
void volume.
The effect of the flow patterns which are shown in Figure 4 are
summarized also in the figure along with the result from Hausen's
equation which assumes constant pressure, constant mass-flow rate and no
void volume. Both results are obtained by the sinusoidal pressure change
with pressure ratio of 2. The efficiency of the trapezoidal mass-flow is
better than of the sinusoidal mass-flow.
For the actual cryocooler, the ratio of the heat loss of the
regenerator to the maximum possible cooling capacity of the cold end is
useful for analysis and design. The efficiency defined as formula 8-D
represents this ratio. Considering rx, if the pressure is constant the
expander work should be vanished, therefore the efficiency rx does not
mean anymore.
When the pressure and the mass-flow rate vary sinusoidaly in phase,
P-V diagram at the cold end is shown in Figure 5-b. The results of the
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net heat Qout carried into the cold end by gas are shown in Figure 5-a
and also the efficiency qx is shown Figure 5-c. Although the results are
obtained on the particular conditions, the efficiency flx is decreasing
with increasing void volume, which seems to agree with the experimental
results.
CONCLUSI ONS
The numerical calculation for the gas and the matrix of the
regenerator has been carried out assuming the ideal gas and the constant
specific heat of the matrix, and ignoring the pressure drop, but
considering the void volume.
The fundamental study for the regenerator performance shows thet
the definition of the regenerator efficiency is very complex due to the
effect of the void volume in the regenerator.
An approach using the ineffectiveness at the cold end of the
regenerator is proposed, which intrcduces the efficiency TI for the
simple case and Ty as a cycle efficiency for a cryocooler.
The void volume may act as the heat transport mcdia which induces
the regenerator loss except the condition of the very low operating
pressure ratio.
The approach mentioned in this paper could be applied to the non
ideal gas and the actual matrix materials.
The difference of shape and the peak value of instantaneous massflow rate gives a significant change of the regenerator efficiency.
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MEASUREMENT OF REGENERATOR PERFORMANCE

IN A PULSE TUBE REFRIGERATOR'

Wayne Rawlins and K. D. Timmerhaus
University of Colorado
Department of Chemical Engineering
Boulder, Colorado

Ray Radebaugh
Chemical Engineering Science Division
National Institute
of Standards and Technology
Boulder, Colorado

ABSTRACT
An apparatus has been ccnstructed to measure the performance of
regenerators in pulse tube refrigerators operating at pressures oscillating at frequencies between 5 and 30 Hz.
The apparatus measures the
ineffectiveness of a regenerator using either the liquid nitrogen boil-off
method or the instantaneous enthalpy flow method. The latter
miethud
i
on measurements of the instantaneous mass flow rate,
temperature, and
pressure at both ends of the regenerator. This method required the design
and use of devices able to measure temperature and mass flow rate at high
speeds. The ineffectiveness of a regenerator in a pulse tube refrigerator
has been evaluated using both methods.
2NTRODUCTION
A regenerator is one of the primary components of an orifice pulse
tube refrigerator and has a major effect on refrigerator performance.
Regenerative heat exchangers have several advantages over recuperative
heat exchangers in that they are compact and sinaple to construct and have
high efficiencies and long lifetimes.
An apparatus has been desigred (see
Fig. 1) ani constructed to experimentalli evaluate this performance., Mass
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flow rate in a pulse tube refrigerator is higher than that in a Stirling
2
refrigerator; thus, the former requires better regenerator performance.
A single stage orifice pulse tube can achieve useful refrigeration and
reasonable efficiencies ot 77 K. 3 ,' This study examines the performance of
a regenerator WiLh the warm end at 300 K and the cold end at 77 K.
THEORY
Regenerator
performance
is
generally specified
in
terms
of
regenerator effectiveness. This is defined as the dimensionless ratio of
the actual heat transfer rate in the regenerator to the maximum possible
w
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heat transfer rate5' 6,

e

Qct_
Q

that is,
(i)

accua.1 heat transfer rate

maximum po.ssible heat transfer rate

To determine the effectiveness of a regenerator it 1 is6 more convenient to
define a regenerator ineffectiveness term given by .

~

8 i-e

=

~(2)
Q~aQ

If it is assumed that the heat capacities of the gas for the hot and cold
periods of the regenerator operation are equal, the nwnerator of Eq. (2)
becomes
T~)

Qmaxac~=
9 (hO

nC

.(3)

where m is the mass flow rate of the gas in the regenerator, CP is the gas
heat capacity, T,,, is the temperature of the cold gas entering the
regenerator from the cold end, and Tho is the average temperature of the
hot gas leaving the cold end of the regenerator, In terms of the specific
enchalpy of rhe gas in

the regenerator,
Qr~txac

=nhh,(Th,)

hr,
-

Eq.

(3)

becomie

nfthr(TT~) -(4)

This difference is the enthalpy flow through the regenerator and is equal
to the heat load at the cold end of the refrigerator due to the regenerator ineffectiveness. Therefore,
(5)

Q=
•

where (Qeg represents this heat load. An energy balance for any differential section of the regenerator shows that the enthalpy flow is constant
throughout the entire length of the regenerator, as long as there are no
radiative or convective losses to the outside environment.
The heat load, or enthalpy flow, for an oscillatory system m':c be
integrated over one full period; therefore, the ineffectiveness becomes

fAh2,d t____

Pi. (PT,)dtj

where h(Tu)

h(TL)

is

Ph are tL"

is

the enthalpy of

2(T,)

(6)

dt6

the warm fluid entering

the

regenerator,

the enthalpy of the cold fluid entering the regenerator,
duraLions of the cold and hot flow periods in
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PF and

the regenerator,

into the regeneraiiýand m, are the absolute values of the mass flow rates
can be
denominator
The
time,
is
t
tor at the cold and warm ends, and
in the
gas
the
or
pressure
constant
at
operates
simplified if the system
depends
gas
ideal
an
for
enthalpy
because
ideal,
be
to
system is assumed
only on temperature. Mass flows at each end of the regenerator for a
flow
compressible fluid are not equal; thus, for convenience the mass
(6)
Equation
measurement is referenced to the cold end of the regenerator.
can then be simplified to
(7)

AMhrdt
m [hr(T,) -h(TL)]

where m is

the total mass of gas that flows in one half of the cycle at

the cold end of the regenerator. Substituting heat capacities into Eq.

(7)

results in
m[Cp(Tv) Tr-C (TI)

If

of CP is

a mean or constant value

T

assumed,

"

Eq.

(8)

reduces to

mATdt

where AT is

defined as Tu

-

TL. For an ideal

gas,

the heat capacity

is

independent of temperature and pressure. The numerator of Eq. (9) can be
measured anywhere in the regenerator. It is convenient ill the apparatus
being used to measure it at the cold end of the regenerator.
suggest two different ways in which the
and (9)
Equations (5)
The numerator of
can be evaluated.
regenerator
the
of
ineffectiveness
the regenerator
of
end
cold
the
at
load
heat
the
if
calculated
Eq. (5) can
can be measured. The numerator of Eq. (9) can be determined if instantaneous measurements of the mass flow rate and temperature in the regenerator can be made. The maximum possible heat transfer rate can be calculated
from the known boundary conditions and the measurement of the instantafor comparative
neous mass flow rates over one cycle. in this study,
relations.
both
using
purposes, the ineffectiveness is calculated
DISCUSSION

the

The enthalpy flow in the regenerator can be measured directly with
achieved with the use of laminar-flow heat
This is
apparatu:.
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exchangers called isothermalizers. These are placed between the cold ends
of the regenerator and pulse tube' (see Fig. I).
The isothermal izers are
immersed in liquid nitrogen baths which isolate the excess enthalpy fi,,w
in the regenerator. This ( ithalpy flow is nonitored by measuring the
increase in the boil-off
rate from the liquid nitrogen bath. A watercooled heat exchanger
at the warm end of the regenerator
and the
isothermalizer regulates the entrance conditions at both ends ot the
regenerator. Absolute pressure is also monitored at the warm ends of the
regenerator and the pulse tube.
The mass flow rate at the cold end of the regenerator is determined
experimentally by two different techniques. One method allows determination of the mass flow rate from the pressure drop across the isothermalizers and from the absolute pressure. The other method utilizes
constant
temperature anemometry.'
This technique infers mass flow rate from the
measurement of the heat transfer from a heated wire. However,
constant
temperature anemometry is sensitive to temperature changes and requires
corrections for any temperaturc fluctuations. Therefore, temperature is
measured close to the anemometer with a resistance thermometer.8 Both the
anemometer and the resistance thermometer are constructed
from 4 Pm
platinlum-coated tungsten wire.
The wires are supported by specially
designed probes iuside the 3 mm stainless steel tubing connecting the
regenerator to the pulse tube (see Fig. 2). The anemometer has a response
time
of approximately
20 os while the resistance thermometer has a
response time of approximately 260 Ms. Such fast responses provide excellent resolution of the mass flow rate and temperature. These measurements,
in turn, permnit evaluation of the effectiveness, number of transfer units,
pressure
drops,
and
friction
factors
in
the
regenerator.
Initia.
regenerator ineffectiveness values, calculated from Eqs. (5) and (9),
a.;

Fig.

2.

T hoto'raph

mnodified

of the modified tungs tnr
vacuum t.tting.

I1 7

re'sis'tanc'e probe a;nd the

well as the uncalibrated output from the anemometers

are provided in

the

following section.
RESULTS
apparatus with helium as the working fluid was operated at
The test
a mean pressure of 2.2 MPa. The warm end of the regenerator was cooled
with water to 290 K and the cold end of the regenerator was cooled to
liquid nitrogen temperatures. For these operating conditions helitun gas
closely follows ideal gas behavior and the assumptions leading to Eq. (9)
are valid. The compressor supplying the oscillating pressure in the
3
refrigerator has a swept volume of 25 cm and was run at 7.0 Hz. The test
regenerator was 100 mm long and was constructed from 304 stainless steel
tubing with a diameter of 15.9 mm and a wall thickness of 0.3 mm. The heat
storage matrix in the regenerator was made from stacked disks of 304
stainless steel wire cloth woven from 0.053 mm diameter wire. The wire
cloth has 7.9 openings per millimeter. The porosity of the matrix, defined
as the matrix's open cross sectional area divided by the regenerator cross
sectional area, is 0.63. The orifice is an adjustable metering valve and
was opened three turns.
A plot of dynamic mass flow rate as calculated from the pressure
drop across the isothermalizer and rbe gas temperature at the cold end of
the regenerator is presented in Fig. 3. The total mass moved through the
cold end of the regenerator during one-half cycle was 4.8 mg. The
additional liquid nitrogen boil-off, due to the passage of gas through the
isothermalizer, was 0.827 mg/cycle. This boil-off represents an average
heat load rate of 1.1 W. With assumptions of fixed boundary temperatures
(the upper end cooled with water to 290 K and the lower end at 80 K, from
an average value of Fig. 3) and constant heat capacity, the ineffective(5).
ness of the regenerator was computed to be 0.032 using Eq.
In Fig. 3 negative flow rates represent gas flowing out of the cold
end of the regenerator and positive flow rates represent gas flowing into
the cold end of the regenerator. The plot shows conclusively that the
temperatute of the fluid flowing into the regenerator is not isothermal as
was originally assumed. Heating and cooling jumps of the gas occur shortly
after the flow reversal at the cold end when the mass flow rate is low.
These are due to the non-negligible void volume of the coniecting tubing.
The jumps are linked by relatively isothermal regions that fluctuate
by the
flow rate
Multiplying the wass
approximately only ±0.5 K.

the product ovir a cycle allows evaluation of
temperature and integrating
thus is 0.0097,
ss calculated
The ineffectiven
9i;..
the numerator in F •.
disagreement
This
the previous calculation.
.i,i
r
of thrc -ow'
a factor
The dynamic
investigation.
.nes.s needs furt.1er
between valiues of effec:_ý
by the
product
above
the
multiplying
ca . ulated by
enthaipv fluc uoLitAj,
this
from
ratc
enthalpy
average
The
14.
Fig.
in
show,
is
heat capacity
by
calculated
that
than
three
of
factor
a
by
is 0.35 iv, iga~i:.ower
plot
method
the boil-off
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the cold end of

anemometer and the absolute value of the wass flow rate as functions of
time. This plot reveals the fast response of the anemometer and its
capability of resolving turbulence in the 3 mm tubing following the
regenerator. A comparison of the maximum and minimum outputs for the two
different sensors shows a phase discrepancy between the flow readings. The
minimum anemometer voltage output, representing zero flow, is not
constant. This is attributed to fluctuations in temperature at the sensor
and clearly demonstrates the need for temperature measurement for correction of the readings from the anemometer as well. Figure 6 shows the
measured absolute pressure at the warm ends of the regenerator and pulse
tube and the difference between these two pressures.
CONGCLUS ION
Real-time measurements of the important operating parameters in an
orifice pulse tube refrigerator have been achieved. Initial measurements
have yielded a value for the ineffectiveness~ of the regenerator during
actual iefrigerator operation. A more careful comparison of the boil-off
and instantaneous enthalpy flow methods for measuring ineffectiveness
needs to be performed. The measurements also allow evaluation of the
dynamic pressure drop and friction factor in the regenerator.
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CERAMIC COMPOSITE REGENERATOR MATERIALS
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ABSTRACT
A concept is discussed for inexpensive and durable composite materials fo,
regenerator applications which have specific heats equivalent to, or larger than, the
recently developed Er-based alloys. These composites involve loading powders of
spin-frustrated magnetic spinels into a cesium iodide matrix. Powders are used
because a grain-size effect broadens the very large specific heat maxima of the
spinels. Additionally, the specific heat maxima of the spinels can be temperaturcshifted by doping. Themal data on the spinels and CsI are presented. Cesium
iodide was chosen for its metallic-like thermal conductivity at low temperatures
and for its ease of fabrication.
INTRODUCTION
The volumetric specific heat of the regenerator matrix material plays a
crucial rolh in determining the power-temperature characteristics of regenerative
cryocoolers.1 Such cryoccolers operating in the He-temperature range and using
Pb spheres in the regenerator are widely used in cryopumnps, shield-cooling, of
MRI magnets, etc. However, the specific heat of Pb decreases rapidly below
about 15 K, in contrast to the specific heat of pressurized Hie gas. As a result,
the power-temperature curves of these cryocoolers also decrease rapidly bcioN
this temperature.
The Gd-Rh alloys have larger specific heats than Pb below 15 K and w\crc
introduced in 1975 as potential regencrative materials. 2 However, these alloys
are very expensive and difficult to fabricate. More recently, researchers in Japan
have developed Er-based alloys for regenerator applications. 3 These ailoys can
be fabricated into spheres 3 which result in improved regenerator cfficiencices
compared to Pb spheres. 4 Although these Er-based alloys arc less expensive than
the Gd-Rh alloys, materials costs are still high, and brittle-fracture problems
have cen observed in regenerator operation.5
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This paper describes a new ceramic-composite approach to regenerator
materials. The volumetric specific heats of these composites may be considerably
larger than those of the Er-based alloys ir, certain temperature ranges below 15
K, and materials costs are about 50 times smaller.
CERAMIC-COMPOSITE MATERIALS
The ceramic materials central to this approach have two phases; the major
phase is a chromite spinel exhibiting a high degree of spin-frustration, which
contributes to a very large specific heat. The minor phase promotes ceramic
formation, which otherwise does not occur. Inexpensive oxide powders are used
to make these materials.
Applied programs aimed at the enthalpy-stabilization of NbSn 6 and of
NbTi, 7 as well as fundamental physics studies of spin-frustration, 8 have been
based on these ceramics. Following the usage in these previous programs, these
cc-azini.s ate licre designated as "SCI&" and "SCID".
Volumctric specific heat data for the SCIC and SCID ceramics are
compared in Fig. I tc data for the Ei-based alloys, GdRh, and Pb. These
ceramics have very large specific heat maxima (,,,1.5 MJ m- 3 K-1) at 8 and
6
10.7 K, respectiveiy, which are independent of field& up to 15 T.
The temperatures of the specific heat maxima of these ceramics can be
shifted by doping, and an example of this is shown in Fig. 1 for a 20/o-Fe doped
SCIC ceramic (6.3 K). The dopants V, Mo, and Gd are effective in raising the
peak temperature of SCID about 3.5 K. 8
F
•scic
•--D

I

r

I.

I '

I

J.I

*•y".r.--I

I h
Fig. 1. Volumetric specific heat data for
the SCIC and SCID ceramics in bUlk
"form compared to GdRh Pb and tweo of the Er-based alloys. An

example of 2%V Fe-doping in lthe SCIC ceramic is also shown.

Although no studies have yet been made of these ceramics as regenerator
materials, a large specific heat database exists on these ceramics under different
conditions. 6-8 Examples of some volumetric specific heat data from these carlier
programs ire collected in Fig. 2 compared to GdRh. For the ceramics shown in
Fig. 2 the specific heat maxima range from 0.25 MJ m- 3 K-I at 5.9 K to
3.0 MJ ,it - K ` at 12.3 K (truncated in Fig. 2, sample e).
Of particular importance to the composite approach, it has been found that
the specific heat maxima of these ceramics can be "broadened" by grain size
(independent of doping). An example of this broadening is shown in Fig. 2 for a
vcry fine-grain powder of SCID (sample f).
The SCIC and SCID ceramics are very hard and tough materials from
which small spheres (,- 2 x l0-4 m diam) can be made by a gravel process 9 or
other methods.1 0 Therefore, it would be possible to use a series of the ceramics
shown in Fig. 2 in a "graded" regenerator wherein the spatial distribution of
the spheres is chosen to match the heat capacity to the temperature distribution
across the regenerator.
However, preliminary testing of SCIC spheres in a regenerator 5 has shown
time-dependent phenomena. This is due to the very small thermal conductivities
of these ceramics, which limit the frequency at which the cryncooler can he
operated. Thermal conductivity dat.- for the SCIC and SCID ceramics are
shown in Fig. 3; owing to the very large specific heats of these ceramics (Fig. 1)
the thermal diffusivities are very small in the neighborhood of the specific heat
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Fig. 3. Thermal conductivity data for the SCIC and SCID ceramics and for CsI
(note scale brck). The ceramics have very small conductivities, whereas
Cs! has a near-metallic thermal conductivity.
maxima. This hinders the ability to make use of the large specific heats of these
ceramics in the regenerator application.
The small thermal conductivities (diffusivities) of these ceramics suggest a
composite approach, wherein the ceramic powders are dispersed into a highthermal-conductivity matrix material at about the 65 vol0 /o level (to insure
connectivity in the matrix material). This approach has the additional benefit
that the grain size of the pounder can be used to broaden the specific heat
maxima, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (sample f).
The matrix material should ideally have a large thermal conductivity and a
large specific heat, and small spheres of the composite should be easily
fabricated and durable. Cesium iodide appears to satisfy these requirements.
Thermal conductivity data for CslII are shown in Fig. 3, and one can see that
this material has a ncai-metallic thermal conductivity at low temperatures. The
T 3 -boundary scattering limit shown in Fig. 3 for CsI below 4 K corresponds to a
phonon mean free path ,- 3 x 10-- m.11 In the ceramic-composite spheres
satgested here this mean free path might be shortened and lead tu .sc:aewhat
suppressed thermal con.Xucivitv values, but these values would still be about 10'
times larger than those of the ceramics.
Volumetric specific heat data for CsIIt below 15 K are compared in Fig. 4
with Pb. This halide h,?. a relatively large specific heat - aý'cut I to A
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Fig. 4. Volumetric specific heat data for CsI compared to Pb.
smaller than Pb on a volumetric basis. Thus the specific heat of CsI in the
composite would complement somewhat the very large specific heat of the
embedded ceramic powder.
The fabrication of composite spheres using CsI as the matrix material
should be straightforward, since CsI is ductile and can be hot-pressed to
transparency at temperatures somewhat above room temperature.
DISCUSSION
A concept has been put forward here to embed powders of the SCIC and
SCID ceramics in a CsI matrix to form composite spheres for regenerator
applications. The positions of the specific heat maxima in these ceramics can be
adjusted by doping, and the grain size of the powders in the composite can be
used to broaden the maximum range. The CsA matrix has a large thermal
conductivity, a complementary large specific heat, and is ductile enough to be
fabricated by standard ceramic techniques near room temperature.
Both the thallous and cesium halides have large thermal conductivities and
specific heats at low temperatures, but Csl has the largest thermal conductivity.'
Moreover, Csl is the least expensive of these halides and is non-toxic. Cesium iodidc
is also favored from a hardness viewpoint, since in general the compressibilit\
varies as thk inverse square root of the Debyc temperature1 2 and the cesium
handes have larger Debve temperatures ('-150 K) than the thallous halides
).'i
°,('r100 K)'' or P ("-'
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In this paper it was assumed that thermal resistance between the ceramic
grains and the CsI matrix in the suggested composites will be minimal.
However, there is some evidence that a Kapitza thermal resistance can occur at
the interface between dissimilar solids at temperatures as high as 15-20 K due to
acoustic-impedance mismatch.' 3 Testing will be needed to determine if such a
mismatch exists in the composites suggested here.
Finally, enhancements in the specific heat at low temperatures have been
observed in metals at very small particle sizes,1 4 and these enhancements may
also play a role in the powders embedded in the composites discussed here.
In conclusion, the composites suggested here as regenerator materials may
involve low materials costs, inexpensive fabrication methods, and larger
regenerator heat capacities than are possible with either the GdRh or Er-based
alloys. Research is needed, however, on the grain-size dependence of the specific
heats of the ceramics and on the low-temperature thermal properties of the
composites.
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which si,.nds for GLimps OPtinization. GLOP is new, but GLIMPS has. beeti iII
commercial use for a nmnber of years. Both progranms run on a personal comiputer.
The GLIMPS cycle aialvsis includes realistic heat transfer and pressure alrops in the
hcat, exchanger as well as a mmbl)er of parasitic loss calculations such as displacer
leakage. shuttle heat transfer, cylinder-wall conductioa. etc. The GLOP optimiization driver can maximize efficiency (or any other objective function) subject to al,
aibitraiy iltuiber of equality or inequality constraints. In practice, GLOP hiat pro,
duced designs for conventional one- and two(-stage Stirling coolers and ;Ii rifiC
)tllse-t nbc cooler. Sonie of thiese (lesig:
have beenl fabricated and tested.
OPTIMIZATION IN GENERAL
A siniplie quadratic function of two variables f(x. y ) might gienratc a sufaice as
shiewn ix' figure 1. In tinconstrtamied optimizat lol w, seek t.he poiit x, .i) fl \oi
whiih
f is nixiinuuin . The function f is call'd tlI objcctiv', f!10ct0271.
Ili coiistraized olptiuuuizailoll wc still seek the 1iIiili~mlhi f but lestrict the saulcli
do'nail using equality co t.• raZiitR of th,' for0 i c(.J, ii)
0 or 7 cqu0ahtN;1(:0,Zs.tr,
1.,
of the form cix, 0 > 0 . Foi example., igure 2 shows tle view froii albmvc at t he,
quiiadratic ol)jcctive fuinction f(,. ) = 2(x x
+ I! + -. Gr, sub•jct , the lineat
iieqlualit\, colnstrailit x +
-

,' > --

1
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Figure 1: A t ypicai surface gelierat (cdby a (ju(d;at ic fun
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The GLINIPS model also inclludes a postprccessing stage whereini loss m('ctiauisms and features cxteiiial to the Stirling workiIng gas may be factored into the
important in optinlizations where the internal
o)bjectivc function. This ability is
Most postpr)ocC5sslng
Stirling cycle is typically only a small part of a lager system.l
iicds arc met by calls to a 1idrarv of external-loss sllbrmiltilles. a;notlher Pascal unit.
Withli this loss libram" a!e routines for calculating:

"* Heat leakage down cylinder walls
"* Gas, leakage through seals between various spaccs
"* Displacer shuttle heat transfer
* Disp;lacci atI;elp lix gatp ( ilt,;l y h1)ss.-( du. t

p I(r'ss 1II iltl(uc'd pIII!)1,Lý aI vI

seal leakage
• Gao; sprilng hysteresis loss

* Puipinig loss i1, spllit-cycle connecting I Iles

"*

Secondary

fluid performance for plaiii-tulbeias well as shell-and-tube heat ex-

ch;,iiP-ers

"* Fi, ('fihcic'cy for finmined heat exchangers
"• Dynamic force-halam'ic analysis for free (non-kiniemnatic) pistons and displaccrs
"THE OPTIMIZATION DRIVER
seconid requirelent for optimization is a controlling progrill to drive the
The driver I use is based )ti a sequential quadratic Ino('.'lc()c'1
1) NI. .1. D. Powell". The Powcll imethod solves thlie
,rgtlalllimig unet hod dv
Clrg0rniminitig p~roblem as a sequence of (llladrat iC-Plorgral 11litug
gnIlcral iio)ililinear
sutIbproblelis ( qladratic ol)bjec't i e function alid linear constraints). The idea is that
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GL.OP

I coed( the PowCll niethod as wvell as t he Goldfarh ind Idlnani quadratic Progrnu inlun g method, from scratch in Pascal as a number of separate pro'graIn unit
which are linked together with units from the GLIMPS model in1to a comllplet
cxecutablc program. I refer to the comibination of the GLIMPS model and tlie

optimization drivers as GLOP. which stands for GLI.MPS optimization. GLOP
runil under MS-DOS on a personal computer and can efficiently dispatch problh(nicolpuisilig u!) to about thirty optimization variables, with up to about thlie saiie'
nlumber of combined equality and inequality constraints.
GLOP is structured for vase of use vet flexibility. All the code which has to,
do, witi tle olitiiiizatlioii driver and GLI.MPS modcl i... fixed in a inunldr 0,cr(
compiled lunits. 'r le code whiclh has t") do wit ll t hose aspects of thl,(
,lij :.pccin1c
to the ,articuilar iiiactline being optilmized resides im a separate, rclativcly simtlic.
inr raii muit known as thle machrthc-st.,cifric unit. The imaehiine-spccifie unit is tli
only unit the GLOP user Iieeds to modify to customize GLOP to his particular ;IpplicattioH. It has separate proccdlclus in which one specifices the optimizatiion varial )hs.
d(oes l)o:,tpr(,cussilig (generally by calls to tlie parasitic -loss library). calculates the
objective functioins and constraints, and appends any desired out p ut to the dcfault
GILIMPS output listing. Pascal programming is required, but it is structured and
usually aniounts to making relatively minor modification.s, to existing cxamilpl('s.
Although GLOP camue oil-line (mhl recctiltl (early 1990). it hs already opt;mnized several Stirling coolers. Among these arc:
* A 20 1., 200 m) V, two-stagc kstepped-displacer). free-displacer coolcr

"* A

65 K, 1

WV split-cyclc, free-displacer cooler

"* A S0 1K, 300 W. split c vcl

kiiciliatic c,()olcr

"* A 253 1. 300 W, free-displacer, low-lift liheut pumnll
A few C1L ()P-desiguned

ooliers ha;lve bel.l fabri iilit'd a;111
( ,l tedanld fc'di hack ss.ll,(:t.
tley ;1're le(,rforxlumig,ell
Of co{urse. validation and inlmpr( veli{lil of the ,LI NIPS
i|ouel1. (-;p('iailly iMthe .,-lb 6s5 K' r'alhii. is an oli{goijli p1rcs's.
Notistimid;ird Stirling colerls, like two-sta-1,.
a
,,,elerý, oriftfice loils(, I ls,
fail
Siltside
tih' standard GLINIPS niiolM. Howcvci, t hey to( cli• Ibc succeifullV miH,l,(,'ld a,!il
noJtimizeild withiii GLOP by using (ol.,traiil, to foi)ruli v\ai iu- sit,,ial
boltmidary condutitois ill trnus:, of sI1dinidaid GLI.,I PS variables. A'.ore omi thii-. 1h,1l
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Cryocoolers that are more non-Stirling than pulse tubes - those having a coinpletely alien thermodynamic cycle - cannot be modeled with GLOP. However,
the optimization-specific inodules within GLOP don't, care whether the objective
W resse iit()
function and constraints are Stirling-based or otherwise., ;aId could be
service for optimizing non-Stirling coolers. All that would l)be required would be to
replace the GLIMPS thernmodynamic model with the appropriate non-Stirlmng counterpart. The optimization-specific modules of GLOP are commercially available for
this purpose.
THE POWER OF CONSTRAINTS
stIraiwmll
A sinil' sv'st cii
involve
All realistic Stirling systcnl optimizatiois,coim
1
of
xmiight have only a few. A co:mplx systexi maiy have( dozelvs. T', ive sonc i(1.a
the mlitulre of these constraints, what follows is a compendiinn ,)f examlies. arrat med
in general categories. All of these come from actual examples forI'ulaited at ow,
tin" or another within GLOL.OPs xiachini-specific unit.
A typical constravi t is wr';itteni as a Pascal expression which is evalu;tted as, a
,t jinMi zaI inn v;r ialies. The evalimat1m may involvc a lonp sequence
of computations (such as the GLIMPS simulation). but eventually winds up as a
real numerical value, either positive, negative or zero. The optimization driver has
the task of tweaking the optimization variables, to force the conmstraiit v'alhu to zero.
in the case of an equality constraint, or merely non-negative. in the case of an
inequality constraint.
fiIIniN io•of H
the

ENERGY BALANCE
IIInlost (ases, the net amount of heat lifted at the cold end is a fixed specification
for a Stirling cooler optimization. Accordingly. a ty'pical equality constraint might
be:

constraint = Qa•,cu/@ q...tre

-

1

where Q ,,,cd is thei fixed target heat lifted aind Q,,,,,: is the act nal value (Oilplitc'(l
bv the t.hermiodyvauiiic illodcl. When the cx,."essioi, (on tho' riglt ('aliit(s t/ (,I(.
thm lhea lift iiwig is, colrct.
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GEOMETRICAL
The pieces of a Stirling cooler must all fit together geometrically. For cxamhl'l.
tlie regenerator plus heat rejector -i'igth might be equal to tlie displacer henigth.
Or the regenerator frontal area might be related to some other frontal area. These
sorts of things may be formulated as all equality constraints.
SUBSYSTEMS
Electric drive motors, secondana coolant loops. spnings, etc., arc all subsystemns
with their own design requirements. Motors may have a relationship amlmolig speed.
mass and piower output. Coolant loops1 may requ irc a certailn fluid mass flow rat e to
achieve required perforniance. Springs must lrov,'ide axial and radial Stiffliess, vet
not be overstresscd or operate beyond their surge limit. All these sorts of thinigs
mayvb(. formulated as constraints.
For example. a design may call for a spring for which the diamiieter, nunlder of
turns, etc., are independent variables. We cali easily calculate the axial stiffness
af a function of thes-" variables. Then, by chliosiil tcak strc:, a,
ing two independent variables as optimization variables and implementing the two
constraints
equality constraint

= Karu1/I\

inequality constraint = 1 -

T,

......d - 1;

Uucfual/•70,ote;

we can force the stiffness to coimie out to tie required value (even if KrIqu.... itsed(lf is
a funiction of the optimization variables) and make surel
the stress does not exceed
the allowable limit. The optimization driver does the work. and wc just watch.
Pressure wails are another examl)he of subsystems with stress coistrailit s. Typ-

ically we arc coicernied about hoop- or therrmal-strcss constraints. "Ve nmaV satisfy
these by selecting the alpprolIriate idepeiendent variables as input (such as wall
thickness, length, pressure. etc.) and formulating constraints, as above. iII terimis of
Calcu'le
t
i estC4,1,
v., allowed cel c.-Iiut ume or fatiguý. ;tre:;:;.
DESIGNER WHIMS

\ v would like the i)je(.tive. fnutiolIl to t•i-tly ie,)'iesclt that which we arc trviiie1
to •,ptimizc. But, often, it fails to (10 that xalym.
e1,exa;1ullul. we umiay specify
mathematically that our goal is to opttimize efticieuicy, but mrcgeierator cost may
grow ilunexpectedly and I ecoleC ;M iiiiporIal! issui.. ýatilic: thian taking th,. troul lie
to formiumlat, iaim olbjective, fumumtioii ll ti
eimcouiiasse, our ultimuat- glal jlu(1mC as:
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""-iaximize eflicencv but trade-off mne ef-icienc

point for every dolla saved in
regenerator cost". or " just make me rich", or "bring happiness to the world") we

usually introduce a stop-gap constraint to subdue "wlhatc-ver it is that is getting out
of hand.
In this way we find ourselves putting arbitrary limitations oni Piston masse.s,
displacer lengths, regenerator volune, ain(I so forth. All of these whims may be
casilY formulated in terms of inequality constraints.
MODEL LIMITS
The GLIMPS model, being one-dimensional, and with rather coarse comiuratioinal grid, cannot resolve certain phienoieiina. For examl)lc, it has no way of
detecting flow maldistribution in regenerators brought about by jet peiitratioa
from tubes or poorly-designcd manifolds. Nor does it adequately penalize low gasflow tidal aziplitude, in heat exelimigers (imean-fiow amplitude <ý• heat exchanger
leIngth). Provided we can formulate constraints to quantify the things whichl we are
trying to avoid, GLOP will avoid them.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Occasionally we run into a problem where certain of the inndependent input
variables to our thermodynamic model are not independent in our optimization

problemn.

Wall Tern.peraturc.q
A good example of this ill the GLIMPS model ar<, heat exchanger wall temperatures which are iioriiially fixed input variables. Often, the :rue fizId temperatures arc.
the ultimate source and sink temperatures, not the wall temperatures. So we need
sonie way to adjust wall t.emperatures to ineet our boundary conditions. As you
may have sispected, constraints make this possiblc. The tiick is to, take wall tIlellplratures as optimization variables for the sole purpose of satisfying tenipcraturc
boundary conditions. For cxamil'lc, say that T,, ... is thle fixe.d source teliperature
and T,,.wta is thle cold-eilnd wall teiilperatuire which we sc(cct as all optimizatiion vianalh . Als.o assiu-ie that w(- ;al calculate ill t lie GLI.MPS post]•or•essor A 7., thlie
actual tc(Illirativre, differenceu wt wceil thc
i 1 tiltimate soWMrc" amid the wadl. Then tdh
following constraint will do the job:
equality colisti"=ii

;,t
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Frcc-Pi. ton Dynamics
Another example of using constraints to overcome fixed input variables is in the
area of free-piston or free-displacer dynamics. Some Stirling coolers forgo kinematic
linkages in favor of spring-supported components self-driven by gas forces. In such
cases, the amplitudes and phase angles of the moving parts depend on a number of
variables like: component masses, spring dimensions and frontal drive-areas, which
we may take as optimization variables. We seek to adjust the optimization variables
to make amplitudes and plhas' angles come out right. The guiding princlipl: is that
Newton's equation of motion can be enmbedded in) a pair of constraints for each free
component. By appropriate)," selecting optimization variables, the summation of
forces on the inovimi component can be adjusted !o equal the product of mass amid
acceleration, at least when all quantities arc assumed to vary sinusoidallv.
Pit!r Tcabcs

An orifice pulse-tube coolier may be considered to be a Stirling cooler where the
volume variation in the expansion space is determined, not by a piston or displa(er.
but by the flow through the orifice at the eni of the pule tube. Ti,
fure. puls
tubes are fair game for the GLIMPS model, provided there is some way Lo insusre
that the expansion space volume variation is consistent with the volunmetric flow
through the orifice. Again, constraints make this possiblc. The trick is to take
the expansion space volume amplitude and phase angle as optimization variables.
Then one can calculate the difference between tie volumnetric flow rate at the actual
expansion space endpoint, and that through the orifice as calculated from its velocity
vs pressure-drop relationshfip. Expressing the amplitude and phase of the diffcrence
fls two equality constraints allows GLOP to force the differenice to zero.
Two Stayc Coolers

It is even possible to use const raint s to mlatch Up boundary conlditioiis for the
first and second stage of a twc-stage cooler. Normoally GLIPlPS iniodels just a single coimiprcssiomi and(eXpansion space. A two-st age cooler, typically r-alized I1y it
stepped displacer. has an i teriediate ex l).IiOll space at anI intern ledat(' ct miii )erattire. This sort of devicc may he modeled by rumfing succe.ssivve GLIMIPS simitilations wher
elieintermediate expansion space is the ex!)an.Ji,,( S)Isacc of the first-stae,
inc dcl and thle compression slpitc, of the second-stage nmodel. Tills requires imatchili g

of imiterstage gas teuil)crattuIcs, pressure and mass flow rate amlilitildes and pdi;ses.
aml overall elmergy balance. Without going iito tdli cumin
rs, i'tails.
equalitv
comistraiits Iilak' it l)05sil he.
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OFF-DESIGN XIAPPIN.'
After a design point is optimized, oile often wants to investigate off delsign performance - at off-design frequency, teinperature. etc. This is a separate use of
GLOP compared to pure optimization. Satisfying constraints remains important,
but the objective function is a duummy and has no effect on the outcome. L'suahly
inany of the ,onstraints that were in place during the optimization process continue
to hold - free-piston constraints and temperature boundary conditions, for exampie. Sometimes. howeve, the constraints are different. For it hernicticallyv sealcd
system, tl,- mean gas pressure may vary as a function of source or sink temperature.
The condition that total systemn mass be constant governs the mean pressure in this
case. In either case. equality conistrailnts make it hap)pen.I-'"
TYPICAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
Like the constraints. the objective function winds up in the GLOP mnachixIe
specific unit as a Pascal expression. Evaluating this oh jective funiction typically
requires the full resources of the GLIMPS simulation plus postprocessiig. but eventuallv returns as a real numerical value. The optiizatioi
iriver continually adjusts
the optimization variables in order to minimize the objective function subject to
the active constraints. That it nmnitimze.q. rather than mazrmizcs. the objective
function is no restriction since a minus sign converts it maximization problem to a
mniiiiniization problem.
A tyiuical objective functioni might be:
iimnmiize = 11,,111p,,,/11',......
where I ,,Intut is the et muechaIncal work input after parasitics and IV ,.
is the
fixed rough expected value which serves to normalize the result to the order onei.
Important for this Iparticular obujective function would be that net heat input be
fixed byv way of an equality constraint.
An objective function niay get as complicated as requlired. The only restrictions
are that it be coml(ntable. reasonably smooth anddi ]Iave ;I ninininuin value istii)ject
to the c()Ilstraillts). F-or exallip](. ani objective immight be t.o iimini iimi ze mlllufact tillm

cost . or size. or a conhinat'in of the two. How(eer, I have 1l,0l1(1
to keep the objec!ive siiiiple, a ld resolve cost. and -ze
constraints.
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issues, by way of inequality

TYPICAL OPTIMIZATION VARIABLES
.Any inlput variable to the GLIMPS/postproressor iiiodlel is fair gat e as an
optimization variable. Typical optimization variables include:
* Overall system variables such as temperatures. pressure and frequency
* Piston and displacei amplitudes and phase angles
* Cylinder frontal areas
* Heat exchanger dimensions
* Dimewsions foi
sub)systemsts

s'condarv beat exchangers, drive illotors, sprliigs anid other

The choice is dictated b,- what it is you are optimizing and the constraints von noist
satisfy. GLOP gives you complete freedom to choose. Generally speaking. every
active constraint requires at least one optiriizatiol variable upoll which it depends.
and reduces the degrees of freedom in the search domain by one.
WORKING WITH GLOP
Provided that the problem you specify has a solution, GLOP will usually find
it. Typical problems generally require about an hour or two of computing on a
3SG-based PC. GLOP generally moves to satisfy all the constraints very quickly.
then plugs away at inimmizing the objective function. rapidly at first, theiinmore
slowly as it approaches the optimum.
But still, optimization remains a bit of an art in spite of all the science. That is.
oiptimization problems as specified by hlunans tend to produce results not expected.
The problems are especially acute when several complicated nonlinear constraints

come to bear at once.
unique

It is eittirely possible for an objective function having a

iiiiiiiiiimum in the absence of constraints, to have multiple extrenia

ii

thli

IpeSciice of noIllinear constriaiiit s. Noiliiear coistrailits cai carve upl the search
doillaili into oddly shaped fl
fragluients or (hisjoinut pieces. The art of optimization
coMies in graipp.lig N.ith thle ilt errelationshiips amonig co!istraillt aind the objective
function when things are not going well.
The best way I've found to) deal with coIII')lex p)roblems is to start siniplc and
inicrease comIplexitV gradually. For example, rather thaii invoking a large set of
coiistraints all at once. it is better to leave niaiivy of zhcIei out ait first, addiiig tl ieia
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few at a time in stages. In this way one can get a feel for the effect each constraint
has on the outcome and be sure that the GLOP solution is ineaningid.

However. be it art or science. GLOP is a powerful tool. It is not trivial to use.
but neither is it too difficult. It demands some programming of the user, but returns
infinite flexibility as the reward. GLOP optimnizations tend to be self documenting,
structured and maintainable, helping the designer evolve ever closer to the ideal
where the optimization model is an accurate reflection of the total systemibeing
optimized.
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DEVELOPMENT OF STIRLING CYCLE COOLER AND
INTEGRATION OF TIllS COOLER INTO A
BIOLOGICAL STORAGE FREEZER

Russell C. Tipton
Forma Scientific, Inc.
Marietta, Ohio 45750

ABSTRACT
III both research and diagnostic laboratory applications, low temperature
refrioerat on of living bi logical m\steis and biomaterials is required to proiducc
sat rsfac(orv i,rescrvat•oln.. i%Stirling cycle cooler has been developed as the cool inc
source for such a biological storage freezer that will operate at 103 K. The heat
exchange and control s~stems to incorporate this heat punip into a uriitar- applanlce
r
.h priman
. .
uC'ihave.
) I)CCn ddc:ign.,tvi~slic a c ficCze iucr d.
in'clude: achievilng the required performance, life, nlanufactu rabil itv, and cost for
the cooler, provdirnig a control and power conditioning syste ii to ttilizc noin ial 220
V single phase alternatinrg current power worldwide; and establishing heat exchange
syste ins to unLiform ly cool a 0.23 mr rectairgu lar air space and dulnip thle heat to
amblent air in a laboratory setting. Key attribuItes implied by the product be itn an
appliance are: contiriinuOs opcration with only minimal routlie unskiiled
maintenance for a niinium 5 vears, aesthetically pleasing
ri
ith noise and vibrati,.n
leels sriitable for aniiOCuLicd laborator,, and minimal initial setup. T[he unique
aspect of this wo )rk is that it is a commercialization of Stirling cycle techrn'g1iocv
bringing it out o• the laboratory or highl.,, specialized applicatioll.
INTRO.( )I) UClION
A storage freezer. figure 1, has be ccn developed to operate at a.te lIi pe ratiure of
103 K. This proLduct Colnsists of three major :.ssernblies: the heait puml1p to pro\vide
the cooling source: the cabiiict and heat cxcih-iige .sVStClls to Clt'eIt it LINCilIie
storae space coolcd by the heat punip: and tie electrical system it provide p•,ver
conIditionn•., throttling otcaracity. :'i.d monlittoring of operation. Tis paicr will
begin by providing the o vcra.l product specificatioiis and then i address each
SLIbsysterli in the order listed.
Bionmclical laboratories, both rcseaich and diagnostic, utilize low tlelillcratullC
storage of raw matcrials and test p)roIduIcts to provide long term prcscrvatolli.
Storage freezers uLscd for this application nced to have the attributes o f all
appliance:
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1. Unitary in nature. Installation consists of uncrating. positioning, plugging in
to adequate power source, and turning on the power switch.
2. Operate using commonly available electricity as the power source.

3. Operate continuously for a minimum of five years with only routine unskilled
maintenance required.
4. Aesthetically pleasing appearance with noise and vibration levels suitable for
an occupied laboratory.
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Figure 1 shows a prototype of the completed storage freezer. A Stirling cycle
heat pump is used as the cooling source for this storage freezer. Table I shows the
specifications for both the storage freezer and the heat pump.
THE HEAT PUMP FEATURES
The Stirling cycle has proven itself in the desired temperature range with
laboratory size nitrogen liquefiers. However, these Stirling cycle coolers fall short in
operating life and exceed cost levels to allow the target storage freezer selling price.
Figure 2 shows a completed heat pump developed for this application. Figure
3 is a cross-section of this heat pump. It is a form of the Beale free-piston' integral
Stirling machine with other associated developments to provide solutions to the
noted shortcomings in existing Stirling cycle equipment. Details of the design will
be described in the following paragraphs.
The expansion and compression spaces are at opposite ends of the displacer.
The heat acceptor, regenerator, and heat rejector are in a cylindrical shell
configuration about the displacer. The displacer gas spring is centrally mounted on
the warm end of the displacer. The fixed end of this spring is attached to the
machine housing. The compression space is between the piston and displacer. The
linear motor driving the piston consists of inner and outer laminations, coil, and
magnets and is arranged pet ipherally around the piston. The piston spin motor is
located centrally to the piston. The piston gas spring boundaries are formed by the
piston and the outer laminations and supports. The most suitable working fluid for
this application is helium.
Limits preventing the indicated life include: contamination of heat ti ansfer
surfaces by oil in oil-lubricated cryocoolers, leaks of helium working fluid, and
mechanical wear of bearing and sealing surfaces. Free-piston configuration with gas
springs", clearance seals, and hydrodynamic spin bearings on piston and displacer
are used. These provide non-contact operation to eliminate wear other than that
occuri ing during startiný and provide lubrication without oil to minimize foulingproblems. Center ports are used to locate the center of motion of the piston and
displacer. In additdon, the permanent magnet, high efficiency, linear motor'S drivirng
the piston allows hermetic sealing of the heat pump to provide adequate

containment of the helium. The displacer is spun by turbine fins" at the warm end
configured such that the helium flow into the compression space when the displacer
is at the bottom of its stroke will flow past the blades imparting a spinning torque.
The piston does not have the helium flow characteristics of the displacer to allow
spin turbines. Tne piston is spun by an electric motor of drag cup rotor design. This

has the required characteristics of lo•, rotor mass and non-contact operation.

2 lt)

STORAGE FREEZER
CONFIGURATION
Chest
OPERATING TEMPERATURE 103 K
STORAGE CAPACITY
0.226 mn
REFRIGERATION
Closed cycle, working fluid to
be non-flammable and nonexplosive at room temperature
and atmospheric pressure
POWER SUPPLY
180 to 250 V 50 or 60 Hz single
phase, 20 A service
DESIGN LIFE
5 Years continuous operation
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
OPERATING
288 to 305 K
10 to 95% relative humidity (rh)
STORAGE
243 to 323 K
10 to 95c- rh
SHIPMENT
Same ambient as storage; unit must
withstand shipment by common
carrier.
SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL
Maximum NC-55 at 0.Q in from
freezer
VIBRATION LEVEL
2.5 E-03 m/s in storage
space
PRESSURE
Working pressure of any vessel
in system to be less than
3.5 E + 03 kPa

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

WORKING FLUID
TOTAL IIEAT LIFTED
DESIGN LIFE
POWER SOURCE
COEIFICIENT OF
PERFORMANCE

HEAT! UtMP
Long life Stirling cycle
machine to provide constant
temperature in a storage freezer.
Unit to include mounting interface
for both heater and cooler heat
exchangers. Unit to be closed
cycle and hermetically sealed.
Non-flammable, nonexplosive at
normal room temperatures.
200 WV from 100 K to 315 K
150 W from 90 K. to 315 K
5 years
180 to 250 V, 50 or 60 liz, single
phatse
30%/ of Carnot or greater

Table 1. Product Specifications
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Absorber

Although highly inefficient, the starting torque can be supplied with high power
input and then the power cut back to provide the very small running torque required
and prevent overheating of the driver.
Stirling cycles are inherently quiet. but free-piston machines produce linear
vibration forces. A tuned spring and mass vibration absorber is incorporated to
minimize heat pump vibration that will be transmitted to the storage freezer.
The cost goals are achieved by a combination of manufacturing engineering
and optimization and recent materials and processing developments. In general, the
individual parts of a Stirling cycle heat pump can be made with standard
manufacturing techniques. However, the purpose and requirements of the parts and
assemblies are not commonplace. This requires unique combinations of
manufacturing procedures with close scrutiny of the assumptions involved with each.
Although the machine has two moving parts, there are a large number of pieces
forming subassemblies. Over 3500 individual laminations are used in the linear
motor. Subassemblies were defined to utilize known economical manufacturingcapabilities and provide case of assembl,. For example. the rejector is made oi
stock pipe, tubing, and plate that is macfiined, assembled and vacuum brazed.
Geometrý of machined parts is selected to allow ease of fabrication. Tolerances are
established to provide correct operation, interchangeable parts, and balance overprecision against final machining of assemblies. The primary material development
is the Neodymium-Iron-Boron magnets of 2.07 E + 05 kI/rn- peak energy density
used in the linear motor. Another important development is in the adhesives,
primarily epoxies, and sealants. The main use of adhesives is to assemble the
multitude of pieces in the linear motor. The primary processing development is in
CNC machining. Most of the parts in the heat pump are machined. Clearance seals
and hydrodyi:amic bearings require close tolerance machining. In concept, the freepiston Stirling cycle heat pump is a pressure vessel with two moving parts enclosed.
1lowever, to provide gas springs, reference spaces for centering ports, and
compression and expansion spaces, volumes of helium must be separated from each
other. Thus, the pressure vessel requires relatively high tolerance interfaces with
the internal components. CNC machining provides this cost effectively, also.
INTEGRATION OF THE HEAT PUMP AND STORAGE FREEZER
MECHANICAL
A characteristic of Stirling cycle machines is that the heat acccptor and
rejector tend to be small c'lindrical structures of relatively high heat flux and in
close proximity to one another. As opposed to a vapor compression refrigeration
system with compressor, conuenser, expansion device, and evaporator all connected
with tu

';g,

a Stirling cycle heat pumnp is a compact machine enclosed in one

pressurc vessel. The evaporator is replaced by the heat acceptor and the condenser
y the heat rejector. The fluid at bot the lowk temperature heat source and high
tcml)cra'Iure heat sink in a storage freezer is air with its ncotorious heat transfer
shortcomir'gs. ie temperature differentials between the source and sink should h•
minimized for most efficient operation. Phase change secondary heat transfer
loop:,' were included which can provide near isothermal high heat fluxes. Both of
these have a reflux evaporator and condenser which are adaptations of heat pipe
thcory but rely on gri! tv to move the liquid.
The working fluid selected for the cold end is argon. This temperature is well
within its liquid-vapor dome with a saturation pressure approximately 450 kPa.
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Argon is non-flammable and otherwise non-reactive and is readily available. Its
transport properties are not outstanding, but are acceptable. Design temperature
differences are 10 K from air to argon and 3 K from argon to helium. Finned tubes,
technology borrowed from HVAC industry, are arranged on the top of both the
front and rear walls of the storage chamber to set up two natural convection loops as
shown in figure 4. Air flow passages are built into the inventory system supports.
Fin density increases from top to bottom so that the heat load for each tube is
approximately the same and to allow space for frost build up on the upper fins. The
tubes are sloped to provide gravity distribution of the liquid argon and sized so that
the vapor/liquid counterflow stays in the laminar region as prescribed in heat pipe
theory. The temperature drop or a falling film condenser for the argon was three
times that desired. Augmented condensing surface as prescribed by Adamak' was
sized to achieve the desired temperature difference. Although optimized Adamak
fins can require 1/15th the temperature drop of a falling film, manufacture of this is
exceedingly difficult. The fins used are a compromise to allow machining
practicalhi,,N and desired performance. The liquid argon must be distributed to the
multiple tubes in appropriate proportions. Typical liquid distributors rely on a
pressure differential and do not have the vapor returning above the liquid in the
same tube. Other than vey small elevation changes, the argon system is isobaric.
The liquid argon distributor used is a small pool with evaporator lead tubes
proportionally distributed around the spillway of the pool.
The working fluid selected for the heat rejection system is HCFC-22. This
also is nonfiammable and otherwise nonreactive, has a reasonable saturation
pressure at the temperatures of interest, and has good transport properties.
Arrangement of the heat rejection system is shown in figure 5. A workable
configuration to achieve the required helium and HICFC-22 surface areas is the shell
and tube arrangement. Tubes are vertical and arranged in a cylindrical shell around
the bottom of the displacer. Helium flows through the inside of the tubes and
HCFC-22 liquid surrounds the tubes. The heat flux is between evaporation and
pool boiling. The vapor exits from the top of this heat exchanger and flows up to a
vertical tube l!ate fin heat exchanger. Here the vapor flows up the center of the
tubes and condenses on the internal tube surface forming a falling film condenser.
This liquid is collected and flows through tubes to enter the bottom of the shcli and
tube rejector. A blower pulls ambient air across the HCFC-22 conden:ler.
Components are sized such that there is a 5 K temperature diffcrence between the
helium and IICFC-22 liquid and a 15 K difference between the IiCFC-22 and the
air.
ELECTRICAL
A pom er coiditioning systen] was incorporated into the design for the
following reasons. The available electrical power will have a wide range of voltage
and two frequencies. I lowever, ihe performance of the free-piston machine is tuned
to a discrete frequency and the inear nmoto stroke is very dependent on the input
voltage. Fzigure 0 shows the extent of electronic hardware required to allow the
specified variability in the power source.
When the balances between size, cost, efficiency, and manufacturabilitv were
considered, 45 l1z was determined to be the best operating frequency tor this
machine Performance of free-piston machines is tuned to one operating frequency.
Stroke of piston and displacer in frce-piston machines is not physical!y deternined
and varies with ()pcrafing tempierature an(I input plw)cr (v( ltage for a given mo tor ).
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Fortunately, the linear motor does not require a sine wave voltage but can operate
quite efficiently with a square wave input voltage. Modern power electronics can
rectify the incoming power and generate a constant frequency square wave output
cost effectively. As this system, is microprocessor driven, pulse width modulation
was added for the cost of the software arid a current sensor. This provides
compensation for input voltage fluctuation as well as power modulation for both
start up from room temperature and throttling of the heat pump for temperature
control.
The drag cup rotor motor used to spin the piston requires two phase power at
32 Hz. This is generated in the same fashion as the linear motor power with an
additional phase. Input voltage insensitivity is needed here also. Input to this motor
is power not necessarytfor the thermodvnamic cycle, hut to provide the piston spin
creating a hydrodnamic bearing. Starting torque of the piston is larger than
spinning torque. Thus, throttling this motor after startup will. provide the required
spin and minimize heat added to the driver end of the heat pump.
With a microprocessor available, intelligent monitoring of the performance of
the storage freezer is available for the cost of the sensors and signal conditioning.
Temperature of the cold end is monitored and used to set input power limits during.
startup and to troubleshoot freezer operation. The temperature of the storage
cabinet is monitored and used to set input power to the heat puomp in normal
operation. The temperature of the vapor I ICFC-22 leaving the rejector is
monitored and used to set condenser fan speed and to troubleshoot freezer
operation. I lelium pressure is monitored to detect helium leaks. Current to both
the linear motor and spin motor is monitored to control power level with the pulse
width modulation routines. Linear motor current is also, used in troubleshooting the
freezer operation. With a troubleshooting procedure, the items discussed can
isolate problems to specific areas of the freezer without disassembly. Unfortunately.
by the time heat pump performance degrades to the point to be noticed in the data
taken above, the moving components of the heat punlp will be destroyed. Infrared
optical sensors to detect spinning of both the piston and displacer have been
included to detect heat pump problems before irreparable damage can occur.
STATUS
"This project has followed the normal fashion of predicting the number and
levcl of technical risks and then proceeding to resolve issues as they arise. The
cabinetry, heat exchange systems, controls, and power conditioning have the least
ri;!: and have proceeded in a straight-forward manner.
The heat pur)mp has the highest risks to success. The design to achieve the
required performance has been completed and denlonstrated. Several areas
relating to manufacturability and life are being addressed presently. The inputi
power limit to prevent demagnetization in tills application must he determined
experi rie ntal ly. Prior to charging the heat punop withli heliu i. Internal moisture
levels niuq be reduced toia very low level for cryogenic temperatures. This freepiston Stirling mrcchine requires individual volu mlles separateld by orifices or
clearance seals. Thus, practical evacuation is difficult. Proceda rcs combiining
vacuum baking of suLhassc'mblies, evacuation, arid purging are being developed.
Two aspects relating to the precision parts for clearance seals and spin
bearings are receiving fu -ther attention. Achievin g and maintaining concentric fits
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for the displacer and ensuring dimensional stability of these parts is critical to
preventing wear and performance degradation.
SUMMARY
The deveiopment of a Stirling cycle cooler and its integration into a biological
storage freezer have been discussed. Developments during the last several decades
in Stirling cycle configurations and analysis, power electronics and microprocessor
based control systems, materials, machining, and manufacturing processes have
allowed this.
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CONSIDERATIONS IN USING JOULE-THOMSON COOLERS

Glenn U. Bonney and Ralph C. Longsworth
Science Center, AFD Cryogenics Inc.
1833 Vultee Street / Allentown, Pennsylvania
18103

ABSTRACT
Much has been learned from experience about considerations that are
important in the design and use of JT cooling systems.
This paper
presents a discussion of some of the parameters that are important in
system design and operation such as the effect of contaminants in the
gas, heat transfer AT between the liquid cryogen and the dewar wall,
dewar thermal effects, temperature stability with demand flow and fixed
flow control, and the use of selected gas mixtures.
Practical aspects
of using J1 coolers focus on the gas supply system and operative
procedures that are needed to avoid having contaminants freeze out and
also provide long-term reliability.
INTRODUCTION
Joule-Thomson coolers (a.k.a. JT cryostats) provide a fast-acting source
of refrigeration by expanding a compressed gas isenthalpically to
achieve temperatures in the range of the gas's saturation pressure.
They ideally lend themselves to miniaturization for lightweight,
portable applications.
They require little
maintenance, and have a very
long shelf life.
Cryostats can be designed with a fixed high flow rate
for fast cooldown followed by a short run, or with demand flow control
for moderately fast cooldown and extended run time.'
They are
essentially vibration and noise free.
Most JT cryostats can operate in
any orientation, and in very severe thermal and G-load environments.
The 3T cryostat typically comprises an inlet gas connection, a
particle filter,
a counterflow heat exchanger, and a nozzle.
It may
also include an exhaust gas connection.
Strictly speaking, the term
"cryostat" means these items are assembled and mounted in a dewar.
The
dewar typically comprises a vacuum-insulated container, having an inner
containment for the counterflow heat exchanger and exhaust gas, and a
"cold end" mounting for the device to be cooled.
JT cryostats can be applied as open- or closed-cycle
refrigerators.
Either one requires a supply of pure, high-pressure
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gas.
The open-cycle gas is supplied either from a small high-pressure
bottle for portability, or continuously from a compressor.
Conversely,
the closed-cycle gas is recycled from an initial stored quantity.
The
exhaust gas is directly collected, compressed to high pressure and
resupplied to the JT cryostat. 2 A multi-stage compressor is
required for the closed-cycle system.
This adds bulk, requires
relatively high input power and cooling, reduces reliability, and
inhibits fast cooldown.
Consequently, most JT cryostats are applied as
open-cycle coolers.
Having a JT cryostat cool a device such as an IR detector in a
satisfactory manner requires an understanding of some of the problems
that can be encountered and the design and operating procedures that
have to be considered to avoid such problems
This paper discusses the
fillowing factors that have been found to be the most significant.
*
*
*
*
*
*

Gas purity
Gas supply system
Handling
Temperature stability
Heat transfer of liquid cryogen
Dewar effects.

In addition, a brief description is
characteristics of using a gas mixture.

presented on the general

Gas Purity
The gas type, supply pressure, ambient temperature, volume, and JT
cryostat design determine what operating conditions will result.
Most
constituents in the gas that have freezing points warmer than the
saturation temperature, or particulates which could physically restrict
gas flow, are contaminants that can prevent successful operation. 3
Particulates can permanently restrict flow if they become lodged in the
heat exchanger inlet passage or nozzle.
Condensible contaminants that
crystallize in the upper temperature region of the heat exchanger inlet
passage are usually carried downstream where they collect and restrict
the nozzle.
For a given concentration of condensible contaminant, the
"dew" point temperature increases with increasing pressure, thus
freezing sooner at higher operating pressures and lower ambient
temperatures.
The susceptibility of a JT cryostat to clogging is dependent on the
nozzle size and flow rate.
We define the nozzle size by the parameter
CO which is the flow rate of nitrogen (N 2 ) in sL/min that is
measured when the supply pressure is 7 MPa exhausting to 0.1 MPa with
both the JT cryostat and gas at 20-24 C.
It has been found that an
orifice smaller than 0.07 mm or a flow rating, Co, less than 0.5
sL/min will require a higher gas purity than is practical to achieve.
Clogging of a fixed nozzle occurs either abruptly during cooldown, or
cyclically during operation in which the flow declines like a damped
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oscillation.
Several methods have been tried to impede clogging of
fixed flow JT cryostats by trapping the solid or frozen contaminants in
the cold end of the heat exchanger with large flow area labyrinths4
or thread filters.s
Demand flow JT cryostats are more tolerant to contaminants because
their temperature-sensitive flow control nozzle will increase flow in
response to the warming caused by clogging, thereby purging
contaminants.
We have found that the minimum acceptable purity for N2
entering a nominal 200 mW demand flow JT cryostat must be at least
99.998% (as total assay), and the maximum acceptable levels for the
common contaminants in N2 are found to be:
2 parts per million by
volume (ppmv) water vapor (H 2 0), which is equivalent to a dew point of
-71 C at 0.1 NPa; 2 ppmv carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) or carbon monoxide (CO);
3 ppmv total hydrocarbons (THC); 3 ppmv chlorofluorocarbons (CFC)" and,
6 pm maximum diameter particles.
Typically, air, oxygen (02), argon
(Ar), helium (He), and neon (Ne) do not affect performance at low
concentrations.
It is found that by doubling the cryostat's nominal
cold flow rate, and thereby halving the available run time from a fixed
gas volume, operation is acceptable with 4 ppmv H2 0. As the level of
H2 0 is further increased, the frequency of temperature excursions also
increases.
There are no general industrial, military, or federal purity
specifications for 3T gases at present.
A few speciriL fiilitdry adid
commercial JT cooler specifications coincide with the minimum acceptable
levels described.
Mil-P-27401, Grade L N2 is sometimes specified, but
its purity does not meet the acceptable levels described.
Industrial
gas suppliers present purity in a variety of ways.6 Most of them
use grade names and total purity assay.
"Commercial purity', > 99.995%,
contains up to 10 ppm H2 0.
"Ultra-pure carrier' grade, > 99.998%, or
"ultra-high purity", > 99.999%. typically contain < 2 ppm H2 0.
However, grade names and purities vary among suppliers and gases, and
the total purity may be based on a weight analysis which may appear
purer than a volume analysis (ppmv = ppmw x MW gas / MW impurity).
Also, the total purity assay may not include all the impurities
pertinent to the application.
Some industrial gas suppliers will
provide an actual impurity analysis.
Unfortunately, the analysis may
not detect the low levels required, and it may not be for the gas as it
exists in the actual vessel being supplied.
Furthermore, impurities
will outgas from the vessel's internal surfaces as the supply pressure
decreases during use, changing the purity ratios.
From a practical
stand point it has been found that all of these gases can be used
satisfactorily if a clean adsorber is used in the gas supply line.
Higher purity gases reduce the frequency of having to regenerate the
adsorber.
Gas Supply System
It is essential that all contaminants
either eliminated or reduced to acceptable

in the gas supply system be
levels.
The gas supply

system typically consists of the gas source, a pressure regulator,
adsorbers with filters, and an interconnecting line to a small gas
bottle, a start valve, and another gas line to the cryostat (See Figure
I).
The gas source is typically a pressurized tank purchased from a gas
supplier, but it may be compressed locally from a low pressure gas
source, ambient air, or a liquid cryogen, and purified.
For gas
compression, non-oil-lubricated compressors are recommended to minimize
hydrocarbon contamination.
The gas supply system design should consider the following:
(1)

Safety:
Capable of operating safely with the intended gas and
pressure.
Consideration must be given to the maximum working
pressure at the high temperature ambient, the number of filling/
venting cycles, applicable transportation codes, burst
fragmentation, and fire safety (Ref.:
ASME Sec. VIII, Div. 1;
ANSI B31.5; DOT Hazardous Materials Regulations; Mil-STD-454;
NiI-STD-1522).

(2)

Leak Tightness: For short-term applications, a soap solution
leak check is acceptable with the system pressurized with the
process gas at the working pressure @ 21 C. For long-term
applications, a He mass spectrometer should be used with the
system pressurized with He to the maximum working pressure.
Thermal cycli,.g beforehand at high- and low-temperature
ambients is recommended.

(3)

Permeation:
Minimize permeation by using corrosion resistant
metals and metal sealed joints.
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(4)

Cleanliness:

Cleaned

for oxygen use is

(5)

Simplicity:
flow volume,

(6)

Use low vapor pressure materials, such as metals,
Outgassing:
A typical outgassing rate
and purge the system prior to use.
of 1 x 10-5 torr L sec- 1 cm- 2 at I L/min flow represents
a 1 ppm level of impurity.'

preferred.

Minimize the number of joints,
and internal surface area.

connections,

dead

The choice material for interconnecting plumbing in most
applications is austenitic stainless steel (AISI 300 series) for
strength, corrosion resistance, and non-magnetism.
Easy machining type
303 has poor welding characteristics to other stainless steels.
Types
321, 316L, and 304L are better choices for welded joints because they
will have minimal grain boundary chromium carbide precipitation during
welding, and therefor better resistance to corrosion and cracking.
Passivation and electropolishing are preferrable post-weld treatments
because they enhance corrosion resistance, and remove micron-sized
particles and crevices.
Copper and copper alloys outgas more than stainless steel and have
been found to promote contamination abruptly after long-term use.
Copper (Cu) oxidizes readily and continually in air.
After the
corrosion penetrates to the internal surface, H2 0 permeates direct!%,
into the process gas.
The plumbing must then be replaced.
For these
same reasons, a .1T cryostat should be stored in a dry, inert environment
to reduce corrosion of any copper in the heat exchanger.
Polymeric and elastomeric materials (i.e. plastics, Teflon, Nylon,
silicone, nitriles, rubber, etc.) should also be avoided in JT gas
systems.
They are hygroscopic, and have high permeation and outgassing
rates.
They are fundamentally a source of hydrocarbon and
chlorofluorocarbon contaminants.
It is important to understand the
properties of such' materials which may exist in valves or pressure
regulators.
Seamless tubing is preferred for interconnecting piping, althuugh
welded and drawn tubing is acceptable.
All tubing, valves, gauges, and
regulators should be leaktight and clean.
Cleaning -mould consist of
purging, scrubbing, vapor degreasing, or ultrasonic c;',aning with
solvents such as ethanol (denatured) or methanol. foiiýw..1iK
Freon (TF
or TMC) or 1,1,1 trichloroethane, followed by a pure N2 pu,v9 at < 7
MPa.
Vacuum baking afterward is beneficial.
All joints and connections in the plumbing should be inert-gas
welded (e.g. TIG), fluxless brazed (e.g. vacuum), or dry metal sealed
(e.g. Swagelok fittings, metal o-rings, MS or AN fittings, indium
gaskets, etc.).
Tapered pipe threads should be avoided because they can
develop leaks without a sealant, and most pipe sealants contain Teflon.
However, if pipe threads are used, an epoxy adhesive is a preferred

sealant.
Elastomeric o-ring seals should be avoided.
However, it they
(e.g. Viton
be
carefully
selected
should
the
o-ring
material
are used,
is acceptable for some applications), vacuum baked, and a very thin film
of very low vapor pressure grease (e.g. Apiezon N) applied to the
o-ring.
Should a joint require soldering or brazing with an acid flux,
such as with stainless steels, it is very important to use the least
Neutralize the acidic residue immediately after
active flux possible.
making the joint (e.g. hot distilled water has been found to work better
than many formulated neutralizers), then promptly clean as previously
described.
An adsorber is required in the gas supply system.
Adsorbers
typically contain a molecular sieve which will adsorb primarily H2 0,
The adsorber will
and to a much lesser extent CO2 and trace oils.
improve or maintain the gas purity for a period of time, after which it
begins to break through with contaminants.
lhe amount of adsorbed H2 0
is a function of the inlet gas purity, adsorbent mass, and initial
adsorbent dryness.
A typical adsorber, 32 mm diameter x 160 mm long and
capable of operating @ 60 MPa, has a rating of 45.3 kSL of processed gas
with 10 ppmv H20 inlet purity.
Adsorbers which have not been exposed
to oils or other hydrocarbons can be regenerated by heating and purging,
or vacuum baking, and re-used many times.
If the adsorber breaks
through with hydrocarbons due to excess exposure, then it has to be
replaced.
For long-term operations, it is recommended that two
adsorbers be placed in-line downstream of the gas source, and routinely
rotated with a third adsorber (i.e. the upstream adsorber is withdrawn
and regenerated, the downstream aclsorber is moved upstream, and the
third, regenerated adsorber is placed in the vacant downstream
position).
It is recommended that a gas purity monitor be located
between the two adsorbers to detect early breakthrough of the upstream
adsorber.
A filter is required in the gas supply system downstream of every
adsorber, unless a filter
is part of the adsorber.
Filters typically
remove smaller particles from a gas than from a liquid.
Therefore, it
is important to understand the filter
being used, and the pressure drop
it imposes at the anticipated flow rate.
APO Cryogenics supplies a
porous stainless steel filter integral with their adsorbers and on the
gas inlet of every JT cryostat.
These filters typically have a I um
nominal and 3 um absolute gas filtration rating.
lhe most direci iiethod of identifying unacceptable levels of
contaminants in the gas supply system is by using a gas purity monitor.
It is important to routinely sample the gas purity nearest the JT
cryostat.
The APO Cryogenics gas purity monitor, p/n 250106D. will
freeze up within 5 min if > 2 ppmv H20 or > I ppm' CO2 is present in
35 MPa N2 (See Figure 2).
Although it has not been calibrated for
other contaminants, it is more sensitive to them than are most
cryostats, providing a quick go no-go gage of overall gas purity.
A
hygrometer, gas chromatograph, or other gas sampling devices can be
employed to gain a more complete analysis.
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Handl ing
It is important to minimize the exposure of JT Cryostats to H2 0
and other contaminants.
Various storage methods can be employed to
control their exposure.
Unprotected storage in a typical laboratory is
inadequate.
The first improvement would be to seal the JT cryostat in a
water vapor-proof bag.
A dust-free package of dessicant could be sealed
inside the bag to adsorb H2 0.
A second improvement would be to seal
the JT cryostat in a room temperature dry box, either purged with pure
N2 or dessicated.
A third improvement would be to store it in a
heated dry box, thereby degassing the surfaces.
A fourth improvement
would be to store it in a vacuum oven, thereby withdrawing the outgassed
vapors.
An oil-less, two-stage 30 L/min diaphragm pump @ < 25 torr on
an oven at 70 C has been found to reduce the H2 0 level to a few ppmv.
It is important to keep the vacuum pump as close as possible to the
oven, and the overall system clean and leaktight.
Oil-lubricated vacuum
pumps should be limited to 0.20 torr, and have a foreline trap t3
inhibit oil from backstreaming into the oven.
Before operating a 3 cryostat, purge the gas supply system and
cryostat !or several minutes with the pure process gas (d< 3 MPa.
ihis
flushes air znd outgassed contaminants from the piping system.
It is
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also important to properly warm up the JT cryostat and dewar after each
Cryopumping can occur on the exhaust side of the heat
operating cycle.
exchanger which can condense H2 0 into the cold end area as it warms.
This H2 0 can freeze on the nozzle on subsequent cooldowns and cause
erratic performance.
Such adverse effects can be controlled by
exhausting to a controlled dry environment, by using exhaust check
valves to prevent backstrearning, or by continuing the supply gas at the
end of the operating period at reduced pressure, < 3 MPa, untii the cold
Low level contaminants in the gas supply may
end is > 273 K.
accumulate, and backstreaming may occur during long operating periods
(i.e. days/weeks).
Therefore, it is usually necessary to warm up the
system periodically.
When a JT cryostat has been exposed to excess HO, vacuum baking
@ < 25 torr and < 80 0 C overnight is recommended.
Alternately, it can be
purged with pure N2 at < 3 MPa.
Contaminants that accumulate in a
porous tilter are difficult to completely remove, and usually require
replacing the filter.
Purging or vacuum baking may temporarily clean a
path through a filter loaded with condensible contaminants, but the
residual boundary contaminants will continue to mix with the incoming
purer gas.
Flushing with a liquid solvent is not recommended because
the liquid will flush trapped particles downstream, and the solvent will
be difficult to remove from the filter afterward.
lemperature Stability
The temperature stability of a iT cryostat-cooled dewar and load is
dependeprt upon stable heat loads and a stable flow.
Changes in heat
load result in a change in the AT between the device being cooled and
the liquid cryogen.
Changes in flow rate have a small effect on heat
transfer AT as discussed in the next section, but do change the
pressure drop in the exhaust side of the heat exchanger.
A change in
the pressure of the liquid, whether it is caused by a change of pressure
drop, altitude, or a valve in the vent line, will cause a change of
temperature.
For LN2 at 77.4 K the change is 0.088 K/kPa.
The nozzle
flow is a sonic compressible gas condition, proportional to supply
pressure and nozzle temperature as P/T 0 - 5 . Therefore, as the supply
pressure varies, as a pressure regulator fluctuates, or as a demand flow
nozzle varies, so will the stability of the cold end temperature.
These
effects may cause a slow temperature change as the gas supply pressure
decays in a bottle or a rapid change if the demand flow control adjusts
suddenly.
A fixed flow JT cryostat or a dual-orifice type will generate an
excess amount of liquid cryogen.
The steady flow rate and excess liquid
provide very stable temperatures, usually < 0.2 K/s variations.
A
demand flow JT cryostat will generate liquid cryogen proportional to the
heat load, minimizing gas consumption, but the flow rate will vary,
causing temperature fluctuations.
Improved design and manufacturing of
demand flow J[ cryostats has resulted in routine temperature stability
of < 5 K above the saturation temperature while maximizing gas
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Better stability, within 1 K of the saturation
utilization.
be obtained by increasing the average flow rate after
can
temperature,
This also reduces
cooldown, thus trading gas consumption for stability.
clogging.
to
the susceptibility
Heat Transfer of Liquid Cryogen
Gas consumption is minimized by designing the dewar cold end to
have the lowest thermal mass and steady-state heat losses possible while
For cylindrical plug-in J3
providing the required structural support.
minimizing the diameter of
by
general
in
cryostats, this is accomplished
end cap is bonded
cold
the
if
However,
sleeve.
the heat exchanger
then the surface area
sleeve
diameter
minimum
of
the
end
directly to the
may not be great enough to reduce the heat transfer AT to an
acceptable level across the liquid film produced by the cryostat.
Figure 3 shows the design of a test sleeve that has been used to
measure the heat transfer AT and test results for sleeves having
inside diameters of 3.3) mm and 5.18 nwi. Accurate measurements are
obtained by brazing a flat copper plate to the end of a 0.076 mm wall
The temperature of the liquid in the sleeve is
stainless steel tube.
determined by measuring the pressure in the heat exchanger mandrel, P1,
The temperature of the copper end piece is
which has no gas flow.
I1b, P2,
determined by measuring the pressure of liquid in the vapor
Tests were run with N2 at supply
which is machined into the copper.
pressures in the range of 34 MPa to 10 MPa using fixed flow JT cryostats
Measurements were also
and a demand flow type all venting to 0.10 MPa.
The sleeves had static losses of about
made with LN2 in the sleeves.
200 mW to which additional heat was applied via heater wire wound on the
Test results show that the AT is greater for the
copper end piece.
smaller diameter sleeve, as expected, and is less for the high velocity
In either case
liquid produced by the cryostat than for static LN2 .
the AT can be significant.
The data for the demand flow JT cryostat includes the AT due to
pressure drop in the heat exchanger exhaust which tends to be small
Conversely, for fixed flow 3T
relative to the heat transfer AT.
cryostats the elevation of the saturation temperature due to pressure
drop in the heat exchanger exhaust Cdn be larger than the heat transfer
Actual values are a function
AT, especially at high supply pressures.
An elevation of 1.6 K was
of the heat exchanger design and nozzle size.
measured for the 3.30 mm dia. cryostat at 34 MPa supply pressure.
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Dewar Effects
The dewar is essentially a vacuum-insulated container.
dewar design for JT cryostats should include the following:

Proper

(1)

For cylindrical plug in, finned-tube JT cryostats:
A bore with
+/- 0.0127 mm diameter tolerance, straightness within 0.001
mm/mm of length, and a depth such that the nozzle tip installs
within 0.5 - 1.5 mm of the inside face of the cold end.

(2)

Minimized conduction heat losses entering the cold end, with
vacuum insulation < 1 x 10-3 torr over the ambient
temperature range for the intended life, and radiant heat
shielding.

(3)

Minimized cold-end volume, maximized heat transfer surface
area, and minimized load thermal mass.
For complex load
geometries, the component materials should have high thermal
diffusivity, and the arrangement should attempt to minimize
thermal gradients especially during cooldown.
It has been
found that demand flow JT cryostats will regulate flow (i.e.
refrigeration) according to the local heat load which may be
much less than the total load, thus extending the cooldown.
This is due to poor thermal communication between the total
load and the cooler.

The thermal response of a plug-in JT cryostat
be characterized by measuring the following:

in a given dewar can

(1) the temperature sensor's sensitivity with respect to
temperature, its repeatability, and stability with liquid
cryogen inside the dewar bore;
(2)

the cooldown time from the ambient temperature by injecting
liquid cryogen into the dewar bore; and

(3)

the steady state heat loss over the lower cold end half of the
bore using a liquid cryogen.
(Plot the volume of boiloft gas
vs. time.
Calculate the ave. boil-off rate during the "lower
half" period, ignoring the non-linear rate near the end.
Multiply by the latent heat of vaporization and the NTP density
for the cryogen used.
For LN2 : heat loss [mW] = boil-off
rate [sL/min] x 3862.)

Gas Mixtures
A large number of gas mixtures have been tested in Ji cryostats of
different efficiencies.
In general, it is found that adding a gas such
as CH4 to N2 provides a refrigeration effect approximately in
proportion to the sum of their separate refrigeration effects, but the
operating temperature can be closer to the saturation tf perature of the
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colder constituent.
If the heat load is increased, or the efficiency of
the heat exchanger is decreased, then the saturation temperature
increases toward the higher temperature constituent.
Adding a gas such
ac hydrogen (H 2 ) or Ne to N2 can reduce the boiling temperature
below 77.4 K while venting to atmospheric pressure.
Figure 4 shows the results of a test
Ar/0.45 N2 from a 60 mL bottle charged to
cryostat venting to 0.10 MPa and a repeat
following observations apply to this test
of the tests with mixtures:

with a mixture of 0.1 Ne/0.45
42 MPa using a fixed flow JT
test with pure N2 . The
arid are generally true for all

(1)

Initial cooldown is faster, but the time to 80 K is
for the mixture compared with pure N2 .

(2)

There is a time deldy for the mixture to reach minimum
temperature due to the tinie it takes to reach equilibrium
concentrations in the liquid.

(3)

The temperature increases with time after reaching minimum
temperature because the heat load is increasing relative to the
rate at which refrigeration is produced.
The increasing
temperature is superimposed on a small decrease in temperature
due to the decreasing gas pressure from a fixed volume and
decreasing pressure drop in the heat exchanger exhaust as the
flow rate decreases. 8

(4)

The temperature of the mixture rises at the end of the test
toward the NBP of the higher temperature constituent, in this
case Ar, and holds there while the residual liquid, rich in Ar,
evaporates.
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SUMMARY
JT cooling systems are relatively simple and versatile but have
frequently presented problem, for the user because of their sensitivity to
It is hoped that the experience which is presented in this
contaminants.
paper will help users design and operate JT systems with a high degree of
success.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF COOLANTS FOR JOULE-THOMSON
CRYOCOOLERS
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ABSTRACT
The main thermodynamic characteristics of a coolant for the Joule-Thomson
cryocoolers include: the isothermal and isenthalpic Joule Thomson effects (Ah)T,
(AT)h and the normal boiling temperature Tboij. The present paper describes general
trends in the candidate gases for Joule-Thomson cryocoolers. Correlations are
presented for the generalized integral inversion curve and for (Ah)T as a function of
boiling temperature. The potential use of gas mixtures adds a new dimension to the
coolant selection process.

NOMENCLATURE
CO
h
hIG

specific heat , J/(mole K)
molar enthalpy, J/rnole
molar enthalpy of an ideal gas,
J/mole
hR
molar enthalpy departure from
ideal gas, J/mole
(Ah)T isothermal J-T effect, J/mole
P
pressure, Pa
Pc
critical pressure, Pa
PT
reduced pressure, P/Pc

Q
T
Tboil
Tc
Tr
(AT)h
Z
9

heat load, W
temperature, K
normal boiling temperature, K
critical temperature, K
reduced temperature, "/Tc
isenthalpic J-T effect, J/mole
compressibility, PV/RT
J-T coefficient, (aT/aP)h, K/Pa

*On sabbatical leave from RAFAEL and TECHNION-Israeli Inst. of Technology,
Haifa, Israel.
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INTRODUCTION
The Joule-Thomson (J-T) cryocoolers based on Linde-Hampson liquefaction
process are widely applied in cold electronics, night vision and guidance systemsI and
(more specific type) space applications. 2 In most cases, they are constructed as
compact finned or miniature photolithographically processed 3 heat exchangers with or
without a flow regulating mechanism. However the physical description does not
include one of the most important components that of the coolant. The
thermodynamic characteristics are a significant feature for '- 'esign and operation of
ipt to summarize some
a J-T cryocooling system. The present paper represent,
.uids and their
of the main thermodynamic parameters of candidate co
interrelation.
MATCHING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

Tboi, (Ah)T and (AT)h

The Joule-Thomson cryocoolers for sensors have to meet three principal and
fundamental demands: (a) sensor operation temperature, (b) gas consumption and (c)
cooldown rate (or period). The various systems might be classified according to the
emphasis on each of those demands. For example, low gas consumption systems
which are not concerned about the cooldown period or fast cooling down system4 for
short operation where the gas consumption is of little importance. In between :here
are many other weighted combinations of these demands. The characteristics of a
coolant are directly derived from the above systems requirements. Three coolant
factors describe the ability to meet those requirements:
(a) Sensor's Operation Temperature
The designed sensor temperature is chosen to provide the optimal performance
of the device. Possible sensor temperature are mainly the normal boiling
temperatures: Tboil of liquefied gases. In practice two additional construction details
should be taken into account: (1) thermal resistance between coolant bath and sensor
and (2) back pressure resulting from hydrodynamic resistance of outlet flow. Higher
back pressure will increase the boiling temperature.
Figure 1 shows the discrete normal boiling temperatures which are available
using liquefied pure coolants. Any intermediate temperature among those is
unachievable. The wide gap between Neon (27.1 K) and Nitrogen (77.4 K) of course,
cannot be bridged by any pure coolant. (One possible solution using gas mixtures will
be discussed later.)
(b) Gas conswnption
The energy-based specific refrigeration content of a coolant is well represented
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Fig. 1: Cryogenic available discrete temperatures of pure boiling liquefied coolants.
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defined through notations on Figure 2:

by the isothermal Joule-Thomson effect, (Ah).,
(A-h)

E

,

= h_(0.1

-h

MPa,T) - h.(P.T)

Applying the First Law of Thermodynamics for an open system and assuliang an ideal
heat exchanger of equal outlet and inlet temperatures one gets:
=

n(Ah)T

A given heat load (Q) is carried through a smaller molar flowrate (n) by a coolant of
higher (Ah_). A smaller compressor will be sufficient for the same mission. There
are application of autonomous operation: pressurizing through a storage vessel.
Reduction in the gas consumption will result in reduced volume or weight of the
vessel and simplify the logistics of vessei's supply. It is advantageous to use molar
quantities because similar number of moles of different coolants might be contained at
a same vessel.
(c) Cooldown rate
Just at the very beginning of the cooldown process, the "driving force" is the
temperature drop for isenthalpic expansion through the nozzle, (AT)h. That process is
a transient phenomenon of the heat exchangcr while being forced through the
temperature difference (AT)h between the cold and hot streams. The (AT)h is the
integral isenthalpic Joule-Thomson effect which is a state dependent coolant feature.
For similar flowrates the higher (AT)h coolant will result in a more rapid cooldown of
the cryocooler. Following the notation of Figure 2 let T, and T 2 be the inlet and
outlet nozzle temperatures. They fulfill the isenthalpic relation:
h(T1 ,P) = h(T 2 ,0.1 MPa)

and
(AT)h =T 2 - T,

THE INTEGRAL JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT, (AT)h
The Linde-Hampson liquefaction system is controlled by the J-T integral rather
than by the differential form, ji = (aT/aP)h. However, most of the data available in
physics and engineering likewise is processed in the differential form. Thlese two are
interrelated through the line integral over the isenthalpic curve:
0. i MPa

(AT)h (P, 7)

p(P,Tn dP
P
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The inversion curve has been prepared for many gases and model~d by some
generalized equations of state. 10 An integral inversion curve in tr.rms of reduced
temperature and pressure is plotted in Figure 3. The graph displays the locus of states
(pressure for each temperature) which will exhibit an overall cooling down effect,
while expanding isenthalpicly from any Pr to Pr = 0.0.
Following the law of corresponding states, the generalized integral inversion
curve can be displayed in terms of reduced parameters for all gases with similar
acentric factors (in the sense of ref. 5). N2 , Ar and CO are examples of low acentric
6
factor gases (correspondingly o) = 0.04, 0., 0.049). Fifteen experimental values
representing (AT)h = 0 have been correlated in Figure 3. The solid line which is the
proposed generalized integral inversion curve is written:
Tr

5.2292

5.0

-

0.10510 - Pr

5.6442 " 10-4

Expansion from P

Pr

to P

=0.0

4..0
0
•

( AT)h = 0

3.0

2.0
;=0
1.0 L
(0N N

0 .0 '
u

2

" ' . .I .
10

D

A(

0

. _ .
20

.
30

.

'
40

.

..
50

.
60

Pr
Fig. 3:

Generalized integral (and differential) Joule-Thomson inversion curves.
Points for N2 , Ar and CO based on ref. 6.
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A correlation factor of 0.993 is obtained for these data. The generalized differential
inversion curve is also shown following the correlation proposed in ref. 10. Both
curves should coincide at the maximum inversion temperature (Pr -' 0); however, some
deviation is observed since the data is obtained from various experimental sources.
The integral cooling zone contoured by (AT)h = 0 is larger and includes the
differential one obtained from setting gi = 0. For instance, nitrogen in the state of 50
MPa and 300 K is represented in Figure 3 by point Y corresponding to Pr = 14.73 and
Tr = 2.37. That state is out of the differential cooling zone so it will heat up through
differential expansion. However through integral expansion to 0.1 MPa (Pr :z 0.0) it
will still cool down.
The (AT)h may serve for ordering the coolants (Table 1) according to their
cooling down rates. Argon, having a more negative (AT)h will cool down faster than
nitrogen. That is in accordance with practice using for fast cooldown applications'
Argon or in sequenced operation followed by nitrogen. The positive (,T)h helium
based on ref. 8 means that under the mentioned conditions the Joule-Thomson
"cryocooler" will heat up. (The results of an experiment to demonstrate the effect
are
shown in Figure 4. Temperature rises at three rates according to the applied helium
pressure.)
Table 1: Ordering of coolants through their
integral isenthalpic J-T effect (AT)h at 30 MPa and
300 K. (Based on Peng-Robinson equation of state. 15 )

He

+ 18.7 K

N2

- 41.5 K

F2

- 45.9 K

CO

- 47.8 K

02

- 65.8 K

NO

- 70.5 K

Ar

81.8 K

CHI

-

107.8 K
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Fig. 4:

Heating up by helium expansion through a Joule-Thomson
"cryocooler" (experimental results).

Furthermore, different states of the same coolant or two coolants at different
states (Table 2) are comparable through (AT)h for their cooling down rates. At the
above example: nitrogen at (50 MPa, 300 K) will cool down at the same rate as argon
at (30 MPa, 300 K). (The benefit of pressurizing up to 60 MPa might be longer
operation at t:fe same vessel's volume). Or, argon at (20 MPa, 300 K) has a similar
cooling down rate as nitrogen at (30 MPa, 235 K).
INTERDEPENDENCE of (AT)h, (Ah)T and Trail
(a) ATh and (Ah)T
9
For any gas, the general relation was proven

(Ah)T
(/•

=
Th

P_
CP
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Table 2: Integral isenthalpic J-T effect (AT)h for nitrogen and argon at various states
(reference 6)
(AT)h (K)
P=30MPa

T=300K
P

nitrogen

argon

T

nitrogen

argon

10 MPa

-18.7

-35.5

290 K

-40.7

-86.5

14 MPa

-25.0

-47.0

280 K

-44.0

-92.5

20 MPa

-31.3

-62.2

270 K

-47.6

-99.5

30 MPa

-37.7

-80.5

260 K

-51.5

-107.2

40 MPa

-39.0

-90.4

250 K

-55.6

-115.4

50 MPa

-37.6

-94.0

240 K

-60.0

-124.2

where cpo stands for the specific heat at the low outlet pressure (alter Joule-T1homson's
expansion). It is a good approximation for any ambient temperature assuming cPO is
nearly temperature independent. Let us compare two states of the same coolant or a
group of coolants with simiiar heat capacities like monoatomic gases (18 J/mole K) or
bi-atornic gases (28 J/mole K). We may conclude that a higher (Ah)T involves a
higher (AT)h. Put another way: a coolant with higher cooling content is also faster at
cooling down. In the general case of an imaginary gas, without information about the
c we cannot apply the above conclusion with :he same evidence. However, for all
known gases of low boiling temperatures the above conclusion is fulfilled.

Comparing (Ah),x for different gases, an assumption should be made about the
common basis in terms of the applied pressure. Following the law of corresponding
state we may assume for that purpose pressurizing by Pr - 10. At that reduced
pressure the largest isothermal integral Joulc-Thomson effect is achieved for 1.2 < Tr
< 3. The differential inversion curve is the locus of maxima of isenthalpic lines at PT plane. The above range of reduced temperatures is adequately comprehensive for
most cryogenic sensor's cooling, starting liquefaction at 290 K < T < 320 K. On
Figure 5 (Ah)T is described as function of l'toil for sixteen coolants at 310 K and
Pr = 10. For each coolant it was calculated through the three parameters Peng-

12000

-.

1 2

through van der Waals'

0.314*Tboil

-

...

.

equation of state
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Integral isothermal Joule-Thomson effect (Ah)T for different pure
co-lant as function of their boiling temperatures.

6
Robinson1 5 equation of state and compared to some (experimental) data.

The general observed trend in applicative terms is: a coolant of lower
liquefaction temperature is less refrigeration content. The solid line represents an
approximated expression derived in Appendix through the two parametric van der
Waals equation of state:
(Ah)T

11.72 R
T . Tý2 od

GAS MIXTURES
The search for a proper mixture is very attractive because of the additional
degrees of freedom in coolant design or choice. Some of the points that make it very

special are:
(a) Bridging the gaps between the discreet normal boiling temperatures of pure
substances. For example: a sensor optimally performing at 65 K have to be cooled
by liquefied mixture, because there is no pure coolant between nitrogen (77.4 K) and
neon (27.1 K).
(b) Possible more refrigeration content mixture than a pure substance having the same
boiling temperature. Koeppe tl showed experimentally that irtegral isenthalpic J-'l
effect for nixtures was at least equal to the niolarly weighted mean effect of the pure
components. Alfeev t 2 pointed out the improved efficiency in mixtures operated J-T
coolers. Little 13 reports on a mixture of halon, hydrocarbons and nitrogen being more
efficient and faster than nitrogen itself at 80 K.
(c) Generally the cooler design is not affected by the use of mixtures instead of pure
coolants, which means that the same technology and hardware can be applied.
CONCLUSIONS
The thermodynamic parameters of pure coolants Tboij, (AT)h and (Ah)T are
interconnected. Both (AT)h and (Ah)T are increasing functions of Tboir Mixing of
pure coolants i[ a source for new coolant with new pseudo-critical parameters.
APPENDIX
Real gas enthalpy departure from the ideal gas model, hR, can be formulated' 4
through its compressibility, Z, as:
P,, T ,N[•r,

hR(PT) = h(P,T) - .IG(pT
RT
RT

T_

= -R

7

0r
P, -oT7

dPr (1a)
Pr

For simpler drawing of the general trend we may avoid the differences of molecules'
acentric factors and apply the two parameters van der Waals equation of state.
Recalling that hIG is only temperature dependent we get:
(Aý)T = A"R(Pou IT)

hR (pin ,T)

S27 R - Pr

_.2

1P~

•rT + (Z-I)RT
64 R
T "Z
. ,
ci
Pr,5

23.4

Pr~ou(2a)

where Pr,im = Pi, / Pc and Prout = 0.1 MPa / Pc.
Let us assume Pr - 10. (For cases of 1.2 < Tr < 3.0 it gives the maximum
Joule-Thoison effect.) From compressibility data we get Z (Pr - 10) - 1. Assuming
empirically Trail - 0.6 Tc and Prm >> Pr.out we get from (2a)
=hT

11.72

-

R

=

2(3a)

" Tboil(3

)-

T

,

L

2
It should be remarked that for Tc < 100 K the term in equation (2a) thar includes Tc
is not big enough in comparison to (Z-1) RT, so that relation can not be applied.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN
CLOG RESISTANT AND DEMAND FLOW CRYOSTATS

J.

W. Prentice, G. Walker, and S. G. Zylstra
General Pneumatics Corporation
Western Research Center
Scottsdale, AZ 85260

ABSTRACT

A cryostat composed of a special anti-clogging JouleThomson (J-T) expansion nozzle combined with demand flow
regulation, derived by the use of materials with different
coefficients of thermal expansion, was developed in the recent
This new type of cryostat has proved to be remarkably
past.
rugged and highly resistant to blockage by contaminants in the
displayed
the
cryostat
has
gas
flow.
In
addition,
surprisingly stable temperature characteristics.
The new cryostat design has now been applied to a variety
of systems with different fluids and special requirements over
This paper will discuss
a range of refrigeration capacities.
some of the interesting situations and problems encountered in
Recent
of the basic design.
devising
new variations
applications include use of liquid cryogen working fluid,
modular designs, and variable capacity systems.
INTRODUCTION
(GP)
patented
Development of the General Pneumatics
cryostat design has progressed at the Western Research Center
Temperature"A Non-Clogging,
since the previous paper
Sensitive, Closed-Cycle Linde-Hampson Cryocooler"1 presented
at the Fifth International Cryocooler Conference held in 1988.
Following fabrication and testing of a cryostat for NASA
capable of producing up to 37 Watts of refrigeration at 85 K
when supplied with nitrogen at 13.8 MPa, attention was turned
toward producing a 1/4 Watt common module size cryostat, shown
in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1.

COMMON MODULE SIZE CRYOSTAT

Additional low capacity cryostats have been fabricated
for use with nitrogen, argon, mixed gases, and liquid methane.
Proposed uses have included deriving refrigeration while
venting liquid hydrogen, to replacing a two-gas cooldown
system with a single demand flow cryostat.
DESIGN FEATURES
Each of the GP cryostat designs are unique to the field
of cryogenics in that they feature a clog resistent J-T
isenthalpic expansion nozzle. Additionally, the flow (hence,
refrigeration capacity) is controlled by optional combinations
of a demand flow feature and a manual micrometer-like
adjusL"r.
As cxpericn_J
.,z1
cn
gained, thcse and other
features along with the related fabrication techniques have
been refined.
NOZZLES
The nozzle of the cryostat converges to an annular
orifice formed by a tapered core.
Circumferential grooves
machined into the tappered core provide turbulence which
allows wider flow passages and helps to break up and clear
contaminants.
This action combined with the large annular
circumference relative to the flow area provides the patented
clog resistent characteristic of the nozzle.

The included angle of the converging nozzle geometry
influences adjustments to the mass flow rate.
A 30 degree
included angle increases the flow area more for each linear
movement of the core than does a 15 degree angle.
No
appreciable difference in refrigeration capacity has been
noted when comparing the 15 and 30 degree angles.
Nozzle
angles
are
therefore
chosen
based
on
flow
control
requirements.
During testing of a non-demand flow GP cryostat with a 30
degree nozzle, it was noted that the mass flow of the liquid
methane working fluid increased slightly as the temperature at
the nozzle decreased.
The cause of the variation has been
identified as the unexpected decrease in the kinematic
viscosity with temperature.
As the temperature decreased the
dynamic viscosity increased, but the density increased more
Thus, the flow increased. 2
dramatically.
DEMAND FLOW REGULihnON
Demand flow regulation is the ability of a cryostat to
achieve and maintain its refrigeration temperature with
minimal flow while subjected to varying heat loads.
The
optional GP demand flow feature is achieved by differential
thermal contraction of the materials supporting the nozzle and
its core.
GP cryostats have been tested that regulated from an
initial cooldown flow of 18 standard liters
per minute (slpm),
measured at the exit, to 3 slpm after achieving liquid
nitrogen temperature. This was calculated to be a change from
5.2 to .9 watts of refrigeration based upon a 7% liquid yield.
By using thermally active 304 stainless steel and thermally
inactive Invar 36 in conjunction with a 15 degree included
angle nozzle these cryostats can maintain their heat loaded
temperature well within 1 K.
MANUAL FLOW REGULATION

Micrometer manual flow regulation has been provided for
both demand flow and non-demand flow cryostats.
When used
with the demand flow feature it enables the user to set the
initial flow which determines the rate of cooldown and then,
if needed,
to set the lower limit of the flow at the
refrigeration temperature.
When used with a non-demand flow
cryostat it allows for accurate adjustment of refrigeration
capacity within its range of heat loads.
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Several micrometer configurations have been designed
using differential threads to provide as much as 3024
equivalent threads per inch (108/112 pitch).
One design using
brass against stainless at the thread interface was found to
bind at liquid methane temperatures near 111 K. Differential
contraction in the longitudinal direction was suspected as the
cause. The most recent micrometer design avoids this problem
by using Inconel 718 against 316L stainless and by using a
more tolerant 70/72 pitch differential thread (2520 equivalent
threads per inch).
Also, the thread arrangement allows the
slightly more thermally active stainless threads (16 X 10-6
m/m.K) to contract away from the Inconel threads (13 x 10.6
m/m.K).
HEAT EXCHANGERS

GP cryostats employ helically wound finned tube heat
exchangers constructed of 70/30 copper/nickel alloy. The heat
exchanger is formed by wrapping the finned tubing around an
inner sheath tube.
A polyester thread is co-wound above and
below the finned tubing to provide spacing and to direct the
flow close to the finned tube. The number of wraps determines
the overall length of the heat exchanger.

The internal diameter of the heat exchanger tube carries
the high pressure flow to the nozzle.
The configuration of
the external finned or low pressure side primarily determines
the effectiveness
of the contra-flow
heat
exchanger.
Effectiveness can be calculated by the equation 3:

Thl
Tc

dQ

2

ihdTh

Tc

,C

E

Area
FIGURE 2.

EFFECTIVENESS
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Tca

As the effectiveness approaches 100%, additional wraps of
the finned tube have less influence due to the reduced
temperature difference between the high and low pressure sides
of the heat exchanger near the high temperature end.
The pressure differential (AP) across the length of the
return flow side primarily affects the temperature at the
nozzle.
Increasing
the AP increases
the temperature.
Considerations that influence the AP are the return flow area,
the size and existence of a co-winding, the flow rate, the
density of the working fluid, and the over,ill length of the
heat exchangCer.
GP cryostat -527DA0017 (Figure 3) was tc'-ted with several
lcngths of heat exchanger and two sizes of co-winding over a
range of Ilow rates using nitrogen supplied it 13.6 1Pa.
For
nosinal flow rates

35

or

more

of up to 20 slprn,

wraps

cr-Yostat .. ith 39
flow o 1 --.)m.
irpr-ove t he heat
r-iximun
Ic-.: rate
wraps was tound

provided

97

to

heat exchanger

99%

lengths of

effectiveness.

One

wraps produced refrigerati
cr at. a maximum
With thie !e;ame cryostat, 43. w.r'aps did not
exchianger effcctiveness, Lh,.t did e>:tend the
to 24.5 slpm.
Another cono i juratino with 29
to have an effectiveness;
' 912.3 to 98.5%

co-winding from .127 mm to .254 mm increased the effectiveness
by an average 2%.
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CRYOT
.

FIGURE 3.

CRYOSTAT #527DA0017

MODULAR CRYOSTAT
The concept of a modular cryostat was proposed by Jack
Jones of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at a meeting that took
place in January 1990. It was suggested that a cryostat could
be designed with a precooling boss such that a series of like
cryostats could be linked together, each one precooling the
next (Figure 4).
In this configuration cryogenic temperatures
could be reached effectively in low pressure systems.
The first
prototype modular cryostat was produced under
a contract with Aerojet ElectroSystems (Figure 5).
The design
objectives using argon as the working fluid and the initial
test
results are enumerated in the following paragraphs.

FIGURE 4.

MODULAR CRYOSTAT CONCEPT
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FIGURE 5.
REFRIGERATION

MODULAR CRYOSTAT

CAPACITY

capacity at the
the refrigeration
It
was desired that
would be approximately 1 Watt at 90
cold end of the cryostat
K for each 0.01 grams per second of argon flow over the range
For a latent
heat of vaporization equal to
of .01 to .07 g/s.
yield
implies a minimum required liquid
162 Joules/gram this
It
at 4 MPa from 300 K.
the cryostat
of 61.7 %. Argon enters
diagram
Enthropy (T-S)
can be shown on a Temperature vs.
would be produced by a Jyield
only 4% liquid
(Figure 6) that
Therefore,
the modular
under these conditions. 3
T cryostat
was designed to include a precooling section referred
cryostat
to
as the condenser.
CONDENSER
The condenser was positioned to divide the finned-tubing
The location
an upper and lower section.
heat exchanger into
and confirmed by the
was determined by thermodynamic analysis
near 165 K
Argon gas enters the condenser at
T-S diagram.
of the
having been cooled by the sensible heat extraction
Argon leaves the condenser as saturated
upper heat exchanger.
removed by the lower
Additional heat is
near 130 K.
liquid
the
to
is
introduced
the
liquid
before
heat
exchanger
isenthalpic
expansion cf the nozzle.
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NOZZLE
The working fluid passing through the clog resistant
nozzle expands to the pressure of the coldwell producing a
The pressure is dependant upon
mixture of liquid and vapor.
the outlet tube pressure plus the return flow pressure drop of
the heat exchanger.
HEAT EXCHANGER
The heat exchanger was designed to minimize
thus
flow pre:»J.c drop to 6.8 KPa (1 psi),
During
refri.~er.titr; temperature of 90 K or less.
n-,easured to be slightly more than 6.8
pressure
maximum flaw rate of .07 grams,/second.

the return
insuring a
testing the
KPa for the

It w is cetermined that the ef fectiveness of the upper
heat exchcanger could be as low as 80%. Any difference between
the actual and 100% can be made up by extracting more heat
Furthermore, any ieit f iciencies in the
through the condenser.
lower heat exchanger woul(i pass on retrigeration to the upper
efficiency.
heat exchanger and enhance its
TEST CONFIGURATION
to measure the
was configured
test equipment
The
resultant refrigeration capacity at the anticipated 90 K
An Oinega Ptl00 RTD inserted into a
terperature cold end.
around the coldwell provided
copper block fitted
sri J
correction to these measurements
tern) .- rature measurements.
was uieeded to compensate for inadequate thermal anchoring.4
argon,
liquid
the
vaporize
to
required
power
The
(reirigeration capacity) , was determine from multiplication of
inserted
the voltage and current applied to a carbon resistor
into the copper block.
The rate of heat extraction from the condenLser was also
A copper bar attached to the condenser by a #6-32
det;Ž•.mined.
screw provided a heat transfer conduit to a liquid
UNI"
The sink was fabricated by silver
sink.
nitrogen lat
solderincg a 3.18 mm (.125 in.) stainless steel tube c, i led
ter
A Minco I
a::ound a 19 mm (.75 in.) diameter copper rod.
bL -ton was attached to the copper bar to balance the heat Load
An RTD was
of the liouid nitrogen flo.w through the tube.
at the
potted into the #6 screw to monitor the temperature
In th .s way the heat extracted could be calculated
condn..;er-.
I luid nitrogn i1ow minus the
of tl
the h,,at ca,,city
ai
to; ma ntain the
reLj ze
heat load of the heate, but L'
/
(FF
desired tcmperdture at the C:orddhrI"1

12,.

/

FIGURE 7.
An
insulation

invert:ed
around

HEAT TRANSFER CONDUIT

belljar
?a,
the cryostat

adapted
and the

to Proloe
conden ;;er

vacuum
heat sink

(Figure 8).

K
taa

FIGURE 8.

BELL JAR TEST CONFIGURATION
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TEST RESULTS
Test results indicate that both the modular cryostat and
the test
equipment functioned in predictable manner.
With
argon supplied from 300 K at 4 MPa the cryostat was able to
produce additional refrigeration at 90 K in excess of the
amount provided by the condenser at 130 K.
Below is a table
of test
results.
Argon Flow
(gram/sec)

Total (90 K)
Refrigeration
(Watt)

Condenser (130 K)
Heat Extracted
(Watt)

Refrigeration
Gained (90 K)
(Watt)

.013

0.74

0.5

.24

.019

1.96

1.5

.46

.030

2.60

2.1

.50

SUTMMARY
As experience is gained with the clog resistant
nozzle it
continues to prove its capability in varied applications.
The
demand
flow and
micrometer
adjustment
features
are
of
additional benefit wherever temperature stability
and flow
control are required.
It is anticipated that the most recent
development,
the modular cryostat,
will enable cryogenic
temperatures to be reached effectively with low pressure
systems.
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